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tbs Onkm Trust Co., of which Mr. Moore
iu treasurer, but at tbe office of W. E.
Whiffing in the Whiting block, Main
street.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
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U G Hodgkins—House for sale.
Great Pond and Bog Dam Co— Anaaal meet-
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bankruptcy—Horatio D Wakefield.
-Frank A Wood.
Miss A M Connick—Easter opening.
Stan wood— Photographer.
C L Morang— Dry goods, boots, shoes, etc.
J A Hayner—Cash market.
W R Parker Clothing Co.
Ellsworth Falls:
Mrs Lizzie 8 Moore—Apprentices wanted.
Portland, Me:
Portland Auto Co.
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County Savings Bank.

Tbe piano contest which has been going
for tbe past few months at the W. B.
Parker Clothing Co.’s store closes to-morrow at 6 p. no., and the name of the winner will be announced on Friday morning
at 10 O’clock. The leaders in the contest
are Miss Annie E. Emery, Bayside grange
[and Harvest HomegTange. Much interest
is being manifested in the outcome.
on

The Dirigo block, damaged by lire last
week, will be built at once by Dr. A. C.
Hagerthy. Tbe ailia will be lowered some
two isat, doing away with the basement,
bat bringing the store fronts down to the
sidewalk, and greatly improving them.
The bnilding will be run op only two

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT BLLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

In

ONE COTTAGE

ONE RESIDENCE

AT

IN

ELLSWORTH.

a m;

4.39 and 6.08 p m.
12.06, 6.66 and 1033 p

is

NEWBURY NECK.

W.

O.

TAPLCY,

Insurance

Arthur Parcher, a student at Bowdoin,
home for the Easter vacation.

Myer Gallert, who has been in New York
for the past few weeks, is home for a short
stay.
Mr*. Eva D. Gardner, of Bangor, is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Harry L.
Crabtree.

|

Klliwonh, Maine.

A. L. Witham haa sold hie billiard-room
David Unnehan, who took possession
this week.

and

to

John Wakefield has gone to Wyoming
to work for the Ambnrsen Hydraulic Construction Co.

Ellaworth, Maine.

r.ITTny Properties In Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,
will I Use, Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South.
HEAL E8TATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Idler J.ands. Baprss ntatfre of the National Co-operative Ilealty Company.
Also Kepresentative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

Mias Alice Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, who
has been visiting friends in Ellsworth, retained home Monday.

y.

It H.

Thomas Delnittre has rented rooms in
L. W. Jordan honee on Franklin
■treat, and will go to housekeeping.
the

OIMee at Real dm re, Parry Rod, Ellsworth, Maine.

The Colby college dramatic dab will
present the comedy, “College Cbcms,” at
Hancock ball next Monday evening.
Miss Edith Bipley, ol Boston, returned
Ellsworth with Miss A. M. Connick,
and will remain here with her during the

HOUSE CLEANING TIME

to

■■aeon.

over our
ment of

large and

Tbs lecture by Prof. Harry C. Emery, of
Yale, on “Socialism, its Cause and Significance", to be given st the Congregational
vestry next Friday evening at 8. p. m., will
nndonbtedly attract a large andience.
Prof. Emery is an intereating speaker, and
hit snbject is one in which large interest
OBITUARY.
is being taken at this time. The lecture
MRS. MICHAEL IHSAwill hS followed by a social and sale of
home-made candy.
The affair ie under
Ellen, wife of Michael Bbea, of tbia city,
tbs aMpices of tbe February committee died last Wednesday at the home of her
Of tbs Congregational society.
daughter, Mrs. John 8. O’Brien, in SpringTfe* ptgooi photographic studio will field, Mass., alter a few weeka’ illness from
a complication of diseases.
: mow uia week to the Franklin street ezMrs. Shea’s death was a sad surprise to
r t—lw» of the Msnoinc block, lint floor,
her many friends in this city, as she was
the Mtn nee being on Franklin street;
when she,
The Q^ood studio has occupied its present apparently in her usual health
with her husband, left here in November
rooms on Main street thirty-four years.
winter with ber daughter in
.The rooms were fitted np for Mr. Osgood tospend-the
Mrs. Shea was born in Ellsby the late D. H. Kppes, the store below Springfield.
worth sixty-eight yearn ago, tbe daughter
being oeanpied by R. F. Bomlnaby, dry
of Daniel and Margaret McCarthy. She
goods. Through the many changes which
was twice married, her first husband bethe years have brought in the business in
Daniel Donovan, oi this city, who died
Ellsworth, the passing of many names ing
about twenty years ago. Some years later
cam familiar on Main street, Mr. Osgood
she was married to Michael Bbaa, who surhas continued at the same location. At 1
ber. She leaves two children—Mrs.
"his hew location, however, he will have vives
of Springfield, end D. E. Donomote pleasant rooms, and can make many O.’Brien,
of this oily; also two brothers—Peter
improvements to facilitate hia studio van,
McCarthy, of Longwoodi Mass., and
wegh.
[Charles McCarthy, of Oakland, Uai., and
At the meeting cf the ainmni aaaociatwo sisters—Mrs. Margaret Nevell and
tion of New York university law school in
Mr*. Caroline Clongh, of BUswortb Falls.
New York last evening, when the chiefThe remains arrived here Friday, and
of
were
New
England
guests, funeral services were held at the Catholic
justices
Chief-Justice L. A. Emery, of Maine, was church
at 9 o’clock Saturday morning,
one of the speakers. An associated press
Bav. J. D. O’Brien oOciating. Mrs.
him
of
ss
the
State
despatch quotes
saying
Sbei was a devoted wile and mother, and

Capt. W. P. Woodward left Monday night
for Providence, R. I., where hit vessel, the of Maine: “She is the ‘east mark' of oar
Henrietta A. Whitney, baa bean healed great republic. She is thrust north and
salt near the great river of Canada and
np the past winter.
Sherman E. Milliken and Miaa Leccie between.* he Canadian province of Quebec
M. Kane, both of Ellsworth, were married and thi sea. For more than 600 miles
Monday evening at the Baptist parsonage Maine 1* open to invasion from Chnada

is about here, and with it come thoughts
for new Wall Papers and Carpetings.
Do not make your selections before look-

ing

stories instesd of three. The Forsaith
block will also be rebuilt by Col. C. C.
Burrill.

m.

Fifteen girls will give a dance at Odd
Fellows hall to-morrow evening.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
National Bank Building.

fip

The Thursday club will meet thia week
with Mrs. O. W.Tapley.

Fourth Street,

ELLSWORTH.

m.

POSTOFFICB.

Goinu West—10.46,1130 a m; 5.80 and
Going East—630 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail.

ONE FARM

ONE STORE

Pint

a m;

MAIL CLOSES AT

BAR HARBOR.

on

effect Oct. /S, 1908.
MAILS RECEIVED.

Feom West—7.13
Feom East-11.07

attractive assort-

and for

than 300 miles is open to inIt has no forts or garrisons on this nearly 1,000 miles of frontier,
except at one harbor, that of Portland,
yet. yon do not hear us or our delegation
iu Congress, clamoring for a larger army
or a bigger navy. We believe that national
and international justice and equity are

by Rev. P. A. A. Killam.
Andrt w M. Moor has moved his electrical supply store from the Dirigo block, re-

Papers, Window Shades, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, Carpetings,
Mattings, Oil Cloths

Wall

vasion

cently burned, to the Qreely building adjoining tbe First national bank building.
Capt. W. C. Bellatty, of schooner Lavolta, left to-day for Caatine, where his

and Linoleums.

vessel has been hauled

up. He has chartered from StoniDgton to Providence with
D. Brann A Cotaxerder mists, who
were located in the Dirigo block which
was burned last week, have moved their
stock to the laundry building, west end
of the bridge.

CLEARANCE

SALE

bargains offered in our dry goods department, which we
dosing put, are attracting many shoppers. This is an unusual opportunity to obtain staple goods at bargain prices. Our
line of -'mall Wares, Ladies’ Hosiery, Corsets and Underwear is
large, and prices are being sacrificed on all.

The

rare

are

The Village improvement society will
hold a regular session nex Monday, April
5, at 3 p. m., with Mrs. Frank M. Gaynor,
All members are cordially
Main street.
invited to be present.
The last basket- ball game of the season
was played in Ellsworth last Friday evening by the girls’ teams of Ellsworth and
Northeast Harbor. The game was a tie -4
A dance followed.
to 4.

WHITINQ BROS.

A. W. Curtis, who for many years has
been located in the Forsaith block, will
rat ve to the Frankiln street extension of
the Manning block, in the store formerly
occupied by the city restaurant.

j

Money
deposited in

our

2.30 o’clock. Picnic sapper
will be served at 6 o’clock, to which all
members of the chapter are invited.
H. E. Frazier and w ife, of Winter Harbor, were In the city the first of the week,
visiting relatives, on their way to East
Boston, where Mr. Frazier has a position
as engineer on one of the Boston boats.

|

draws interest from the

j

FIR8T DAY OF EACH MONTH

3*4%

Mrs. N. C. King gives a talk on “Old
Old Days” at the vestry of the
Congregational church this afternoon at 4
o’clock. At the close of the talk the March
committee will serve tea in the vestry par-

j
jj

and I* exempt

China and

j

PROM MUNICIPAL TAXATION.

UNION TRU8T COMPANY

JI

■ LL8WORTH.

l-1

!

lor.
!

I
I
I
I
I
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

Sest Styles in Wall Paper. S3S
last

year’s

fining from

stock at
three to five

rolls,

®®get suited here. Prices

to 75c.

MADE TO ORDER.

Mifoidered

button* of mi mod*;
agmachtanBado. plain and bard-

Alice

’•Ml MdtmiMG

m.
HWK,

with

on new

from 10c. double roll

^OMS

bundles

con-

border, very che/ip.

Yoi

half-price.

A few

f11mill!

The Oak-Park-Lincoln street branch of
the Village improvement society will hold
a cooked-food sale at the office of Miss
corner
Main and Water
Alice Scott,
streets, next Saturday afternoon. Orders
will be taken for desserts to be tarnished
next week.

groonhniico
HITOIIIIvMwWi

For the information of the public the
present city treasurer, L. M. Moore, desires it to be known that business pertaining to the office will be transacted not at

»

DAFFODILS”

t

»

■

«

i

com<

spring flowers.

TSwkwia

Ellsworth friends extend congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. Andrews,
of Carmel, on the birth of a son, born
Wednesday, March 21. Mrs. Andrews is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Smith, of Ellsworth.

and othei

). A. THOMPSON,

hooper, | Ellsworth

Capt. Alexander Hutchins left last night
Newark, N. J., where hie veaael, the
Melissa Trask, was hauled up for the winter. He took with him two mpn—John
Patten, who will go as mate, and Jasper
Kane.
for

Forrest K. Treworgy, who has been
in the employ of the Besse-Fox company,
of Bangor, since graduating from the
high school in 1907, went last week to
Lynn, Mass., where he will take a threeyears’ coarse in electrical engineering
with the General Electric Oo.

15fNow “gay and golden
the

chapter are relodge room Friday

Irene

to meet at the

afternoon at

j

Savings Department

at the rate of

The sisters of

quested

more

by

sea.

better protection tban armies and navies,
will never he
and that this great
attacked unless itself compels attack by
its own injustice or iniquity, and this we
believe will never be.”

republic

stone.
E.

Wal
Baking Powder

j

ELLSWORTH
Arthur

Mrs.
from

a

is

now

Martin M. Moore has
business trip to Boston

At

at Odd Fellows hall—
Da uos by Sftdtn girls.
Friday, April 3, at 8 p. m., at Congregational vsatry
Lecture by Prof. Harry
C. Emery, of Yale. Subject: “Socialism;
: its Cause and Significance.” Followed bp
social. Tickets, 36 cents.
—

1

county court house,
meeting.
Monday evening, April 6, at Hancock
hall “College Chinn*,” by Colby college
diamatic club. Tickets on sale at Boy CL
Saturday, AprtM;

C.

laid

ceed

uate of

C. M. Whitcomb and family have recently moved into the house formerly occupied by his parents.
A surprise party was tendered Frank
Heath and wife Thursday evening, by
fifteen of their friends.

Mrs. B. S. Jellison and Miss Marjorie
went to Bangor to-day for a visit of several days with relatives.
Mrs. Fred E. Grace, who ha6 been visiting with relatives here, returned on Tuesday noon to her home at the Green Lake
hatchery.
RIVER.

Mrs. Delia Whitmore is ill.
Robert B. Carter is ill of grip and bronchitis.
Hazel Tate, of Ellsworth Falls, is with
uncle, Mark L. Tate, for a while.

her

Earl Holt and wife have gone to
to visit Mr. Holt’s father, Allen

land

Higgins,

of

tbe

on

Wednesday to Monday, April 7-13Sixty- second annual session of East Maine

j

Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.

IMurtiscmnUf

M’INTOSH.

was

OUR NEXT INTEREST

the year

w as

QUARTER COMMENCES

I

APRIL I, 1909.

I

ALLOWED ON ONE
AND UPWARD IN THE
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT OF

DOLLAR

Burrill Nat’l Bank,

Everett C.
elected to suc-

large enough

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

EASTER

OPENING
*

OF

MILLINERY
ON

Thursday, April 8,

to warrant

it, the school would be reopened in the
fall.
Miss Bernice Franklin was elected
teacher'of the school at Brimmer’s bridge
to HU vacancy.
The secretary was instructed by vote of
the board to request ex-Supt. of Schools

A. M.

Connick,

JOY BUILDING,
Ellsworth.
40. Main Street,

John A. Scott to die with tbe hoard his
contract as a teacher in the Ellsworth
schools, and his census returns of last

year.

1

Four Per Cent. Interest

Mr. Scott. Mr. Higgins is a gradBates college, aud has taught the
Rumford Falls and Bowdoinham high
schools.
Petition of residents of the district for
reopening of Shore Road school, which
has been closed the past two terms, was
discussed. The secretary was instructed
to notify the people of the district that
the school w ould not be opened for the
term, but if the attendance of puspring
pils from this district at other terms dur-

ing

Removal Notice!

______________

GEORGE B. STUART,

TRENTON.

public meeting Friday
evening, April 2, at Evergreen hall, to conPort- sider the organization of a grange. The
Holt. meeting will be addressed by Milton
will follow.
There will be

Beckwith.

a

A social hour

Attorney

at Law

notice that he has removed his
Law offices from Giles block to
Burrlil National
rooms over the
Bank, Main street Ellsworth, Maine.
Telephone: 68-2.

gives

I

Mrs. Jerry Crowley, of Bangor, was
called here recently by the illness of her
mother, Mrs. Mark L. Milliken, sr.
LAKKWOOD.
John Martin has purchased a horse.
Charles and Linwood Garland were at
Green Lake Sunday.
Linwood Garland, who has been emin northern Maine
during the

ployed

winter, is home.
caused the
heavy
watei to rise quite rapidly, and there are
indications of a freshet this spring.
The recent

HUNGRY FOR PEAS?
This week I'm offering

some extra

choice

June Peas

Early

rain has

tender and tempting

as if you’d just
them off the dew-laden vines on a
summer’s morning. Begularly you’d have
to pay 15 cents per can for such superior
Peas ; my price this week is
—as

picked

BuiilDeii Noticed.

Miss A. M. Connick’s annual Easter opening will be on Thursday, April 8.
PARKER PIANO CONTEST.

Following is the standing in the piano contest at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.'s store at
noon

1.
2.
S.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2 Cans for 25 cents.

to-day:
Miss Annie

Emery, Ellsworth.
Bayside grange, Bayside.
Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.
Pamola grange, Hancock.
Arbutus grange, Surry.
Mariaville grange, Mariaville.
Nicolin grange, Nicolin.
Methodist church, Franklin.

The contest will close at 6 p.

m.

to-morrow

J.
"CASH

A.

HAYNES,

D O W M

Peters

;

Haines’ store.

j

table.

Clinton,

at

Ellsworth—County road

[

a

grandparents.

THE

■MB WORTH.

Thursday, April 1,

:

a

MBS. FANSIE

was

OF

COM MO BVKSTS.

j

Mrs. Fannie C. McIntosh died at her
home on Grant street Saturday afternoon,
aged seventy-six years. Mrs. McIntosh
member of the Congregational
was a
church and a woman of fine character,
and admired by her many friends.
She leaves three sons-George, James
and Joseph McIntosh, all of Ellsworth,
and three daughters Mrs. John W.
Campbell and Miss Susan McIntosh, of
Ellsworth, and Mrs. Frances Farrell, of
Berkeley, Cal.
Funeral services were held at the home
Monday afternoon, Rev. R. B. Mathews

Harvard Clongh was in Waltham from
Saturday until Monday, the guest of his

MOUTH

meeting.

School Board Meeting.
meeting of the school board Monday evening, the fall board being present,
returned petition of pupils of tbe high school that
and New John A. Scott be retained as a teacher,

finished hia

occupying it.

York.

about

1 p. m.
The comment has been very general that
last year’s Stats road work was considerably better than that ot any previous
year, and State Highway Commissioner
[ Sargent consider* this is s direct result ad
the county road meetings, it is hoped
j that selectmen Slid road commissioners
will mskesn nflort to attend this year's
1

officiating.

FALLS.

W. Silsbury has

building, and

store

|

worth, Saturday, April 3, at

sad blow to her family, who
have tbe sympathy of many,friends.

bar

death it

County Road Meeting.
The annual comntv road meeting will bn
held at Che county court house in BUw

"

Grocer

and

Marketman,

Block, Ellsworth.

BDITBD

frtyir Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning April 4, 1909.
Topic. Life lessons for wen from the
Book of Proverbs.—Prov. vlit. 1-17. Cca•ecratkm meeting.
The book of Proverbs was written
by Solomon, the son of King David.
Solomon wrote three books of the
Scriptures—the Song of Solomon, probably when he was young; Proverbs
during manhood and Ecclesiastes when
he had reached old age.
A proverb Is a short, pithy saying
petting forth a moral or spiritual
It was peculiarly suited to
truth.
Hebrew poetry, which is largely composed of comparisons and contrasts.
Oriental sages were fond of using the
proverb or parable, which is really a
proverb enlarged. Solomon cbose the
proverb In which to express his philosophy of life. The Psalms and the
'Proverbs bear an important relation
to each other and express the different
(characteristics of the authors, although
they were father and son. The Psalms
•f David are largely devotional, while
David
the proverbs are practical.
lived closer to God than Solomon and
was therefore better qualified than
Solomon to be tbe psalmist of Israel.
Solomon, on the other hand, was more
• man of the world and better understood the practical affairs of men than
pis father and was therefore the better equipped to be the poet of pracIn these facts we
tical admonition.
may learn a nsefnl life lesson. Devotion, close living to God in the inward
life, comes first in our lives, but it
should be followed by the practical
application of Inward feelings and
principles to the outward life. As the
(Proverbs follow the Psalms, the practical ahonld follow the devotional.
The book of Proverbs has been divided Into three divisions:
First.—Addresses to the young, chapters i-lx.
Second—Addresses, more varied, to
all classes, ranks and ages, chapters xrvlv.
Third.—Collections of extant records,
made by scribes under the orders of
King Hezekiah. chapters xxv-xxix.
•These are also proverbs qf Solomon
which the men of Hezekiah. king of
Judah, copied oat” (Prov. xxv, 1).
To sum up all the life lessons of the
book of Proverbs Is Impossible, but
some of the prominent evils against
which Solomon warns us in various
parts of the book are as follows:
1. Filial impiety. The duty of cbil
dren to parents la emphatically urged,
occupying space in no less than nine
passages. This duty needs to be emAmerican children
phasized today.
and young people seem especially addicted to the sin of filial impiety. Solomon condemns It and calls upon children to reverence, love and obedience
to parents.
2. Evil company.
Nothing is more
harmful In life than evil companions,
and Solomon lays great stress in his
warnings against It.
The sin of impurity,
S. Impurity.
awen to the extent of licentiousness. Is
one of our greatest curses today. Young
people especially should read in private
Solomon's fearful pictures of its reBQlts and be warned against it.
On nine occasions Solo, A Untruth.
Dishonmon speaks of this subject
esty. untnithfulness and deceit In all
forms are denounced. We llvp in an
age much given to opposites of these
In business, politics and social life.
Solomon's warnings should therefore

"AWT MADOl".

—

be heeded.
B. Blothfolness.

No writer surpasses

Solomon In denouncing sloth. He pictures its results as disappointment, de"Drowsiness shall
cay and poverty.
clothe a man with rags."
6. Intemperance.
This is another
modern corse that Solomon pictures
In Its awful final results—Its brawls.
Impurities, exhaustion and delirium,
•11 leaning from the wine cnp.
7. Solomon exalts wisdom—not the
Wisdom of books, but practical wisdom,
the knowing of right and wrong and
doing of right and avoiding the wrong.
BIBLE READINGS.

Filial impiety, 1, 8, 9; vl. 20, 21; xx,
20; evil company, 1, 10-19; lv, 14-19; impurity, il, 16-19; vli, 6-27; xxiil, 27, 28;
■loth, vl, C-ll; Intemperance, xx. 1;
xxiil. 1-3, 29-35; xxxl, 4-6; wisdom, 1,
20; lv, 13; Till, 1-9. 12.
Notes From Foreign Fields.
The negro Endeavorers of Rhodesia
go out two by two to preach in the
kraals. One of these Endeavorers waa
once
asked by his employer: “Why
do yon want to learn to read? Isn’t It
enough to make money?" “Ah," he
answered, "money will not buy eternal
life.”
Fully 3,000 Boer Endeavorers became prisoners during the Boer war
with England. During their imprisonment the spirit of missions became
strong among them, and 200 of them
on their release volunteered to serve
•s missionaries to carry the godpel to
the blacks.
A new theological semkiary was formed to train them.
Every German Endeavorer gives 12
tents a yenr to support the National
Christian Endeavor union. They have
sent several of theli1 own number as
missionaries to the Caroline islands,
and the spirit of evangelism is very
strong among them.
In Snow Clad Alaska.
One of the first Christian Endeavor
societies in Alaska consisted of five
young men who met in a tent on the
teach at Valdes. Then they built a
log cabin, with “Christian Endeavor”
It was the only bouse
over the door.
of worship In Valdes. They organized
s reading room and a Sunday school
sad finally became i church, the Endeavor church. They did a great work
la carrying material for a relief station up the glacier near by, a task
occupying thirty-four days. This relief station saved many lives.

Tbe purposes of this eolumu are succinctly
stated In tbe title and motto—It Is for tbe mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful*
for the common good. 11 Is fer the comI Being
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbe Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity U solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, hut tbe name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all

communications

This column it devoted to the Grange, especially to the gmngea of Hancock county.
TM column la open to all granger! for the
dtaensaion of topics of general interest, and
for reporta of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will b* rejected without

AFTERDOCTORS
FAILED

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

IU Motto:

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.

IT

good

Thursday, May 6—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Massapaqua grange,
South Bluehill.

Lydia E Pfnkham’sVegetable Compound Cured Her.

to

Tbb Amkkicab,
Ellsworth. Ms.

315, NORTH BLVKHILL.
At the regular meeting of Halcyon
grange March 19, the following resolutions were adopted:
HALCYON,

Willimantic, Conn.—"For fire years

troubles, causing backache, irregularities, dizziness and nervous prostration. It was impossible for me to
waia upstairs
without stopping

TH* QOOD OLD HYMNS.

muffle in

’em. the

hymns of

long ago;
An' when some gray-haired brother sings the
ones I used to know,
I sorter want to take a hand—I think o' days
gone by—
“On Jordan's stormy banks I stand and
a wishful eye.”

thing different

There's lots of music in 'em—those dear,
sweet hymns of oJd,
With visions bright of lands of light and
shining streets of gold:
And I hear 'em ringing—singing, where memory dreaming stands,
“Prom Greenland’s icy mountains to India’s
coral strands."
We

MKMoaiAL assonmoxs.

on
the wav.
I
tried three different doctors and
each told me some-

cast

reason.

DATES.

I suffered untold agony from female
There’s lots of

11

(There*!*, The Angel of Death has again enteied onr gates and removed from our midst
oar beloved sister, Eunice Saunders.
Renolrrd, That although, realising how inadequate words of ours may be to soothe the
broken-hearted, we would, as a body express
our sincere sympathy to all those who mourn
the absence of this departed mother, wife,
daughter and sister.
/frsolved, Thst, ss s token of esteem for
oar departed sister, gur charter be draped for

received no benefit I
from any of them,
but seemed to suffer more. The last I thirty days.
doctor said noth- ! R<tolved. That a copy of these resolutions
on our records, sent to the bereaved
ing would restore j be plsced
to the papers for pnbiicntion.
rov health. I began family, also
taking Lydia E. lTukham s Vegetable “One sweet flower has drooped and faded,
One dear, loving heart has flown.
Compound to see what it would do.
And in glory now is'dwelling.
and I am restored to my natural

hardly needed singin' books in them old
days: we knew

health.”—Mrs. Etta

The words, the tones, of every one the dear
old hymn-book through!
We had no blaring trumpets then, no organs
built for show;
We only sang to praisegthe Lord, “from whom
all blessings flow."

Donovau,

Box

With the angels round the throne.’*

299, Willimantic, Conn.
Mary B. Hincklky.
ECXICS H. DCNBAB.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham'8
Gkrtrvds Trrworoy,
V ege table Compound, made from roots
Committee.
and herbs, is unparalleled.
It may he
used with perfect confidence by women
PAMOLA, 266, HANCOCK.
who suffer from displacements, inflamAn' so I love the dear oldftbymns, and when i
Pamola grange met in regular session
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irmy time shall come—
Saturday, with fifty-six members and alx
backache
regularities.
periodic
pains,
Before the light has left me and my singing
hearing-down feeling, flatulency, indi- visitors preaent. After buaineaa the first
lips are dumb—
gestion, dizziness, or nervous prostra- and second degrees were conferred on Roy
If I can only hear 'em then. I'll pass, without
tion.
C. Haines. After recess the worthy overa sigh.
For thirty years Lydia E. Plnkham's seer, Chester Stratton and others, dis“To Canaan's fair and happy land, where my
Vegetable Compound has been the cussed the brown-tail moth, and each papossessions lie."
standard remedy for female ills, and tron was urged to be on the lookout for
itlania C nmitution.
Stleeted by Sadie.
suffering women owe it to themselves these pests, as several nests have been
to at least give this medicine a trial.
in this vicinity recently. At the
Proof is abundant that it has cured found
j Dear M. B. Friend*:
thousands of others, and why should it next meeting there will be work in the
1
Many of you will be reminded of “days not cure you ?
third and fourth degrees, and a harvest
of old” when you read the poem for this \
supper. The members of Bayaide grange
week. I am very grateful to all the in
invited to be present.
soap, and then. A Aunt Madge wishes, she are cordially
j
“alphabet” that we have already heard can publish this and send these few inclosed
from. The D’s will now respond.
BAKvrarr home, 103, west kllswohth.
postals to the ones who are retting up collections.
Harvest Home grange held its regular
i
Blibhjll. March 18. 390*.
Hambtroee
Noodles—Make
a
noodle meeting March 27, Overseer James W. CarD*nr Aunt Madci and Jf. B. Staler*.:
dough and wrap it around a little prepared ter in the chair.
Twenty-five members
1 think this idea of having roll call ia a fine hamburger as large as a walnut, drop in soop,
cook twenty minutes and serve right in soup. were present, with visitors from Alaone. I plan to write you a.letter pretty soon,
A. M. D.
After
mooeook and Bayaide granges.
bat this time will send yon my recipe for
Thanks for all, and I shall be glad to j business grange was turned over to the
Chocolate Cake—Three square* chocolate,
one-half cup milk, one tablespoon sugar, forward the post cards, and will any mak- lecturer. Potato raising was discussed byyolk of one egg. Cook this mixture until it ing special collections whom 1 have not members of granges present, and laid on
thickens; cool, flavor with vanilla.
Caketable. The rest of the program consisted
Two eggs, one and one-half cups sugar, one- known about, please let me know?
—

half cup batter, one-half cup milk, two cn us
flour (scant), one-half teaspoon soda.
Add
chocolate mixture.
Bake one-half bonr or
more.
1 use a white frosting.
D.
1 know this must be very

of songs,

nioe.

To the roll-call shall I answer, as in onr
school days, ■•present,” or as some unruly
ones would shout, “here!” or as the Christian
Endeavor, with a quotation. If so I will say,
“blessed be the tie that binds." and that 1 am
glad to be one of the clan. Greetings to one
and all.
How good the column has been this winter.
Can it be dear Aupt Madge will ever be left
alone to fill the space again?
Amid much
sickness in our midst this winter 1 have been
perfectly well. Spring is almost here; soon
the sound of peeping chickens will greet me
on all sides.
1 have tried the filled cookies, they are just
nice; also the snickerdoodles.
l»hll.

4

Omaha, Nef.. March 18, 1909

Dtar Af. fi
As I come under the Ds, I find I must get
around if I want to get in the roll-call in
March. 1 was just wondering yesterday, what
I could write about. In reading The American. which arrives here late Saturday afternoon or Sunday, I noticed some suggestion as
to washing and banging cut small things, and
thought it a very good way, if one does not
live in a crowded city as I do.
It was years before I could possibly get to
any degree of satisfaction in getting my
clothes dry in winter. The bnildings are tall,
and there is so much smoke, and although I
have a large city backyard, yet the sun could
not reach the clothes, if there was any sun,
but a little while, so after numerous attempts,
as one does not dare to leave clothes out here
j
over night, 1 tried a plan that worked to satisfaction.
My husband put little screw eyes ;
in the tops of doors and tide of window casings and stretched a small rope through these j
on wash day, and I proceeded with my wash
and puttings things in basket until I cleared
all up.
Then I hung as many as my lines
would bold—had plenty of fuel in house and
j
a
built
good kitchen fire and went into sit- J
room
and
closed
the
door.
I
don't
ting
know
bow this would have worked if I had to get a
dinner, but I had most everything folded
down to iron before supper. If I had an extra large wash I put the other things
up after
supper and left them over night and except- !
ing a few extra pieces of heavy underwear,
everything else was ironed and ready to be
mended and put away by Tuesday evening
I did use extra fuel, but I never had one cold
;
or any rheumatism once from tbe effects of
drying clothes in this way.
Now we have a^Turnace and have to hire the
wash done, but the clothes are bung in the
furnace room around the furnace on wire
lines which we leave up all tbe time.
Of
course I always take the clothes down as soon
as dry enough to iron and they are
always
white, so we never go out doors on wash day
unless of course it is a bright, warm day.
which we have many of here in Nebraska in
winter. One would think to-day, though, we
lived up in Alaska, as tbe wind is blowing
and the trees and pavements are covered with
sleet and ice.
I wonder if any of the M. B.'s ever made a
gunny sack apron to scrub in, if one gets
down on ber hands and knees. It saves the
other aprons and is easily cleaned in between
scrubbings by letting soak over night in soap
suds; then rinsing.
Now I would like some of the ideas of tbe
M. B.’u on weaning John Herman, who is

j

j

!

|

j

eight months old and walks from chair
chair—or around them rather—has six

now
to

Rimer Kane, Oti* Carter, Beetle Treworgy,
Rose Oerter; recitations, Myra BUlington,
Hesel Blodgett; tongs, 8. J. Treworgy, M.
E. Linneken, Vtrden Lord, Paul Clark.

Among tt)e Grangers.

fflntnal Benefit Oolnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

teeth, is very well and will be a year old June
28.
His older brother, sixteen years old,
weaned himself long before this, but John
Herman hasn't the least idea of
considering
anything like that.
Here is a recipe for a change from noodles

‘*My ^hree-year-old boy was badly constipated, had a high fever and was in an awful
condition, 1 gave him two doses of Foley’s
Orino Laxative and the next
morning the
fever was gone and he was
entirely well.
Foley 8 Oriuo Laxative saved bis life." A
Wolkush, Casimer, Wis. O. A. Pabchbr.

Nokth Yakima, March •. 1909.
Deaf Aunt Madge and Sister* All:
Suppose tbe Da. means me, so I will respond.
Well, tbe spring has come and almost all tbe
neighbors have cleaned bouse or are cleaning.
1 shall try it next week. Fine weather, March
4 was—just like June in Maine—and when 1
took up the evening's paper and saw that
Washington. D. C., had a blizzard, I could not
believe it.
I have been invited to go to a number of
places to spend part of the summer, but think
1 will go ont to Selah, a few miles from here
and pick hops. There is both health and
wealth in it and lota of people go for the outing it gives, who could not go ont of town;
and there is a little joke about tbe place.
One lady said she went for the “climb it”,
(climate)—there waa a little hill, and in order
to get to the bop yards one had to “climb it”.
See?
1 will tell yon some other time about my
neighbors, but will close now with a hint and
recipe. The hint ia this: In ironing over
buttons, if yon have trouble making the batton side of shirt waists and corset covers look I
nice, iron them on a turkish or bath towel.
Double, and place the band on which the but- ;
tons are tewed on this, with
the buttons i
facing down. Now run the iron over this I
several times and tbe band will be ironed
smooth and dry.

LAMOINE, 3W.
Lamoine grange held its regular meeting March 23, with an attendance ot twenty-seven. The grange has sent an invitation to Green Mountain Pomona to meet
with it June 22. There will be a pie social
in the grange ball Wednesday evening,
The lecturer presented a proMarch 31.
gram ot readings and recitations, and the
topic: “Which has the greater influence,
money or education?”
461, HAPPYTOWN.
Lake View grange held its regular meeting March 27, with a good attendance.
One candidate waa instructed in the tint
and second degrees.
One application for
membership was received. The next regular meeting will be held April 10.
LAKE VIEW,

356, DEDHAM.
At New Century grange, Dedham, March
27, the unwritten work was exemplified
by Deputy E. W. Burrill, after which
pleaaing recitations were given by Margie
Colby and Gertrude Wakefield. A reading, “Back to the Farm,” by Harold Burrill, gave many pointa of interest for
grange members.
NEW CENTURY.

i

Ginobb Cookies—One cun lard, one cup
sugar, one-half cup New Orleans molasses,
one-half cup boiling water in which diaaoive
one tablespoon soda, two eggs, one tablespoon
ginger, or any spice, flour to roll.
Now I
sisters.

ARBt'Tl'fi, 460,
Arbutus grunge met In regular aesaion
Friday evening wltb thirty-six members
Alter business the lecturer
present.
presented the following program: Hinging, grange; readings, Ida Treworgy,
BURRY.

shall hear from all the M. B.
Whete is “C”, of Birch Harbor? (She
reported in last week's paper.—Ed.) Now,
good-bye all. and may you all enjoy tbe summer, for you all must be able to “climb" it in
Maine.
Ida Diet kb.

hope

we

A Religious Author** 8talciurui.
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, N.C\,
the author of several books, writes:
it
who
“For several years I was afflicted with kidney
trouble, and last winter I was suddenly
stricken with a severe pain in my kidneys aud
was coufined to bed eight days unable to get
up without assistance. My urine contained a
thick white sediment and I passed same frequently day and night. 1 commenced taking
Foley’s Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated and filially ceased ana my urine
I cheerfully recommend
became normal.
Foley's Kidney Remedy.” G. A. |Pakchbk.

SEDGWICK.
Miss A. C. Holden is visiting in Portland.

Miss Evelyn Gray is employed at J. W.
Paris'.
Mrs. Gertrude Perkins has
South Penobeeot.

to

gone

F. L. Fitzgerald and wife have returned
after a week in Castine.

home

j

William Sylvester and wife left Tbursfor a visit in Everett, Mass.

day

j

Mrs. M. A. Wasson, who has bec-u criti- !
ill some time, is very low.
Miss Georgia Coombs, of Stonington, is ;
central operator at the telephone office.
j

cally

The

at

j

re-

j

Elmer Buckminster, who left here last
Wolcott, N. Y., is seriously ill of
pneumonia there.
Miss Belle Smith, of Hebron academy,
and Miss Abbie Sanderson, of Cobnrn
classical institute, are home.

1

men

the ice

who

have

employed

been

plant have finished

work

and

turned home.

year for

A.

J. Sargent, who has been ill for years,
violently insane last week, and

became
was

taken to the

hospital

at

Bangor.

C. N. Rhodes and wife, who were in
Massachusetts and New York during the
winter, arrived at the “Willows” Sunday.
All are glad to welcome them home.
Considerable damage

was done daring
Thursday night. The draw
of the bridge was lifted several inches.
The large yacht belonging to J. H. Hooper
on
the beach, and
was thrown high
they have been unable thus far to float
The wharf at the factory was
her.
completely demolished.

the storm of

March

29._

Don't let the

H.

baby Buffer from eczema, eoree
any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggistB sell it.—Add

or

recitations and stories.

1

MBMOaiAL ABSOLUTION*.

|
I
:

W her tot. The Divine Master, In His infinite wisdom, hss seen fit to remove from onr
midst Bro. Clarence Hmith, therefore be it
Besofved, That in the death of Bro. Smith,
Arbutus grange has lost a true and faithful
member.
Reaolrrd, That while we bow down in humble submission, we realise how inadequate
words of ours may be to soothe the brokenhearted, yet we would as a body expressonr
sincere sympathy to the bereaved parents in
their great sorrow, and commend them to
Him who doeih all things well.
Rffolrrd, That a copy of these resolutions
bespread upon our records, s copy sent to
the family, and to Tna Ellsworth American for publication, and our charter draped
Ella Davis,
for thirty days.
Addir F. Linnbkrn.
Frank T. Jbllinon.
Committee.
_

HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
On account of the weather end bad trav-

eling, the attendance was only twenty-five
at the regular session of Highland grange
March 26. Business being disposed of, a
short program was carried out, consisting
of readings and a song finely rendered by
Mrs. Millie Ames. The topic for discussion at the next meeting is: “Is it better
for farmers to invest money in improved
machinery than to deposit it in savings
banks?*'

_

PENOBSCOT, 240.
There was a fair attendance Friday evening, despite the threatening weather and
bad travelling, and the first and second
degrees were conferred on two candidates.
The third and fourth degrees will be
worked at the next meeting, and tb*
lecturer has a fine program, consisting of

countynkw?
^

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mia* Mary Eaton, of
Sunset i,
with Mrs. O. L. Hardy.

m°t

Thera will be an Easter
cone,,
account of illness of the
'***
org,n„,
perintendent. it won’t be held Untd
“
“«*•
day, April IB.

L*'

The mission meeting,
conduct*,
Rev. Charles 8. Haynes and
wi.
interesting, and It ia hoped th.t *
n"l<*
good will result.

J*

The storm of Thursday
nigh,
at the shore,
driving the
ashore and doing other
dam.ge
amount of about f2B.

damage

k^*
toT?

The men are leaving for
the ww,
work. Capt. Ralph Gray went
to |w
last Monday, and George
H«,dy
Haven to join his yacht.
Capt E A g
sell sailed for New York
l«M
Capt. Charles Haskell went to ht„niBto
^
to load atone for New York. in
hi,
are Montford Haskell and
G. l
Next Monday Capt. Hose.
K. B. Staples will go to New
York lo
"*
their yacht.
March 27.
u

l(T*

li„b„ur"“Jr

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Cecil Grey and aon Ronald arc in.
Rom Kane spent a lew day*
rp«,u.
with relatives here.

Eugene Candace
•on

cottage

on

the

ia at work
new

on

the

road.

A. B. Conary la at Blnehill
tendinjtek.
phone lor Mra. E. M. Dow, who has bwa
very 111, but is now better.
The achooner Ralph Grant, Capt. siu»
Prospect Harbor, iaat the w harf IceduJ

lumber for Boeton for Allen Bros.

topics, papers, recitations, etc., touching
Irving Collins, of South Bluehill, u u
upon the life, character and habits of
work for Rufus Chatlo. Mr. Chatlo
William Cullen Bryant.
la
•till confined to the house, but is aiKa
»K IK) WICK,

better.

244.

Devid Friend wea taken quite ill hatu.
Sedgwick grange held ■ regular meeting
March 26; attendance light.
Question: day while digging clams. He wai earned
‘•Do the yonng people have more enjoy- to his borne and a physician called, a,
ia aeriously 111.
ment in winter than summer?'’ waa thoroughly threshed out and decided in the ; The storm and gale of last week wattled
negative. A fine piano baa been bought the roads here at the Falla, and left
then
and placed in the ball.
in each shape that three men w ith team
worked Friday potting them in laueabk

OOOD WILL, 376, AMHKBST.
Good Will grange met Saturday evening, with worthy master in the chair. As
the traveling was not good, the attendOne visitor from Mounance was small.
tain View grange waa present.

order.
March 29.

Cktnot
BASS HARBOR.

a

Verlette Albee, ot Rockland, is here lor
few days.

Leroy Sweeney, ol Nicolin, is visitingu
regular Jacob Kelley’a.
meeting, Saturday evening, March 27. The
Sidney Wallace baa bought a power tost
traveling being bad, the attendance was ot William Teel, ol Long Inland.
small. It waa voted to have a public
James Benson and Willie Albee are ratAfter
meeting next Saturday evening.
ting and hauling brush for tlnir weir at
RAFT

East Bluehill

BLCKHILL, 252.
held

grange

iia

the entertainment, ice-cream will be on
sale. Proceeds will go toward the new

piano._
JOHN’ DORITY.

381,

John Dority grange

Friday evening.

One

SI'LLIVAN.

waa

well

attended

gentleman

was

in-

structed in the llrsl and second degrees,
the gentlemen filling the offices in the first
degree and exemplifying the work in a
pleasing manner. The ladies served a
bountiful supper and furnished an excellent program. April 2 the ladies will
work the same degree, and the gentlemen
will furnish the supper and program.

Mrs. A. J. Babbidge, of Bar Harbor, was
here Monday on her way home Iron
(lott's Inland.
Edna
Charles

Henson, Frances Murphy and
Holmes are home from llebroi
academy for a brief vacation.
X. V. Z.
March 1».

an

If you have great talents, industry will

ieuces. —Sasiuet Smile*.

CUSHMAN.

371,

Tracy

was

INSIST
ON THIS
TRADE MARK
I

OOULDSBOBO.

installed

by worthy

%

Run Down ?
Lost Your Appetite 7
Bed Stomach ?
Di.ious or Constipated 7

master.

Pie will be

No. it’s

408, KaST^OK LA NIL
grange held its regular
meeting Saturday,* itb all officers present,
thirty-four members and visitors from
Highland, Arbuluk and Harvest Home
granges. The first and second degrees were
given to one candidate. At recess a scramble party was enjoyed. The grange is now
free from debt, haring paid the last note
on the ball, and the members are making
plans fot many improvements on the hall
before another winter.

y >u up.

Remarks by Bro. Ira Quptill.
served at the next meeting.

1

jhAunuonmtt,

excellent program.

Cushman grange held its regular meeting Wednesday evening, March 24, with
thirty-one members present. One candidate was instructed in the third and
fourth degrees. Worthy Lecturer Jemima

ALAMOOSOOK,

Alamooeook

nothing serious-*
rood tonic-laxative will fix

TRUE S ELIXIR
his cured cases of your kind
lor 67 years. If it doesn't
cure yours, the druggist will
refund the money.

ALWAYS THE BEST.
85c.

Children have more need of models tba n
critics.—Joubert.

■

improve them; if you bave but m derat*
abilities, industry will supply their dedc-

MASSAPAqt'A, 477, SOUTH BI. UK HILL.
The regular meeting of Masaapaqua
grange was March 25, with fair attendance
considering the stormy weather. The
candidates failed to appear. The lecturer

presented

j

Placentia.

50c.

$100

COUNTY
»,Mtrtna>

NEWS.

Owm» W«w».

"■

«<*«* >«««

EAST SULLIVAN.
The bay Is tttu
is in town with his gasoHenry Gordon
wood.
line engine, sawing
t as rural free
George Hatch start* April
on rout* 1.
delivery oarrier
Bar Harbor, spent
Miss Lydia Hill, of
vacation with relatives here.

CONFERENCE DIRECTORY.

THE

l>l»t of Ellsworth
People Who Will
hntertolii, end Assignments.

POTATO.

TRAVEL IN AFRICA.

long to see pictured the members of the
Roosevelt expedition viewing the oountry
perhspe from an old-fashioned church pew
WINSTON CHURCHILL WRITES fashioned above the cow-catcher of an
engine. As the land nnfolds itself before
OF HUNTING THERE.
the travelers, game of endless variety will
be seen, and deep gorges crossed,. while
HA8
HUNTED OVER
THE
COUNTRY
occasional plantations of cotton, rubber
ROOSEVELT WILL VISIT—-THE
and fibre and trim little railway stations
SLEEPING SICKNESS.
will give a tonch of modern color to the
The account given by the Right Hon. otberwise prehistoric scene.
On either side of the train may be seen
Winston Spencer Churchill, British minister of colonies, of his J expedition in an endless procession of wild animals,
British East Africa, traces almost step by which seem to have learned that the formidable looking locomotive cannot leave
step the route to be followed by the
the rails over which it moves through
Roosevelt party.
During his trip Mr. their
domain. Troops of zebras, herds of
Churchill’s English servant succumbed to
antelope, black wildebeestes, herds of red
a mysterious and
swiftly fatal fever, but
the minister and the other two white men kongoni, and, in fact, most every imaginable beast is to be seen, with the exception
who accompanied him suffered no ill
of the lion, the rhinoceros and the eleeffects from their equatorial journey.
Good fortune may even bring
According to Mr. Churchill's observa- phant.
these within the ken of the railway pastions, it would seem that by far the most
and at Simba, popularly known as
interesting portion of the Roosevelt trip senger,
“the place of lions”, the guides generally I
will be through the Uganda protectorate,
the sight of the regal animal.
where travel is by foot, bicycle or caravan, promise
But this is exceptional, and the paucity of
unless one elects to ride upon a seat borne
this game is due to the greed
of the
on the shoulders of natives.
for not so long ago it was the
The Uganda railroad, contrary to the hunter,
to stop these trains wherever the
suggestion of its name, does not penetrate practice
offered to shoot a lion or two.
opportunity
but
reaches
to
its
inland
Uganda,
only
it,
The royal vermin have profited by the
terminus being at Port Florence on Lake
of unfortunate relatives, and
Victoria. Not until f he railroad has been experience
now the stopping of a train or wagon is
left behind and the party enters Uganda
the cue for the exit from the scene of this
proper, the garden of flowers and butteranimal.
flies, will the supremest possibilities of wily
Hunters travelling by caravan, upon
the exploration
be realised.
Sinister
a lion are said now to drop unbeasts there are without number, but the sighting
observed from their wagon while the veforests that conceal them are of surpassing
hicle itself continues in motion. The abgrandeur and the foliage of indescribable
sence of the rhinoceros from this railway
beauty. The natives are friendly, gen tie review is
popularly credited to the fate of
of manner and of considerable intellian ill-advised member of the species who
gence. The air is soft and cool.
tried conclusions with a swiftly-moving
let the contrast between appearance
locomotive. The elephant is still more reand reality is striking, for this enchanted
and nothing bnt the rarest chance
land is corad with malignant attributes. served,
will
a view of him while a train of
Every white man seems to feel a sense of cars permit
is within his sight.
nndehnable
and
Mr.
oppression,
BHINOCKBOS MOST DANQKBOUS.
Charchill says that it will never be a
white man’s country. “A cut will not
Contrary to popular opinion, perhaps,
heal; a scratch festers. In the third year the courage of the Roosevelt party will
of residence even a small wound becomes not be tested by its encounters with lions,
a running sore.
for this beast beats a hasty retreat when
One day a man feels perfectly well; the next, for no apparent approached, and only shows its fighting
cause, he is prostrate with malaria, and qualities when at bay. It a lion is slaughwith malaria of a peculiarly persistent tered it will be known that the hunters
kind, turning often iu the third or fourth pursued with relentlesness, disregarding
attack to black water fever.” A daily dose the pitfalls of the rough country, where a
of ten grains of quinine served to ward off misstep means disaster. Rather will valor
malaria in the case of the Churchill party. be shown in the slaying of a rhinoceros.
The impression gained from Mr. Churc- The huge body offers an easy mark, but
hill’s writings is that the traveler has less the bull's eye is the eye or heart. Unless
to fear from the ferocious beasts that in- you hit a vital spot, he takes his turn at
habit the alluriugly beautiful fastnesses you promptly. Mr. Churchill got a rhithan from the fever transmitted by the noceros out of a herd of three. He says:
“Great is the moral effect of a foe who
tsetse-fly, which, when infected in a manadvances.
ner yet undetermined by scientists, beEverybody fired. Still the
comes a deadly assassin.
But the zone of ponderous brute came on as it he were inthe tsetse-fly is known; his home is in the vulnerable; as if he were an engine or

History of Growth and Development
as a

Following is a list of Ellsworth people
who will entertain visitors to the East
Maine Methodist
conference, which opens
here nest
Tuesday evening, and the
assignment of guests:

Food Product.

I Bangor

Commercial.]

Although we have known the potato, in
plant history, for a period of nearly 350
ROOM AND BOARD.
years, it is only recently that it has been
Hon Eugene Hsle-Entertains at Ameri-'
given the attention which it deserves and
can house.
her
C.pt John Kief -M 8 Hil! and wife, A E improved in quality and in varieties as few
Mis* Elizabeth Luce and wife, ti A birg.m and wife M 8 agricultural or food yielding plants have
Mrs. George Martin and
Bowles and wife.
been. The original home of the potato
the guest* of Eben Smith and
are
Martin
Emery-J W Hatch and wife, was in the elevated
_®*y
,w F and
D
B Phelan
valleys of Chili, Peru
wife.
wife.
B T Sowle—Dr J P D John.
and Mexico, while a native plant ot the
18 was a pleasant
The free ball on March
Mre Amanda Young-Q Q Winslow and potato is found in southern Colorado. It
crowd and good wife.
occasion, with a good
xnnsic.
sociable and
There will be an ice-cream
nickel entertainment at the ball Thursday
evening, April 1.
returned
and reopened her
from Winter Harbor
cottage on the comer.

Georgia Robertson

Mrs.

has

Howard Martin left to-day

to

ship

as

board the schooner Henrietta A.
W hitney, of Ellsworth.
H.
March 29.

mate

on

SCLUVAN HARBOR.
Nathaniel Noyes was in town last week.
Klirabeth Simpson left Saturday for

upon this wild potato that the insect
which preys so voraciously on our cultivated potatoes was found, w'hich has become dispersed over the potato growing
world and is known as the Colorado beetle.
Botanical history tells us that the potato
was carried from Peru to
Spain early in
the sixteenth century. There is little
doubt that the seed found their way into
other European states,
although it is
probable they were only cultivated in a
few gardens of the leading herbalists as
curious plants or those with which experiments were made.
Like most other useful plants or vegetable products used as food for man, the
real introduction of the potato into that
part of England now Ireland has long
been a subject of much uncertainty. Sir
Walter Kaleigb, who in 1680-1585 had been
in the new country of Virginia and the
Carolines, where the potato was cultivated
by the Indians as had been Indian corn or
maize of the early Mexicans, when he returned to England in 1586, is said to have
carried the potato with him from* this
country and cultivated them in his garden near Cork.
was

Mrs Fred 8 Hnow—W A McUraw and
wife.
E o Hopkins-Jobn
Tinting and

wjMf*

B B Whitcomb -A E Morris and
wife.
Mrs A U Armstrong-C E
Bromley and
wife, H A Sherman and wife.
Charles F Fuller
.1 F Thurston and
wife, W A Smith and wife.
WH
Dresser-T
F Jones and wife.
Krof
Hon l1 F Si monton J P Simonton and
—

wife.

Fred M Blaisdell
F H Morgan and
I H W WfaarfT and wife.
Hon John B Hedman—J W
Day and wife.
John F Knowlton H W Norton and
--

wife,

wife.
D

AH'* M Hooper-Rev Robert
Forbes,
D, Hancock house.
H W Dunn-B D Hanscom, W A Hans-

com.

Rev H B Haskell—C N Garland and wife.
Miss Clara Stanley, Mrs W S Thurlow,
*
Mrs M V Babbidge.
the Oyer house.
Walter A Bonsey-H P Taylor and wife,
Miss Julia Guptiil is a guest of Jose- Ernest F Smith and wife.
Mrs W W McCarthy—I H Lidstone and
phine Hswkins.
wife, A B Carter and wife.
Mrs C H Grindal—A H Hanscom and
Mrs. Charles Allen is spending a few
wife, O 8 Smith and wife, H G McGlauflin
weeks in Camden, with Mr. Allen.
and wife.
L F Giles—G E Kdgett and wife.
Mrs. Fannie Dunbar and daughter Marie
F W Rollins—Dr David G Downey.
are in town, and have opened their house.
John A Peters-E 8 Barker and wife.
Bfrs A P W is well—Entertains at AmeriThe last meeting of Sorosis for the season was held Friday evening. Mrs. Carle- can house.
However, more recent investigations
H Wooster—C A Plummer, J A MoreC
ton and the Misses Simpson were matrons. len.
give the credit of introducing the potato
There was not a large attendance, but
G H Grant—Mis* Alice M Robertson, into England to Sir Francis Drake in
those present enjoyed the impromptu pro- American house.
1666. Drake was the greatest
of the
Mrs Willis Moore-E 8 Burrill and wife.
gram of music and reading. The reading
Mrs J F Whitcomb-F Palladino and Elizabethan seamen and was in this
was especially pleasing
Oscar
Emery
by
wife.
country on one of his many voyages in
Bernard S Jellison—G C Richardson and 1573, when he was at Plymouth, and
and finely rendered.
wife.
H.
March 29.
later went through the straits of MagelRev J D Prigmore—C L Kuhn and wife.
Albert Ei Foster—C H King and wife. lan to the Pacific.
A8HV1LLE.
Whether the potato was carried from
John O Whitney—Geo A Martin, G C
Howard.
this country to England by Raleigh in
C. G. Small spent Saturday in Bangor.
Milton Beckwith—David T Burgh, CL
1586, or by Drake in 1586, is only a narrow
Mrs. Eunice Bunker has returned from Kinney.
but interesting historical question in the
CI Staples—Mrs Sarah E Dunton.
a visit to relatives in North Sullivan.
Miss Addie Salsbury—W H Urenon, M introduction ot useful plants from one
A son came to gladden the home of Mr.
Kearney.
to another. It is true, however,
and Mrs. John H. Tracy, 2d, March 18.
Mrs A W Curtis—Entertains at Hancock country
had them on his estate at
house.
| that Raleigh
J. Franklin Anthony and wife enterRoy C Haines—At Hancock.house. Dr T j Cork, and from there they were intro- !
tained George T. Noyes and wife, of Sulli- Nicholson.
duced into the famous garden of Lord
van Harbor, Sunday.
George M Barron—W V Sweet land and
Burghley.
wife.
This garden was for some twenty years
Neighbors gathered aroundtbe wood
Dr Leo L Larrabee—G W M Keyes and
under the care of John Gerard, a celepile of Cspt. O. P. Bragdon Satnrday and wife.
J
T
Giles—Dr
B
J
Dr.
Stokes. brated botanist or herbalist. He figured
manufactured about nine cords of fireHingeley,
Frank S Lord—F H Boynton and wife.
wood. Cspt. Bragdon expresses his appreMattie and George Grant-Miss Eliza- and described the potato in his book, “The
ciation of the kindness.
beth Springham and friend, entertained at Herbalist,” which was printed in 1597.
American house.
Gerard was born in 1545 and died in 1912, trees and bushes and near the water,
An unusually bright old lady, Mrs.
Robert B Holmes—Mrs Townsend.
Sarah Hodgkins, passed her ninetieth
Lewis F Higgins-A L Nutter and wife. having practiced gardening, barbering and he may be avoided. Thus the danger
birthday on March 19, at the home of bar
Henry W Estey—A J Lockhart and wife. and surgery during his active life Ger- from this source, broadly speaking, may
At American nouse —Bishop L B Wilson ard’s work was a sort of gardener’s cata- be said to be proportionate with the risk
daughter, Mrs. Edward Hodgkins, where
of Rev and Mrs W F Emery J,
logue, which is said to have been the first which the explorer voluntarily assumes in
she has been tenderly cared for the past (guest
David H Tribou, Dr Franklin Hamilton, |
few years.
Theodore A Hildreth, Dr M C B Mason, ! gardening catalogue, public or private, the pursuit of his explorations, allowance
ever printed—the original of the HenderCharles R McGee, George E Whitaker.
B.
March 29.
being made always for bad judgment and
At Hancock house—Dr Robert Forbes, son and Gregory and Ferry plant list or' the
unexpected fortunes of the hunt.
Dr J G Vaughan.
seed catalogues of the present day.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Then there are leg-long boots, gloves
ROOM ONLY.
The wild varieties of the potato in their that reach to.the elbow, and veils to comAuguatus I. Carter, who was ill last
Marks Hertz—J D Price and wife.
native home still bear a close resemblance pletely protect the head and neck. MosMiss Agnes Lord—J A Corey, Howard
week, is better.
to the cultivated varieties, although the* quito netting incloses the camper
at
Clarendon Carter, of West Ellsworth, A Corey.
Mrs A M Franks—W H Atkinson and underground root has given place to the night and in the morning he habitually
A.
I.
Carter.
visited
his
brother,
recently
wife, J N Palmer and wife, J A Weed and tubers. During the seventeenth century .empties his boots of any undesirable tenMrs. Nettie Higgins and daugher Sadie wife.
the potato was cultivated sparingly in ants
that may have wiggled in under
Mrs A P Echenagucia—M 8 Preble and
returned from Cbarleaton Saturday night.
European gardens, and in 1693 was intro- cover of darkness. In the case ot the
wife, H H Marr, E L ttawyer.
H A Grant—J W Tripp, C E Jones, F L duced largely into Ireland as a safeguard Roosevelt
Mrs. Nina Colby, of Bangor, spent Satparty Major Edgar A. Mearns
F W Brooks.
famine. In 1772, when the grain will
urday night and Sunday at F. L. Colby's. Provan,
always be at hand with his antiMrs Joyce—E 8 Gahan and wife, C H against
failed
in
became
Germany, potatoes
crops
I. L. Wardwell is making extensive Johonnett and wife.
septics.
and in 1771 only two
E M Moore—C W Lowell and wife.
a favorite crop;
But, however handicapped the tsetse-fly
repairs on his boose. Mrs. Wardwell visFreeman G Leach—John Loud foot, N R
one
red
and
one
a
were
white,
varieties,
ited relatives in Bangor last week.
may be in the future pursuit of his nePatterson.
in
the
most
work
on
mentioned
important
farious calling, his assassinations of the
Mrs B F Gray—W Edmunds and wife.
Mias Madge Moon, who has been spendMias Frances Jordan—G H Harvey, C A English gardening.
past are worthy of record. According to
ing her vacation at home, returned to Bar
had
Purdy.
largely taken the Mr. Churchill, this deadly insect first
By 1840, the potato
Harbor Saturday to resume teaching.
Ospt E 8 Means—B P Judd and wife.
place of wheat in Ireland; and the blight appeared in the Kingdom of Uganda in
March 9.
C.
8ewall T Royal—Jos R Laird and wife.
of the summer of
1901, and within five years
Wellington Hasleni—J H Gray and wife. or rot which visited the potato fields
Morris Bowden—C F Butterfield and this country in 1845, devastated the fields : had killed two out of three of all the inDEDHAM.
wife.
It seems terrible habitants, no less than 200,000 persons
of Ireland in 1847-1849.
Min Ethel Rowe, of Augusta, Is the
Moses I Mayo—C H Bryant and wife, C
that during those two years, the number dying from the poison which he
spread.
F Bee bee and wife.
guest of Mrs. H. P. Burrill.
Charles Whitmore—J M Shank and wife, of those in Ireland who perished for want
“It might have been expected,” wrote
Q. D. Goodwin, of Brewer, visited his C C Whidden and wife.
of food caused by the famine due to a Sir H. Hesketh Bell, the governor of
Miss Mary H Black—B WT Russell and
parents, G. P. Goodwin and wile, last
meagre diet of unhealthy and unnutritious Uganda, to Mr. Churchill, in reply to a
wife.
week.
C 8 Johnston—J W Rafter, R W' Brown, I food, reached the total of 600,000. As may query on the subject, “that even though
be recalled by our older readers, this the negroes showed inability to grasp the
Mrs. D. 8. Burrill has returned (rom the E A Carter and C A Hut herd.
Brown
and
Mrs Jacob Frost-Miss
P. M. general hospital at Bangor, and is
country sent ship loads of food and pro- theory of the transmission of disease by
friend. Miss Morgan, Laura A 8anborn.
visions to that stricken, yet beautiful land. the agency of insects, the undeniable
recovering health.
Mrs Hastings R 8 Bishop, W L Bradeen. |
William Cobbett, that brave old fighting deadlines of the countries bordering on
Mrs Philander Jordan—C R Carlton, J N
J. P. Cowing and wife, who have been in
Englishman, always a farmer and a lover the lake shore would have induced them
Pittsfield the last four years, have re- Atwood.
Rev U B Mathews—assignment later.
! of fioweis, who introduced Indian corn to flee from the stricken land and to have
turned to their farm here.
Capt John A Lord-J F Alvey aud wife, into England and who thought the acacia j
March 29.
B.
N R Pearson and wife.
sought in the healthier districts inland a
Mrs Alice M Hooper—Miss E M Jewett. the most valuable tree that ever grew', nad refuge from the pestilence that was slaywife.
J A Cunningham—E V Allen aud
In his “Year’s
no love for the potato.
ing them by thousands. An extraordinary
OOTT'S ISLAND.
Miss Kate L Burnham-Miss Mahon,
Residence in America”, printed in 1828, he fatalism, however, seems to have paralyzed
Howard Kelley, of Tremont, was here Miss Macomber.
called the potato a most wretched root, the natives, and w'hile deploring the sadMrs Fred L Kent—assignment later.
recently on business.
Capt John Kief—G O Richardson and making a slave of the housewife by always ness of their fate, they appear to have
wife.
and
Mrs. Tens Babbidge, of Bar Harbor, who wife, C W Lowell
to boil the pot, “the everlasting accepted death almost with apathy.'
Johu t Royal—Mrs Smith, Mrs Etta having
has been visiting friends here, returned
pot,” and saying it was no saving of food
SLEEPING 9ICKNESS.
Lyons.
home Saturday.
C J Brown and compared w'ith wheat, because one had to
Robert Alexander
But the helplessness of the native has
eat so much water.
Kev. F. L. Provan, of West Tremont, wife.
to the knowledge of the white
Mrs 8 C Fuller— 8 O Young and wife.
And so on-for when Cobbett disliked a given place
was unable’ to fill his
appointment here
Geo A Farther—Prof F E Uragdou and
man, before which the tsetse-fly has falabuseit
with
knew
how
to
he
heap
thing
wife.
Suoday, owing to the heavy rain.
len back and the sleeping sickness, if not
H L Russell-Harry Hill, G L Granger, through a whole chapter, ending with:
Mrs. E. N. Moore and her daughter
is less to be feared than a few
L G March and wife.
“I now dismiss the potato with the hope conquered,
Edith came from Bar Harbor last Monday,
Josiab H Smith—Rev J O Rutter and
years ago. Miles of brush, fertile breednever again have to write the
I
shall
that
wife.
accompanied by Mrs. A. J. Babbidge.
of disease, have been cut away,
word or see the thing.” What would ing places
Rev Gideon Mayo-O G Barnard, C t
March 29.
Chips.
and in its place is growing the vigorous
Smith.
Cobbett say now did he know the huncitronella grass.
Mrs C G Royal-B F Gott, W H Powles- dreds of varieties of our beautiful
potaThe mother's heart is the child's school- land.
But it will be some time before the
Mrs Roscoe Taylor-J D McGraw aud toes, of the vast quantities we raise and of
room.— Henry Word Beecher.
reaches Uganda, and for the first
party
esteem
we
and
consume
amount
wife.
the great
headquarters will be at
At Franklin house—Miss Bessie Allen, as a most delicious and healthful vege- six months
ibbmisrmrrutt.
Miss Dightman, Miss Chamberlain, Mrs
Nairobi, from w'hich point numberless exI Darby, table?
Mildred
Mrs
Babcock,
Hooper,
cursions will be made.
Nairobi is the
Miss Col bath, Miss
It was not until the '70s that the real imEmma L Frost,
of the East Africa protectorate,
The strength of a child.
Baker, Miss Jessie Grover, Mrs H A provement of the potato began in this capital
and is 327 miles from Mombasa by rail. It
Brooks, Mrs L L Hanscom.
country through the work ot Rev. ChaunIt is surprising to find how few parents
on lowlands and is not particuRev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Ells- cey E. Goodrich, ot Utica, N. Y., who is built
loiow the great strengtli giving qualities
healthful, and of its 14,000 residents
worth Methodist church, expresses his
of painstaking work and who larly
years
Bpent
°f good oatmeal. Most of them think
less than 600 are white.
There are ten
deep appreciation for the kindness of the originated and introduced many valuable
thousand natives and the rest are Indians.
of it as a food for the
sturdy Scotch or people of £}Us worth in opening their kindB. Later came the work of A. P. Rose,
Here is stationed a brigade of the King’s
the brawny
ot Penn Yan, N. Y., who originated the
Englishman, and overlook homes to the visitors.
African rides, and the town is the head*ts value as a
Rose and other varieties; Lnther Burbank,
food for children. Every
Burbank and many quarters of the administration and the
us the
who gave
now and then a mother will
Reporter—Now, what was the worst others;
take to feedwhile within the past twenty central office of the Uganda railroad.
Great Finan•»g her children on Quaker Oats and money panic you ever saw?
almost
every good seedsman has
years
Before Nairobi is reached the Roosevelt
cier-Last week, when a ten-cent piece made it a part of his business to originate
''ill be astonished at their
party will have an interesting railroad
improvement rolled to the floor of a street car and five new varieties.
in strength and
To-day the potato is grown in nearly all journey which will be accomplished with
vigor. Of course, she women claimed it.
m
the countries of the globe. The crop in
less discomfort than one might imagine
tells her
friends, and they prove it for
Europe aggregates more.than the entire would be possible over a road the locomothemselves, J>pt every mother in the
wheat crop of the world. The best potanausea, dizziheadache,
causes
Constipation
Island of Jersey in tives of which depend upon wood for fuel.
country should see that her children are ness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic toes are raised in the In
our country the
Built by the British government and
the Britiah channel.
strong and vigorous. Plenty of Quaker physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and potato crop reaches nea.iy or quite one- steadily
improved, the road has reached a
don’t cure. Doan's Regulets act gently and fourth of a billion buahela, while in value
0»U, eaten often, will do it
25 cents. Ask your drug- it reaches nearly three times that of the state of creditable efficiency. The roadcure constipation.
Grpwrs sell Quaker Oats in regular gist.—ddst
orchard products combined. It is by far bed is good and the gradual incline ia
sue packages at
the most valuable and healthful esculent overcomeat fairly good speed. When Mr.
10c, the family sixe
known.
Churchill made this trip he occupied a
How cah any person riak taking some unj
**'*■•** at 2Sc, and the family sue
In our own State* in Aroostook county
known oough remsdy
sale
a
la
It
the potato has come to greater im- •eat on the cow-catcher, and it is safe to
P*«k**e containing a piece of fine china Tor cotta them no more?
alone,
/*“*»»•
most
contain* no harmful drugs, and curee the
for 30c.
portance, larger quantity and higher value say that the Americans will be satisfied
obstinate coughs and cold* Why cspert"*"*
than any other single crop grown in with no lesser
point of vantage.
upon having th«
Bfott miss jt day; eat Quaker OaU with your health? Insist
Tar. G. A. Paa- Maine; and the potato aa an agricultural
genuine Foley’s Honey and
The magazine reader may expect before
product is yet in its infancy.
Boston.
F. T. Ooodale has moved his family into
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some

steam

great

bulleis,

insensible to

seconds

more

palpable

and he

curtain

the mind,

barge impervious to
pain or fear. Thirty

seems

new

tint addition.
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In

war

there

an
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•

for who

asn

ononn,

tell whet msy be won before
night? Bat hem at the end is only 3 hide,
e horn and • carcass, over which the vultares have already began to wheel.”
Mr. Churchill traveled from Mombasa
to Cairo, and his most positive dad notion
from hie observations vn that the British
government, in preference to Its ether
African estates, should “concentrate n|MHI
Uganda.” He says;
“Over the greeter part of the northwest
quarter of Africa British influence or
ia suauthority, in one form or another,
preme. But when I turn my mind over
all those vast expansea, excluding only
Egypt, there ie no region which oBsra
prospects to compere in hopefulness with
those ot the protectorate of Uganda. The
Soudan is far greater in extent and importance, and Great Britain is at _ne
charge in respect to it. Bat the Sondan
is clearly Inferior in fertility.”
The East African protectorate, he says,
bolds a promise less bright; Northern
Somaliland ie a desert of rocks and
thorn
bushes people
by rifle-armed
fanatics, and between Somaliland and
Uganda there is this contrast—“a barren
land with dangerous inhabitants; and n
fruitful land with docile people. What
is least worth having ie most difficult ts
hold; what is most worth having in
easiest.
K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.
Two sections of the iron pier nt Old
Orchard beach were swept away in the
storm last Thursday night. The damage
to the pier is estimated at 920,000.
Ears L. Stearns, of the Stearns Camber
Co., Bangor, died Sunday, after an tiinaaa
ot more than a year from a complication
of diseases. He was sixty-eight mars of
age. One brother survives—SamuelStearns,
of Bangor, with whom he had been associated in business. He wee a member of
the Tarratlne club and was secretary of
the Eastern Maine State fair aaaooiatioa.
Dr. Joseph P. Fessenden, brother of
former U. 8. Senator William P. Fessenden, of Maine, died at hia home in Seism,
Mass., March 20, of pneumonia, at tbs dgn
of seven eight years. Dr. Fessenden wee
Salem’s oldest physician. Starting his
career in Lewiston, he divided his time
in thst city between his practioe and various
^rablio offices. He was poetneaatar of
Lewiston twelve years, served in the common council ana board of aider men dad
was superintendent of
pablie echooie
Leaving Lewiston, he removed to Portland and lived there two years beforegoing to Salem.

Success in Life
on character, capacity,
concentration and health. De-

depends

velop the first three by all means
—maintain the last by the one
best means—

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
Sold

Everywhere.

In boxen 10c. and

t5c«

patch

of white grass in the foreground four or
five yards away seems to possess astonish-

ing significance.
“It is there that the last two shots that
yet remain before the resources of civilization are exhausted must be fired. There
is time to reflect with some detachment
that, after all, we are the aggressors; we it
an unis who have forced the conflict by
provoked assault with murderous intent
upon a peaceful herbivore; and if there is
9ucb a thing as right and wrong between
man and beast—and who shall say there is
not?—right is plainly on his side; there is
time for this before I perceive that,
stunned and dazed by the frightful conmodern firearms, he has
cussions of
swerved sharp to the right, and is now
moving across our front, broadside on, at
the same swift trot. More firing, and as I
reload some one says he is down, and I fire
companion, already
j instead at his smaller
I some distance off upon the plain.
“But one rhinoceros hunt is like another,
I except in its details, and I will not occupy
; the reader with the account of this
I pursuit and death. Suffice it to say

yards

duty, them in the hope of glory,

them is

close. An imto roll itself up in

values and where
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or

■even

will

revealing a mental picture
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Health
Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to ltsNatnral
Color and

Beauty.

No matter how long it haa been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its
falling out,
•nd positively removes Du*
draft. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Be*
fuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
in $100 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and Me. bottles, at drnnalata

or

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.**
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

9
Hartlna Soap cam Pimps*
rouph and chapped bands, and all »»rin dia*
eases.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druaatetfc
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the bfcfau**

■ay’s

red,

■

:

Don’t Be A

Cripple

If you have a sprained ankle, aching feet, lame
muscles or chilblains, you can cure yourself in
remarkably short time bv a free use of

Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment
Rub the affected parts freely with the liniment—
application will work a wonderful change for 1
the better—continued use will bring a sure and I
speedy cure. Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is an I
enemy to inflammation of every kind—heals /
cuts, burns, wounds and contusions—cures
lumbago, muscular rheumatism, sciatica, /
lame back, stilt joints, trost bites, etc.
J
Try it—it’s been used for over 97 years with
remarkable success. Sold every where.
O |D
w A
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs
Act, June
tyob. Serial No. jij.
25c. a bottle;
50c buys three times as much.
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RANG EIS
satisfy the most
They are
bakers
and conquick

will

critical.
sume

but

little fuel.

They are, in fact, the
most economical stove
on

the market.
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morning'for
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F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,
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inter Harbor will build
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The high tide and southeast gale hit the
Hancock county coast hard. Reports of
damage to wharves, boats and other shore

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT TBB

tANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
r. w. Rollins. Editor and Manager
W. H. Titus, Aarocla^ Editor.

property come from several of our
spondents. At North Brooklin the
gate loss is placed at fl,200.
This week’s edition of The

corre-

aggre-

The building of the Cape Cod cknal

American is 2,350 copies.

boom

mean a

Average for the year of 1908,

2,528 ljuarry,

the

for

be

will

at

w

ill

Hall

a large part of
granite which it is said
The Gilbert
the job.

which will furnish

the million tons of

WEDNESDAY MARCH 31, 1909.

quarries

used

on

Transportation Co., which has the contract for conveying the stone from the
Maine quarries, will, it is said, p«t nearly
Department Heads Responsible.
President Taft has told the members I fifty vessels into the work, withdrawing
lumber
I
©f his cabinet that he expects each to all its vessels from the southern
trade.

assume all responsibility for and exercise supreme control over his department, and that each head of a department will be held responsible for

the conduct of that department,
has emphasized the fact that

From tune to time claims for t he big egg
and freak egg records of Hancock county
have been recorded in this column, but
now comes a Seawall hen looking for the

tie

be
wants results, and has assured the
members of his official family that
they are free to select their own assistants without personal or political
assistance from the White House.
Mr. Taft thinks it would he unjust
for him to hold his cabinet officers refor results should he, for

sponsible
political reasons,

I

small egg record.

one-year-old

|
i

_

correspondent
following story of a little tragedy
moral:
enacted there, and points the

on

whose
rooster of considerable age
proud mien and glistening feathers had
staid the axe thus far, met hia fate the
other day by being fonnd in the neighboring hen-house where he was in the habit
of making daily visits. A chance caller
was
induced to decapitate a fowl and
told to select the darker one, which be
The
followed.
did.
Explanations
two
between the
friendly relations
families were not
disturbed, since the
owner thought the eating would balance
the account. As to moral ‘he who run*
"
may read.'
“A

a result of this policy, members
Congress and that portion of the
public which has to deal with federal
appointments, will soon And that they
must deal directly with the department heads, if they wish things accomplished, instead of carrying every request and every complaint to the

As

White House. In this way the President hopes to And more time for the
important affairs of the government.

TOWN MEETINGS.

Where are the Free Trader*
So far doring the tariff debate no
democrat has had the oourage to admit that he ia a free trader and in
?

bouses.
•hair man

abolishing all
In
of

fact,
the

Officers Elected and Appropriations
Voted In Hancock County Town*.
GREAT POND.

Moderator, John K Shuman; Assessors,
John R Shuman, Robert Laughlin, Edgtr
Mclnincb; clerk, John R Shuman; treasurer, Raymond Williams; collector, J S
Archer; road commissioner, John Lsughlin ; school committeeman. Gay Chick; superintendent of schools, Robert Ltaghlin.

the custom
Payne, the

Mr.
ways and

•ends

the

of

of

Metcalf & Co., of Seawall, has laid four
past month, not one of which
measured over 2% inches in circumference
the largest
way—about as large as
common marbles.
Our East Sullivan

partments.

favor

Rhode Island

eggs in the

dictate the
whose assistance they must rely for
the success of their respective demen

question—a
red—owned by

The hen in

means

committee, challenged any member
who now believed in that sort of doctrine to rise in his seat, and, as he ex-

Appropriations

Schools, {100; roads,

—

pected, there was no response.
{60; State road, {40.50: text-books, {10;
Folly one-half of the present demo- contingent, {40; scboolhouse repairs, {10;
cratic membership of the House are cemetery, {25.
AMHERST.
protectionists so far as their own disModerator, A N Jewstt; selectmen and
tricts are ooncerned. And although
assessors, Horace Watts, W H Dunham,
many profess to be in favor of tariff John Johnston; clerk and treasurer, J H
for revenue only, still admitting that Patten; collector, R J Grover; school comprotection ia the aettled economic mittee, W H Dunham, R J Grover, Harry
policy of the country, they confess G Silsby; road commissioner, S E Nickerthat they want all they can get for son; town agent, J G Dunham; contheir own districts, and will insist stables, Horace Watts, Jr., C W Crosby.
Schools, {800; textAppropriations
books, {50; roads and bridges, {ISO; State
road. {20.50; current and contingent, {800;
of the republican party has the whole
tuition, {80. Total, {1,180.50.
•
country been so nearly unanimous in
WALTHAM.
its endorsement of republicanism and
Moderator, W A Googins; selectmen and
upon amendments to that effect.
The fact is, that not aince the birth

—

to-day.
protection
assessors, M k Haalam, Aldnn k Haalam,
Leona Wilbur; clerk, M k Haalam: treasThat the farmers of this vicinity are urer, W A Googins; collector, B P Jordan;
school committee, B P Jordan, Roland H
keenly alive to every opportunity to Jordan
and W A Googins; rosd commisbetter their condition waa shown by sioners, Milton
Hsslatn, Herman H Jortown
attendance
at
the
(he
farmers’ school dan;
agent, W B Jordan; constables,
Q L Jordan. Hollis D Jordan.
held in this city last Thursday. More
Appropriations Schools, {153.60; textthan 300 of them came and listened books, {25; school supplies, {25; scboolhouse repairs, {100; roads and bridges,
two
to
sessions
inthrough
practical
{500; State road, *19.50; current and construction on potato-raising
from tingent, $33.). Total, $1,156.10.
as

is the case

Commissioner-of-Agriculture A.
Gilman, O. B. Griffin, of Caribou,

W.
AVRORA.
Moderator, Albert E Mace; selectmen
and
and assessors, A E Mace, George H Butler.
B. Walker McKeen. If at least two Howard
Lord; clerk, Charles P Silsby;
potatoes are not grown hereabouts treasurer, Ernest A Richardson; collector,
E Rowe: school committee, George
Ernest
this year where one grew last, it will
H Butler; road commissioner, L Palmer;
not be the fault of the gentlemen who constable, Ernest E Rowe.
save so liberally of their time and
Appropriations Schools, $100; textExtended reference to books. $25; high school. $100; roads and
knowledge.
the meetings may be found in our bridges, $200; State road, $11.50; poor,
$100: current and contingent, $100.
news columns.
OTIS.

NORTH

The grip patients
Miss Ina Blodgett
home in Surry.

improving.

has returned to

her

John P. Leach, of Camden, is in town
Appropriations-Scbools, $100; roads
for a brief visit.
and bridges. $500; State road, $11.50; curLeonard Coombs, of Bangor, is a guest rent and
contingent, $100; debt, $125; inat the Wescott homestead.
I terest, $75. Total, $1,211.50.

Percy Wardwell, who has been emNO. 21 PLANTATION.
ployed in Penobscot, is at home.
Moderator, Urban 8 Craney; selectmen
Capt. Bennett Dunbar is visiting his and assessors, Anton R Jordan; Nahum M
daughter, Mrs. Charles Devereux. at Caa- Jordan; Watson L Mace; clerk, Anton R
tine.

Misses Eliza and Adele Wescott, who
have spent the winter in Bangor, are at

home.

Mrs.
week’s

Leach is in Portland for a
visit with her daughter, Mrs. 8. L.

Augusta

Bhtes.
Miss Posey Wardwell has resumed her
studies in the high school after a short
▼scat ion.
Mrs. Burton Wardwell and daughter
Jeannette visited Mrs. Nina McIntyre in
Cast ine last week.
Mrs. Percy Wardwell, with her son
Albert, is visiting her parents, Alphonso
Emerton and wife, in North Bluehill.
Ray Wardwell and Walter Ordwav came
home' Saturday from
Walker’s ‘pond,
Brfooksville. where they have been work-

ing

on

ioe.

The schooner Caroline Kreischer, Capt.

Joseph Woodward, cleared Friday for
Caistine for repairs, previous to beginning
the season's coasting.
Mrs. Archie Eager died at the home of
her mother, Mrs. Frances Farnham,
Thursday night, March 26, after a lingering ilineaa. Besides her husband and
she is survived by one sister—
mother,
Mrs. Lillian Butler, and two brothers—
Francis, of West Penobscot, and William,

Jordan; treasurer and colletor, William
E Ritchie; school committeeman, George
'C Jordan; road commissioner, George C
Jordan; constable, Watson L Mace.
I

Appropriations

—

Schools,

$75;

text-

books, $5; scboolhouse repairs, $25; roads
and bridges, flriH; state road, $7; for tow n

charges. $60;

for

road

implements,

*10.

|

Total, $350.

|

Moderator, Franklin E Gilman; selectmen and assessors, Alphonso L Lunt, William M Teel, William 8 Lunt; clerk and
treasurer, W A Van Norden; collector,
Hiram A Lunt; school committee, Frank
W Ross: superintendent of schools, Eu-

LUNU ISLAND

I

|

I
i

|

PLANTATION.

Van Norden; road commissioner.
5ene
oaeph W Lunt; constable, Nathan F
U

Osier, Everett

8 Lunt.

Schools,
Appropriations
roads and
—

>

books, flO;

and

School Census Discussion.
Legislative News ut Interest to Han*
Ellsworth, March 27, 1909.
cook County Readers.
To the Editor of The A merieaw:
The act to create a board of trustees (or
In the latest issue of Thb American, it
the proposed Hulllvaa-Franklin bridge,and
was stated in a letter signed by members
tbe resolve appropriating State aid (or tbe
Titus and Giles of the sdhool board that 1
buildingof tbe bridge, were passed to be
made a threat to Rev. Mr. Killam, nowengrossed in the Senate Wednesday and in
superintendent of schools, that if I was the House
Friday. Passed to be enacted
not re-elected 1 would
“make
them
in Senate Saturday. Finally passed in
squirm”.
House Monday and in Senate yesterday.
This is at variance with the facts. I did
The set to regulate fishing in the Bagasay I would “make them squirm”, but not
duce river and its tributaries, in the towns
for th.< reason the reverend gentleman
of Castine, Penobscot and Brooksville wss
gives. The Rev. Mr. Killam very well
read and assigned in tbe House Wednesknows that I used those words on several
day. Passed to be engrossed Thursday.
occasions, and that each time we were
Passed to he enacted Monday. Passed to
speaking of the No. 768 resolve, pend- tie enacted in Senate
yesterday.
ing in the State legislature. i was deterThe committee on shore fisheries on
mined this thing should not pass, and 1 Wednesday reported “ought not to pass”
said that if they forced the issue, “1 would on bill to amend laws of 1907 relating to a
dose lime on lobsters in tbe beys of the
make them squirm.”
And on the last towns of
Harrington, Milbridge, Steuben
occasion Mr. Killam was concerned for and Oouldaboro. Given first reading in
fear the city would not have time to with- House Friday. Passed to be engrossed
Saturday. Parsed to be engrossed in Sendraw, and so told me.
ate Monday.
Sensible people will see that 1 held a
The aame committee reported “ought
powerful club with which, if so disposed. □ ot to pass" on bill for the protection of
I might, with success, have attempted to smelts in Benjamin’s river.
rhe same committee, on petition of John
force my re-election. But I never asked a
E. Hammond and others praying for the
re-election, nor sought personally or passage of a hilt establishing a close time
through any one else to have the votes on lobsters in certain waters of Hancock
in July and August, on Wednesswing my way. Nor is it reasonable to county
day reported bill to establish a close time
believe that, being so disposed, I would on lobiters in tbe
bays of tbe towns of
make the disclosures I did, and then wait Gouldaboro,
Eden, Trenton, Iamoine,
till the last minute, when the game was Hancock. Sullivan and Sorrento. Given
first reading in House Friday. Passed to
put up and my successor all but elected, be engrossed Saturday. Passed to be enand make the childish and useless threat grossed in Senate Monday.
The committee on claims on Thursday
attributed to me. My sense of right and
that resolve in favor of Castine be
justice is too keen to allow me to sell my- reported
referred to tbe next legislature.
self and take as a bribe a chance to get
The same committee on Thursday re|500 for doing fl.OOO worth of work.
ported that resolve in favor of city of
With regard to the statement that I said Ellsworth be filed.
The Sturgis law will remain in force for
before the committee at Augusta that UK) two more
years, at least. This was deto 200 “non-resident voters” west brought cided in the Senate Thursday morning,
when
tbe
motion
to substitute tbe minorinto Ellsworth every year and allowed to
ot tha committee on tempervote, which statement would eauas people ity report
ance, “ought to pass,” for the majority reto believe that Ellsworth allowed illegal
port, “ought not to pass," on hit bill for
voting, I never so contended. In that its repeal, waa rejected by i| vote of 22 to
The vote was strictly on party lioca.
8.
connection Mr. Peters, who was crossj Senator Baxter, of Portland, being tbe
questioning me, was trying to make me only republican to vote with the demoadmit that Ellsworth, haying 1,200 voters, crats in favor of the minority report. Senshould have 1,200 scholars, the two num- ator Boybton, the democratic member
bers often being said to be about the tame. from Lincoln county, voted with tbe republicans against repealing the law.
1 contended, and succeaaf ully, that such
Tbe resolve authorising the State land
a coincidence was not probable in a town
agent to convey Three- bush island to Jothat has hundreds of its sons scattered seph C. Harmon, of Stonington, was given
final passage in tbe Senate rriday.
throughout New England, maifr of whom
On Friday, under sospenaion of rales, a
are induced to come home and vote when- bill to amend charter of the Stonington
ever there is a sharp oonteet.
I did not Trust Co. waa introduced by Mr. Peters,
of Ellsworth, given its three readings and
aay they voted illegally. Ten years ago
passed to be engrossed without reference
of
these
men
same
were
scholars
many
to committee.
Tbe resolve in favor of the University of
here. The force of my argument will be
Maine, which Governor Fernald refused
seen
men
it
is
that
these
apparent whe^
to sign in its original form, waa recalled
have left no scholars to take their places ; from the
executive Friday, and tabled
in the census roll.
pending amendment. This action was the
result
of
an
agreement between Governor
The American hu lUonid that my at- ]
Fernald and tbe committee on eduention
titude in this census matter eree doe to
to a proposition of an appropriation of
spite et my failure o7 re-election, and that { 1100,000 flat for each of the next fonr years,
I kept silent in the matter till I so (ailed. pO.OOO to be nsed for maintenance and
each year for the dormitory. There
[Mr. Scott is in error in crediting this (20,000
will be no
to tbe resolve in a
statement to The American. It was con- new draft. opposition
The original resolve, in adj
tained in the statement aooompenying the dition to the usual sum for maintenance,
vote of the school board at its meeting called for (75,000 for a dormitory to be divided between the years 1939 and 1910, so
March 12, and reported in THE Amebi- 1 tbst tbe new
draft of the resolve will save
can.] I satisfied the committee at Au- (35,000 in tbe appropriations of tha next
gusta, before which I appeared, that I bad ; two years.
The act to amend charter of the Stonbeen fighting this seoond censes since
mgton Water Co. waa passed to be enSeptember last. On the 10th of theinwsph I acted in the House Monday and in the
published an open lettor in the Bangor tlmmtn rmcfiijr.
Tha House yesterday voted 74 to 57 to
Commercial in which I made some serious
the minority report, ought to pane,
allegations. This I was forced to do at a accept
of the committee on temperance, upon the
very inopportune tirae-the eve of the Staples bill to unconditionally repeal tbe
State election. But I did it because report Sturgis law. Party lines were entirely
destroyed in the vote. The agreement
came to me that for political capital it
reached in the republican caucus Monday
was being circulated that I caused the city
night to attach a referendum to tbe Staa large loss by an unfair oonnt.
And yet ples bill providing (or its submission to
neither of the local papers, nor any paper the people at special election took form in
the amendment presented by Mr. Peters,
so far as I know, ever made any reply to
of Ellsworth. The amendment waa rsthat letter.
75 to 88. Previous to t Le vote upon
11 to repeal the Sturgis law, other
as
soon
as
the
Ellsworth
reBesides,
measures on the calendar were
solve was referred to the committee on temperance
disposed of. The Hastings bill, making
claims, I wrote to several prominent leg- jail sentences obligatory in
liquor cases,
islators at Aognsta, asking them to inter- waa passed to be engrossed. The Allen
which
sentences
bill,
straight
jail
and
pose objections
atating reasons. I in cases of provides
illegal possession of Intoxicatalso personally engaged counsel to appear
ing liquors, was passed to be engrossed.
before that committee and formally object Not a word of debate was had on these
to the resolve’s approval. All these men three bills, nt the amendment to the Staples bill provoked a lively debate, which
went back on me.
Only one representa- waa
participated in by Representatives
tive wrote me, and that after a long de- Peters, of Ellswort h;
Davies, of Yarmouth;
lay, refusing to have anything to do with Pattangall. of Waterville; Libby, of Amity,
and
of
Camden.
Montgomery,
tbe matter.
Although there are no assignments on
While I was waiting for results, tbe the
House or Senate calendars for later

«

resolve

$300;

bridges, $50;
contingent, $75; debt, $B00.

textcurrent

had

been

approved

I learned that

and

that

this

1 must act

passed | than Tuesday, it is now dountful if flnal
earlier than Friday or
waiting adjournmentA comes
number of important measSaturday.
As soon I

and

the House and Senate, and was
for the governor’s signature.
as

Moderator, D G Young; selectmen and
assessors, J O Jordsn, Aaron Salisbury,
A S Young; clerk, Arden S Young; treasurer and collector, J O Jordan;
school
committee, J R Grant; road commissioner.
J L Salisbury; constable, E L Grover.

CASTINE.
are

ures

tbe

thing entirely into my own hands
opened up a correspondence with

8.

•ad

Dclilafe ud othm.

assigned in

both

branches
a

for

list of

and

Fruit Tree Agents.
An act passed by the present legislature
requires that all “agentB or other parties

the

governor, the committee on claims, and
tbe State superintendent of schools.

rehearing

—

Paying Nineteen Ninety-Nine T
intricate, slow way of paying
“cash
down" w jo Id probably be to hand out a ten-dollar
bill, a five, four ones, a liftj-cent piece, a quarter,
two dimes and four coppers
with plenty of
chance to make a mistake. The simple, quick,
safest way would be to write your check for the
amount. Then, too, the cancelled check is evidence of payment—an Important factor in favor
of the check system.
YOU ought to carry a
check-hook with you—and use it In place of cash.
Let us explain the advantages of a checking
account at our bank—and bow we safeguard
deposits—and pay 2 per cent interest on them.
The

1

j

—

Eastern Trust &

| Commonwealth

"v

land with buildings,
stable; land runs to
trees.
Formerly known as
U. U. Hodukikm, 136 Water

acres

HOUSE—Five
house, woodshed,
orchard of 35

river;
Paul Curtis place.
at.. Ellsworth.

!

MAINE.

Jar Salt.
r-j-

!

Banking Co.

BANGOR.

Hotel

Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

equipped laundry with
Dice trade.
Owner leaving the State.
Will sell at once.
Address Lacunar, care
The American.

LAUNDRY—Finely

Tj^ARM—The Charles F. Mc.’artnev farm at
JT Ellsworth Falls. Apply to W. 8. Me*
Cabtkky. at the farm.
LAUNCR HVLL-tt ft. over all; S**
Inquire of B. U. DuIslu,

feet wide.
NSW

Lsmoine, Me.

Hancock street, known
8ow!e house.
Apply to B. F.
Ellsworth Falla. Me.

HOUSE-On

as

the

Loan.

Offers

rooms

AGENTS—To

snites of two rooms and bath for M no nr
w
day and ap.
Dining room and cafs flrst-clau. Ear*,
pato plan,
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the dons.

QSantefe.

A~~P PRrNTICKs' -~Twf UdlM^^T und^r

ninetoen years of age to learn milliMan. Ltssia 8. Moon*.
nery. Write or oull.
Ellsworth Falls, Ms.

Equipped with Its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly n Temperance Hotel.

around 90 to look after our bualneee
In this county.
Special inducement
this month, permanent.
C. R. Bonn 4k Co.,
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.

MAN

negotiate with eaw- mill for n
quantity of spruce and hemlock for
building, various dimensions, on# or two carloads. first and second quality. Address, A.
B. Claps. Wellesley Hills, Mees.

LUMBER-To

Sand tor booklet.
STORKR F. CRAFTS,

^

^

NOTICE.
annua! meeting of the Great Pond aad
Dam
Bog
Company for the election of
officers aad the transaction of anch bnaiaess
aa may cone before said meeting, will be held
at the office of Joba A. Peters. Ellsworth.
Tuesday, April •, at 3 o'clock p. m.
S. P. BTocsaniooa, Clerk.
Ellstrorth, March Si. 1S09.

THE

Uncle Sam?
Why does Uncle

Mm. in the office of
the National Soldiers' Home at Tons,

CARD OF THAN KB.
desire publicly to express our deep
appreciation of many kindnesses and
expressions of sympathy shown os hy friend*
and neighbors, aad especially the pupils ot
tbe high school, during the illness aad in the
death of onr beloved son aad brother.
E. E McFabland and Pamilt.
Lamoiiie. March el. ISOS..

•mploy

WE

Mr. Ernest Williamson
Mr. Harold Crane
Mr. BenJ. S. Pierce
Mr. Roy L. Townsend
Mr- Chester C. Fowles
Mr. Martin Cusack
Mr. Charles Allen
Mr. William K. Cross
Mr. Harry N. Foss?

CABO OP THANKS.
extend to onr friends and
??
neighbors our sincere thanks for and
appreciation of their kind helpfulness shown
in so many wai t dnrlng our recent bereave*
meat; also to the members of Wm B. H Rtce
post for thslr many kindly services
Mas. Jambs Hamilton
Gaonon U. Hamilton
Ellsworth. March ». Iff.

\|TE hereby

Because their qualifications eminently fit them to fill the duties here required.
Why are they so well fitted for the
duties required of them?
Because they are possessed of thst
important asset, a sound business

NOTICE.
will be

the
meeting
heirs
the hall In Franklin
THERE
14. Business of
to
of

a

Springer

S p. m
the heirs.
L. 8. a mi nobs.
West Treason t. Me

at

April

at

importance

education
Where did theyq ualify themselre*?
AT THE SlUW bcsmess college

NOTICE.
HEREBY give to my minor non. Maynard
Young. his time daring the remainder of
minority. 1 shall claim none of hia earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting
after this date.
BtmLar 8. Youno.
Bluehlll, Me March 15.1W.

1
hia

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T.

legal hotter*.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
...
Hobatio D. Wgiimis, **
No‘ 797S}
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Horatio D. Wakefield, of
Bden. in the county of Hancock snd district
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
Is hereby given that on the Z7th
day of March, a. d. 1909, the ea!«
Horatio L>. Wakefield was dui> adjudicated
bankrupt; aud the first meeting of his
creditors will be held si my office, at W
Main street, in Ellsworth. Maiue, on the I5th
day of April, a. d. 1909. at « o'clock in
the si ter noon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint s
trustee, and transact such other business as
may properly come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy
Ellsworth. Me.. March 90. 1909.

J

European, SI

day and up.
American, S2.50 per day
per

and up.

NOTICE

Th** on?) m»xlr*r%tp *rter«l hotel oi
Udon
emsequf'oc** in

r

*

PHILADELPHIA.
j

THE—

CLARION.

was

THE

BttUBAEEE. Manner

Midway bet warn Broad St. Slalloo
and Keadlag T.rmlaal on Plllwrl St.

£?"ilZf*4*

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.

Manager.

Why Does

Special Notices.
~

with hot and cold water lor

t100 P*r day and ap, which include, in,
ns» of pobtio shower baths. Nothin* to
equal this in New Knrland. Room, with
private baths for tljo per day and am

sell celebrated Rogers Silverware
Territory going fast. Write for
particulars to Tan NsTtonsL Silvbb Com*
rs»Y, 484 Broadway. N. Y. City.

In the matter of
l.
ordered before the excepting growers who wish to sell
,n
F«*« a. Wood,
*Vo* 799°committee, at which Mr. Peters, appear- nursery stock shall make application for
)
Bankrupt.
ing for tbe city, forced the issue. It was an agent’s license, and shall hie with the To the creditors of Frank A 'JWood, of
in the county of Hancock and distrlCA
Eden,
not as to whether Ellsworth should get State entomologist the names and adaforesaid, a bankrupt:
the f750, but as to w hether I could sub- dresses of nurseries or parties from which ■^TOTICE is hereby siren that on the *7th
i-t
1909. the said
day of March, s. d
stantiate my charges of fraud. I accepted they purchase their stock.
Any violation Frank A. Wood was duly adjudicated bankthe issue. Since then the committee has of this requirement shall be punishable by
rupt: and the* the first meeting of bis credit
a line of not less than ten dollars nor more
orswlll he held at my office, at 89 Main street,
placed tbe resolve on file, s thing which a than hfty dollars for each offense".
in Ellsworth. Maine.on the 13th day of April
very high official at Augusta writes me is
It also defines nursery stock as follows: a. d. 1999, at 8 o'clock in the afternoon, at
time the said creditors may attend,
one way of killing it.
“For the purpose of this act the term which their
prove
claims, appoint a trustee, examine
The census is tbe only issue in this case nursery stock is hereby applied to all fruit the bankrupt snd transact such other busiand ornamental trees, shrubs and
vines, ness as may properly come before said meetso far as I am concerned, and any
attempt and includes currant, gooseberry, black- ing.
William E. Whiting.
to inject anything elae into it is only a berry and raspberry bushes, also strawReferee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me., March 90. 1909.
so that all parties who are
and
a
berry
plants,"
trick
to
the
main
dodge
subterfuge
such
stock
ror
the purpose of sellsubscriber, Horace Howard PurneiM]
issue.
It was on the census I took my raising
of the City and County of Philadelphia.
ing the same should apply for a certificate.
stand st the start, and it was there I
State
All such agents or those raising
Pennsylvania, hereby gives notice
nursery that heofhas
duly appointed executor of
stayed till 1 blocked the successful pas- stock should apply at once for a license or the last willbeen
snd testament of
certificate to the State entomologist at
of
the
above
resolve
mentioned.
The
sage
ANNIS
LEF.
late of said CITY
WI8TER.
Augusta.
question of my further serving on the
OF PHILADELPHIA.
school force of Ellsworth has had no indeceased, no bonds being required by the
WEST EDEN.
terms of said will; and that he has
fluence on my actions, for I am unwilling
appointed
James and Millie Hamor spent a few Henry M. Hall,
of Ellsworth, Hancock Counto serve if tne price is my dishonor.
days at Bar Harbor with relatives.
ty, Maine, his agent resident in said State
Miss Octavis Hamor and John Pray have of Maine as the law directs. All persons
Concerning my statement that Ellsreturned to Bar Harbor to resume their having demands against the estate of said
worth has been sending bogus returns to
deceased are desired to present the same for
studies in the high school.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are rethe State superintendent, it is a fact that
Miss Esther Emery, who spent her va- quested to make payment immediately.
was abundantly admitted by a
competent cation in Medford, Maaa., has returned,
Ho«— F0.»«.
witness for tbe city when cross-questioned and
lurch., 1M,.
began her school this morning.
before the committee at Angueta at the
Elmer
Beed spent the past week with
hearing which I attended.
his mother, Mrs. Mamie Beed, at Manset.
SttietiKmana.
John A. Soott,
He came home Sunday to attend school.
of
1908.
Schools,
Supt.
ic « cwsmm
Congratulations were extended to Eben
M. Hamor on bia eighty-seventh birthday
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lccas County
tmm*
{! Friday, March 26. Mr. Hamor also took
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be ia ! his initiatory degree in the grange that
Mm wonted to trntn tor
! senior partner of the firm of P. J. Cheney A
o>
drirera
or reevening.
jpoataom
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
DftirflMlL Hftl&r* ftis
March 2».
M.
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
*«> P« weenActual practice.
Complete
.will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLcomae 3 week*, oldeit. Moat (tellable Sc hoof
LARS for each and every case of' Catarrh that
Write now (or beat poaltioao.
cannot be cured by the uae of Hail’s Catarrh Lees Sympathy aad More
Help POWUU1B AUTO CO- PCHTUMO, MB.
Cure.
PRANK J. CHENEYA

Whether tt’»

a

nace—if it is

a

sure

range or

a

fur-

•‘Clarion", it il

to meet erery

requirement

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P. ELD RIDGE,
Main Street.

Ellsworth.

ASTHMATICS, READ THIS
Jfrg)

Mr. O. F. Alexander. 44 Exchans.'
Portland. Maine, will tell ail »b« are ‘™lc ™
with Aailuua how he waa cured after s ««“»
46 years. Before paying out your mouey >“*
medicine containing Morphine aud other rieaaij
110w
drug,, send for full particulars and book.
f Was Cured of Asthma."

_

{****•

Jfrebftehead, Mass.
Match 9.

arc

situation, Tuesday, and in addition quite
alone, 1 took the unassigned matters still remain.
was

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
The week of April 5 at Keith’s will see
of the biggest vaudeville bills in the
history of the house. At the head will be
Karno’s English comedy company in “A
night in an English music ball
a great
laughing show. A stage is shown on a
with the boxes oiled with people,
stage,
of New York, who have the
sympathy of and the
singers and performers of
friends. The funeral was held at the home differentEnglish
kinds do their turns, while thoee
afternoon.
Saturday
in the boxes take a most
prominent part.
March 9.
It will be seen at this house for the first
L.
time.
Another star attraction will be dainty
SUNSET.
Bessie Wynn, the singing comedienne,
Mrs. Nilola Garland is visiting Mrs,
worn to before me and subscribed ia my
■^ron« antwing card in vaudeville.
Susie Johnson.
The six musical CtfUys, said to be the presence, this 6th day of December, A. D 198a.
Frank Small if visiting his brother at greatest musical act on the stage, will t UAE i
A. w. GLKASON.
HatmrtPukiUfrmthDasrlala.
Others will be Charles Leou>
(
Hair. Catarrh Cara is take a internally, and
Mrs. Uasie ftMA has been visiting ardiFletcher,
impersonator; Edward*
Davis
and
oa
the
blood »hd taaeoaa ear.
ffiends at Sunset.
company inaaketeh catted “All act* directly
of the eyetem. toad for tao&aioalole
Rivws Meet atBetf’; U>e Manges*
‘Mrs. Ola HaUmMs returned home from
troupe; fan**
one

ftbfcRtianuRta.

STATE SOLOJIS.

^hyVoSgffl?^00^-0'
Take Hall’e
Pllle for ooaetl
Penny

patina.

tom*S

<

tor the Drunkard.
On the ode hand he finds himself
barred from industrial positions, Object of censure; an the other band be
learns that he can be oured of hie addiction. Take the Keeley Cure—it is
perpetual. Begin life adew. A good
position awaits you if you are cuaed.
Keeley Institute, Portland,

Oriental

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and Bath

Rooms.

FAW, MO WABHKB."

"go

laundry work done at short
Good*called lor and delivered.
H. B. IITIY * CO.,

All kinds of

WEST

BUD

noth**

BB1DOB,

ELECTRICAL

wiring.

Pall I hr af

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURBS.
11 Mill Ckssrlslly
ANDREW M. DO«».
giiswcow
Main 8v.
AND

M—mfsa Wbtay

mt

Muftncss Cart.

Works. ALICE

H,

SCOTT,

■TBCIALTT MABB or

TTPBWRITHTO.

ACCOUNTING.

JLMB

GENSBAL CLERICAL WORK.

BAST MAINE CONFERENCE.

CITY MEETING.

Alubhill.

Big Gathering of Methodist Pastors
In Ellsworth Next Week.
APPROPRIATIONS for the year The sixty-second
session of the East
finally voted.
Maine conference will

W“B preaent at the receaa
Tie full board
Monday
meeting of the city government

evening-

announced the apMinor Simon ton
of the following etanding cor>pointment
for the year:
board.
Ai-.-ounta and ciaima-Full
Hagan, Eatey and Stock-

Joitteea

Finance-Aid.

board.
bcttTproperty-Full
sidewalks and bndgea-Ald.

Highways,

kbridge, Eatey and Small.
Small and
Fin- department—Aid.
ya*.n.
HamilEll trie lighting—Aid. Hagan,
mov

Este^,

APPROPRIATIONS.
ss tentsTh. budget of appropriations,
agreed upon st the last meeting,
A. they etood,
was taken up.
it ITS sn increase in the tax rate would
disenseed the
he inevitable. The board
advisability of cutting the appropriation

.totaloj

contingent fund, opinion ranging
f10,000, as first decided upon, to a
it *6,000 A comone-hslNmaking
cSof st pi,000 was finally
voted, and
promise
the
budget was given tta
With this change
and passed under susreadings
several
for tbs
from

pension of the rules.

f The

&low,

aa

sppropriations
with the

voted

are

appropriations

Tuesday. April

given

of last

7 JO

Funds.

*®JJ*
IMW

'.

p

m.

»M00
MW 1.000

Contingent.
Higbwsv,
West Side road,
Bidewslk,
Bridg".
Sock crushing,
State rosd,
City poor.
Insane,
City school.
High school,

Vm

S00

1.900
W00
600

1,600

1,000

750

7M

M®*
S.M0
2,300

1

j

0,660
1,000

He^olschonla.
msnt,

Fir* depart
City library,
kite rest on city dsbt,
aty water,
BlMtric light,
Perpetual care cemetery lota,
Hose,

SS

,25
3,000

24X»

2,000
2,286

57
260

am.

a m.

WOO

2,000

2,200

a m.

WOO

‘W00

WOO

6.00
6.00

9.00

10.00 a
2.00 p

Si
Jjg ,*»

8J9 p

m.
m.

m.

4.00 p
7.18 p

H1.47S
MATOS SIMOUTON EMTHATIC.
Mayor Simouton took occasion to say a
tew words in regard to the school census

in

m.

n m.
am.

9.00 a m.
1.80 pm.
8.00

7J8

p

m.

p m.

6.00 am.
6.00am.

Mayor Biaaonton .was authorised to
neoeaaary steps for the extermination
brown-tail

moth

in Ellsworth,

9.00 am.
1.15 pm.
3

00

p

m.

7.15 pm.
1

8-30 pm.

SOUTH BKOOKSVILLE.
haring a bad time

leg.

04)0
8.00

M- D. Cbatto ia building an addition
hi* store, to be need aa a poet office.
Willie Batea, Lew Billinga and William
Willina have gone to Marlboro, N. H., to

The schooner Mary Augusta, Capt. Perkin*, ia loading cut atone for Cardo A
Son*, New York.
C.

a m
a

m.

7.80 p

m.

March,
Rev Franklin Hamilton, D D,
Washington. D C
claimants’ anniverConference
sary, Rev J B Hiugely, D D, LL
D, Chicago, 111

am.
am.
a

ru

Devotional service
Conference love feast. Rev J
Simontou. leader
Special Easter service. Sermon

Bishop Wtlsbu

p m.

6.00
8.00

a m.

9.00

a

am.

m

Devotional service
Address. Dr John.
Subject:
Glimpse of God Without Eyes
Conference session
Reading of the appointments

Adjournment
list of visitors and those who will
tertain is printed on page 3.

en-

Business Notices.
PEOPLE’S NEWSPAPER.
Resident* of all parts of New England realmore
the necessity of having the
ize more and
Boston daily Globe delivered at their homes.
It is essential because it covers the news
thoroughly, faithfully, cleanly and without
bias. A reader of the Globe knows what is
goiug on in the world, his state, and in his
town or city.
But the Globe does more than cover the
It Is a liberal education delivered
news well.
at the homes of New England at a nominal
price. It is tilled with interesting features
which aid the reader to become a more useful
citizen. No better start can be made toward
this end than the formation of the saving
habit. 1 he first step is to have a bank account, and the Globe stands ready to place
sums from #100 to tftOO to the credit of enterboys aud girls throughout New Eog-

prising
The Globe's savings

coupons are within the
reach of Us readers, and in addition to the
offered
for
them, there is a long
cash prizes
cameras,
list of baseball goods,
hatpins,
stickpins and oufc-up picture puzzles which
No ambitious boy or
are distributed weekly.
let this opgirl in New England can afford to in
life is the
go by if real success

portunity

*<The

Globe Is the newspaper filled with optimism. Its features are of the helpful kind.
Its biographical aketche* are telling examples
of what great Americans*have achieved, and
to be
a careful reading of them cannot fail
alike.
an Inspiration to UtS old and young
These biographical sketches are illustrated
and worth saving, for they contain in condensed and graphic form all the essentials of

furtin, OaaaopoUa, Mich.

!

large

at-

*rThe

many other features in the Globe which
for years have been helpful to thousandsof
readers, are better and better each week. The
practical school for housekeeping conducted
of ideas
h the
on the household ■
rls' column, the famous
ia the boys’ and
chofTO
eelection,
beaytte
gems of prose, yon
bits of humor aad
oily pussies, the serial

THE DELINEATOR!
APRIL

swcttSggSE
a

I “walking shoes ?”
The makers of the celebrated La France Shoe for
Women ($3, $3.50 and $4) have perfected a shoe which
you ought to get acquainted with, it is so different from
the ordinary, so-called, “ flexible welt ” shoes. It is
the
La France Flexible Welt, and the illustration
herewith
shows that the name is a good one. It feels as comfortable as a slipper. It yields to
every movement of the
foot and instantly adapts itself to all
positions.
Yet it loses none of the style and grace which have made
La France shoes Famous—a shoe to be
proud of and to give
long, satisfactory service. We had rather show it than describe it.

IpOO

^J

j

return

today.
Keuel McFarland, Mra. M. George Haekins, of Melroae, Maaa., and Frank Walla
and wife,of Bar Harbor, were here Sunday
to attend the funeral of their brother,
Roy McFarland.
March 30.

A.
BORN.

C. L.

Die ASTRO—At Stonlogton, March 21, to Mr
and Mra Angelo Dtcaatro, a daughter.
HOWARD-At Bluehlll, March 24, to Mr and
Mra Arthur E Howard, a daughter.
PI TONI—At Stoningtoo, March 24, to Mr and
Mra Virglnio Pitllai, a daughter. [Maria.]

(
—

MARRIED.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TAKEN BY

BARTER
WAKEFIELD
At Stoniagtea,
March 20, by Rev J P Simonton, Mis* Rhode
A Barter to Ervin B Wakefield, both of
Stool ngton.

C. L. MORANG.

—

—

MORAN©,

I

■■

Four of Our
HARTFORD

FIRE

ASSETS DEC.
Beal

Agents’ balances.

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Morang,

admitted,

Admitted assets,

ELLSWORTH.

HAtrrdlB, OOKM,

820,618.023

LIABILITIES DEO. 31, 1908.

58

Net unpaid losses.
8 1,271.382 SO Unearned premiums,
11,741 870 32 All other liabilities,
Mi,898 JH Cash capital.
2,000.000 00 Surplus over all 1 labilities,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities,
Cash capital,
9urplus over all liabilities,
Toial liabilities and

su

5,089.866

pi us,

87

Aggregate, including capital and

surplus,

820,618.023 58

15 CENTS |j
PH IK MX

j
I will mail you

pieture

in

a

beautiful

INSURANCE CO.,

44.9R3 38
60,100 90
6.894,884 75
699.717 15
698,24145
58.11582
*0,459 87

Collateral looms.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

SEND TO-DAY

i

Gross assets.
Deduct items not ad

ELLSWOKTH, ME.

'—■■

Company, of Hartford*

Cisb capital,
Reserved for reinsurance,
All outstanding claims,
Net surplus.

01.000,09000
3,61844108

f, 1900,

06.36^47107

Total assets Jan.
13,108 00

$8,664,109 75

LIABILITIES

MAIN ST,

Fire Insurance

$8,677,517 75

rnitted,

Admitted assets,

STANWOOD STUDIO,

016.794,1# 71

CONNECTICUT

$ 141.01338

Mortgage loans,

to 50 cents for same.

527,10010
6,907.287 98
6684# #8
4,000.080 80
5,291,404 10

.t

[31. 1908.

Real estate,

charge 85

0

OP HABTPOaO. CONN.

ASSETS DEC.

colors 18 x 20

inches; others

COMPANY.

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 19f8.

Penobscot, March 25, Mrs Iola L

FOR

INSURANCE

A8SETd DEC. 81, 1908.
f i,065.187 76
448.000 00 Real estate.
$
MB,907 «
14,500 00 1 Stocks and bonds,
18,7#,798 88
1,210,48X96
15,38 >,373 83 Cash in office and bknk,
9iV289 60 Agents’balances,
1448410 87
2.598,918 25 Interest and rents,
8440786
178.6 U it
Gross assets,
13,21188
016,908401 80
Deduct items not admitted,
1014# 10
829,628.121 98
11.09145
Admitted assets,
016,70444171

e state,

Mortgage loans.

ington.

Eager, aged 32 years, 8 months.
GRANT—At Winter Harbor, Feb 25, Mrs
Abbie Grant, aged 70 years, 8 months.
GRINDLE—At Brewer, March 24, Miss Ruth
W Grindle, formerly of Bluehill, aged 68
years.
HO WARD-At North Bluehill, March 86, Raymond K, Infant son ot Mr and Mr# Lionel
Howard, aged 7 months, 3 days.
M'PARLAND—At Lamoine. March 26. Roy E
McFarland, aged 19 years, 1 month, 14 days.
M’INTOSH-At Ellsworth, March 97. Mrs
Fannie C McIntosh, aged 76 year*. 20 days.
M’KAY—At
Bucksport, March 38, David
El win McKay, aged 21 years, 6 months.
PAGE—At Bucksport
Center, March 27,
Almeda, widow of Nathaniel Page.
PARKER—At Seal Harbor. March 14, Frances
la, widow of James Parker, aged 62 years.
SAUNDERS—At Brooksville, March 28, Grace
B, infant daughter of James L Saunders. !
aged 8 months.
SHEA—At Springfield, Mass, March 24, Ellen,
wife of Michael Shea, of Ellsworth, aged 68
years, 3 months.
SMITH—At Lamoine, March 29, Warren H
Smith, aged 66 years, 9 mos.
STERNE—At Lamoine, March 26. Mrs Jennie
S Sterne, aged 70 years.
STEWART—At Brooklin, March 25, George C
Stewart, aged 85 years, 26 days.
SYLVESTER-At South Deer Isle, March 29.
O E Sylvester, aged 48 years.
i
WATTS—At Tllden, March 23, Alton, son of
Mr and Mrs John Watts, aged 7 years.

AiTNA

81, 1908.

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Mt Desert.
SMITH
HUTCHINSON
At
8tonington,
March 19, by Sumner P Mills, esq, Miss Alice
Smith to Earl R Hutchinson, both of Ston-

DIED.

I

Leading Companies.

IMSURtMCS CO

HAHTPOBD, OOHNBdTICUT.

by

C. L.

.

■■■

—Of—

—

THOMBS-PARKER-At Castine, March 25,
by Rev Robert C Douthitt, Miss Myrtle H
Thombs to Harry W Parker, both of Castine.

,
*

ANNUAL STATEMENT

BUTTONS,

size,

*

Qlaworth, Maine.

1

GILLEY—HAM—At Cranberry leles, March
20, by Rev C B Bowles, Miss Agnes M Gilley
to Arthur E Ham, both of Cranberry Isles. Send in
your material, and we wiU make
KANE-MILLIKE N-At Ellsworth. March 10,
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Leccie M Kane
to Sherman E Mllliken, both of Ellsworth.
PINKHAM
HUNTLEY
At
^tonlnaton,
March 24, by Sumner P Mills, esq. Pearl
Pinkham to Austin C Huntley, both of
Stonington.
and mail them
reany
RICHARDSON
BROWN
At Mt Desert,
March 24, by Rev E A Jenkins, Miss Emma
turn mail.
M Richardson to Alton C Brown, both of

EAGER—At

WQAVCN

IfMflggr

I

306,28104

1.489490#

J. D. BROWN. President.
W. T. HOWE. Heovelar).
JOHN A. POSMUS, Asa’fc Secretary.

DEC. 31. 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$

Total liabilities and

$6,664,409 75

450,440 38
3,946,002 42

E. B. GARDNER A SON,

surplus,

Agents.,

BUCK8P0RT, ME.

,*52 78
2.000.000 00
2.186,114 17
hi

FIFTY YEARS CONTINUOUS BUSINESS IN HANCOCK COUNTY.
PLACE YOUR INSURANCE WITH US.

E.

|

ONLY ONE MORE DAY

2

OF THE PIAN O CONTEST

|

April

P

o'clock

A

The coupons will be counted Fr iday morning, April 2, lOoil, at 10
are all cordially i nvited to be present and see the
piano awarded.

P

Remember that it will positive y close at 6 o'clock p.
1, 1909.
Be sure and have your coupons all deposited before
p. m.

April

m.

0

o'clock, and you

(

Slothing Co.,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

welomne mlwr

Agency,

■

Real Estate

&

SON,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

Bargains.

1

The following desirable properties may
be bought on very reasonable termsregular monthly payments if desired.

/

ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath; new
furnace ; nice lawn; stable.
Water street; store and dwelling.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.

—

W. R. Parker

B. GARDNER

General Insurance

1.

|2

HANCOCK POINT—New summer cottage; living room, 20x30; hardwood iloor; fireplace ; line kitchen aud pantry ; tour chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water ; two piazzas ; tine view of bay
aud mountains. Some very line shore lots in sizes to suit

II
II

purchaser.

SORRENTO—New hotel and

annex ; thirty-six large rooms; four bath
complete; extra closets and lavatories ; nine fireplaces;
large and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in all rooms; handsome dining-room overlooking bay ; plate glass ;
beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms aud bath : five fireplaces ;
electric lights ; large piazza ; bay aud mountain view; fine
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath ; four fireplaces ;
electric lights ; large piazza ; desirable surroundings ; fine
rooms

-TI fE-

PORTLAND 0 AILY

PRESS

IS N ow

ONLY $3.00 PER YEAR
TO

S UBSCRIBERS.

MAIL

March 1, 1800, this new subscription p 'ice went into effect enabling
mail subscribers to secure a modern, up-to-date newspaper at a coat ol
only 28 cents a month.
The DAILY PRESS issues from 12 to 16 pages a day with all the
At lei at tour hoars later news is given
news up to the hour of issue.
than in the Boston papers which ha e to go to press very early in the
night to catch early trains for Main i.
Send 25 cents for a single month’s subscrip lion or 75 cents for three months.
ADD1 LE9B:

•

■

•

MAINE.

H

H
M

SOUliENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; comby boat and rail; library; church; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; tine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.

M

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
otter the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.
All business entrusted to

The

us

will receive the very best attention,

George H. Grant Co.,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

PORTLAND PU BUSHING CO.,
PORTLAND,

1

location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.

munication often

fWhange

■■Ilwr—f Mnritc paper
la trttf Uomt.

SROIL

atmrrtisctntnt&

A

THE

J®d

a

La France

P

Ordination of deacon* and elders
by the bishop, district superintendents assisting. Sermon, “The
Silent Partner," Dr John
Sunday school anniversary
Address, Rev David G Downey,
D D, LL D. Chicago. Ill

A

j

was

tendance of

by

Monday

wjief
J>bg*r,

<T. JL. PaacMw’s.

League anniversary. Rev
Epworth
chairman.
L U
Address,

7.90 pm.

etc.

^OMaaIans basal

Conference session

m.

2.00

H vour head is so stuffed with
nucous that you cannot breathe a
Pttticle of air through yonr nostrils,
Hyomei will open them up and give
in Sve minutes
Why will sensible people suffer
why will they wheeze and
®*wk and spit ahd smother, when G.
A. Parcher will
guarantee Hyomei to |
cure or money back? *1.00 is all G.
A- Parcher asks for a
complete outfit.
T have used
Hyomei for hsy fever,
can pronounce it the best relief
■or this trouble
that I ever tried or
•wrd of. I have had this malady for
and
have
Wdw,
doctored and used
“•by remedies, bat Hyomei is fsr
•w*d of any of the others, and has
■y hearty endorsement.”—Mrs. M. 8.

Cures Dyspepsia.
Giw»
Wacocy^haAghtUt
•4,*onach distress and
baadachd

m.

10 JO

ASTHMA_VANISHES

MI-O-NA

9.00 a
1J0 p

6.00
9.00

<SttattfKnunta%

chitis,

Devotional service
A
Address. Dr John.
Subject:
Glimpse of God in Human Ex-

Sunday

SEAWALL.
A postmaster ia wanted at Seawall; a
civil service examination will be held at
MrKinley on May 8, and the candidate
who attar a written examination demonstrate* to the civil service commission at
Washington his fitness for the position
will get it. The office paid fl40 for the
last fiscal year. Any man or woman of
the legal age ia eligible.
Application
form* may be obtained at the Seawall
poet office or from the United States civil
service commission in Washington.

So Doe* Catarrh, Croup, Hay Fever
aad Bronchitis.
Hyomei is • confidence creator,
"be first time yon breathe in this
powerful yet soothing, antiseptic air,
you will know that it has marvelous
curative virtues. There is nothing
disagreeable about Hyomei. It is a
Wry pleasant and prompt remedy for
catar.h, colds, asthma, croup, bron-

Education anniversary. Address,
Rev T Nicholson, New York
Freedman’s Aid anniversary, Rev
M C B Mason. D D

perience

paving.

March 29.

Conference session
W H M S anniversary, Mrs B W
Russell, president. Address, Miss
Mary A Mataou
Aggressive Evangelism. Rev C J
Brown, chairmau. Address, G A

Saturday

to

cot

Friday
Devotional service
Address. Dr John.
Subject: A
Glimpse of God 4n the Homan

Martin, Bangor

evening.

Stillman Kench it
with erysipelas in hia

Devotional service.
Address by Dr John. Subject: A
Glimpse of God in Instinct
Conference session
W F M 8 anniversary. Mrs H G
McLaughlin, president. Address.
Rev George E Stokes, D D
Deaconess’ anniversary. Rev Fred
Palladino. presidentAddress.
Miss Alice M Robertson, Boston
Home Mission and Church Extension, Rev Robert Forbes, D D,

Body

attention of the city government having
been called to the existence of the pest
here by the State department of sericulture.
A recess was taken to next Monday

0

Business session
Reception to preachers' wives at
the residence of Rev W P Emery
Popular lecture by Dr John. Subject: Did Man Make God, or Did
God Make Man?

York

City-Trsaanrer L. M. Moore
waa received,
approved and

take

of the

Devotional service,
Address by Dr J P D John. D D,
LL D. Subject: A Glimpse of
God in the Microscope
Opening of conference, Bishop
Wilson
Sacrament
Business session
Sermon. Rev C N Garland, of Bar
Harbor
Preachers' wives* association, Mrs
C Garland, acting president. Address. Miss Amanda Wilson, of

Philadelphia
Poreign missionary anniversary.
Rev George E Stokes, D D, New

otbmm Bum tv nee.

filed.

theological seminary
Temperance address. Bishop Lather B Wilson. D D, LL D, Philadelphia
W*dn*$day

Thuttday
6.00
8.00

discussion. He said that,he, with some of
the eldermen, had Dean over the records
eeretully, end had prepared a list of school
children, end be was prepared to prove to
any fair-minded man That on April 1,1008,
there were over 1,200 children _of school
age in Ellsworth.
“Mr. rtcott,” he said, “by his censua
caused a loss of 1780 to the city, end he
refuses to produce his census that we may
verify it. His census was not oomplete.
Ism prepared to defend this statement,
and can convinoe any fair-minded mao
that Mr Scott's census was unfair.”
Bond of
for 13,000

6

Itinerant institute—Examinations
Examinations continued
Address to the classes, Rev D N
Beach, D D, principal Bangor

Bangor

60
260

urday afternoon. There

ser-

Sat-

ceed* to go towards conference expenses.
Dr. John is a lecturer of national reputation, and the chance to hear him is an opportunity which Ellsworth people should
take advantage of.
Following is an outline of the full program for the week:
9.00 am.
2.00 p m.
4.00 p m

comparison:

veer for

to Bluehill, where funeral
held in the Baptist church

were

PARTRIDGE COVE.
William Kellen ia ill.
Mra. Henry Bartlett ia ill.
Luther Kimball, of Masaachuaetts, Wellington Haslam, of Ellaworth, and Jerome
young and wife, of Eaat 8urry, were here
to attend the funeral of Mra. Jennie Sterne.
Miss Adelaide McFarland, who baa been
spending her vacation here, returned to
Bar
Harbor
Monday. Frink Walla
accompanied her. Mra. Walla expecta to

are open to the public,
they are urged to attend.
Wednesday evening there will be a public lecture by Dr. John, at which an admission of 50 cents is charged, the pro-

Hag»“-

brought

vices

and

follow.
All the meeting!*

and

ROTH W. GRINDLK.

Ruth W. Grindie, for many years a professional nurse, died in Brewer on
Wednesday, March 24, after a brief illness
of pueumonia. She was sixty-eight years
old and leaves two brothers—Ira T. Grindie, of Bluehill, and Joseph B. Grindie, of
Northampton, Mass. The body was

the members of Mountain
Rebekah lodge, of which deceased was a
member. During the past few years she
had ministered to the sick in many homes
in this vicinity and will long be pleasantly
remembered by many friends.
March 30.
M.

will

'aty poor—Aid'Ifagan,Stockbridge and
Small, Stockbridge

in Ells-

Toesdsy evening, April 6, and continue until Monday,
April 12.
Tuesday evening there will be an address by Bishop Luther B. Wilson, D.
D.,
LL. D., of Philadelphia, president of the
anti-saloon league of America, who will
preside at the conference.
Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock the
conference lecture will be delivered by Dr.
John P. I). John, of Green Castle, lnd.
His subject will be “A
Glimpse of God in
the Microscope”. The address will be followed by the sacrament administered by
Bishop Wilson, assisted by the district superintendent.
The address of welcome will be by Hon.
F. F. Bimonton, and the response by
Bishop Wilson. The first business session

BUSINESS.

H[Tb'rary~Ald.

convene

worth

steam emphatiwator bimonton
CENSUS-OTHER
cally ON SCHOOL

dfitirttiwmaitt.

^

NORTH BURRY.
Friends and relatives gathered at the
home of Manuel Gaspar Wednesday.
March 24, to celebrate the anniversary or
hia birth and also that of four frienda who
were present.
It was an event looked forward to with pleasure by many, as it has
been the custom for several years, and all
enjoy Mr. and Mrs. Gaspar’s pleasant way
of entertaining. In the afternoon music
was rendered by a mixed
quartette. Supconsisting of clam stew, cake and cofper,
fee, was served at 6, after which more
friends came, increasing the number to
forty-eight. The ages of the company
ranged from five months to seventy-six
years.
Music was furnished in the evening b.v the West Ellsworth male quartette,
the mixed quartette and a fuil chorus. At
a late hour refreshments of ice-cream and
cake were served. The guests
departed
with an invitation to come again next
year.
March 29.
Spec.

Mrs. O. M. Stover has returned from a
visit to Boston.
Morris Tucker, of Cherryfietd. was in
town March 20 and 80.
Frank Herrick, of Rockland, has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. H. H. Wood.
Oliver Adams, of Bar Harbor, is the
guest of his sunt, Mrs. H. E. Morton.
Miss Msry Chase. Forrest B. Snow, snd
Rodney Carter are home from U. of M., for
the spring vacation.
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firewood and prepared it (or the store.
The ladies carried food to Mrs. Stover’s
home, and the wood workers gathered
there and found a bountiful spread (or

tubeeribert at 107
0 the 111 poet-ogtec* ill Hancock county,
dti im other paport in the County eomMueet do not reach to many. TB Am KB Im

>

in

f«r addMoMl

WINTER

them.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Friday.
The schools will

April

Monday,

commence

5.

Mrs. Flossie Joy Kendall returned to
Wilton last Thursday.
Mrs. W. T. Havey, Jr., who has been ill
Several days, is improving.
Alfred Fernald, who has had a severe attack of grip, is out again.
Dr. 8. 8. DeBeek and wife were in Ellsworth on business Wednesday.
Pastor Macomber was unable to hold the
usual Sunday service through illness.
Miss Lola Dyer j

William Lowrie and
were

in

Bangor

last week

on

business.

Cecil Butler, wife and young son leave
where Mr. Butler
will teach.

came as a

shock to the entire

community.

been around as usual and performed her household dutiee up to the day
of her death, only complaining of a cold
in her head, until the afternoon before her

Thursday.
The adjourned meeting for considera- death, when she complained of feeling
tion of a high school building site will be badly across her Inngs. When the physiheld Saturday.
cian arrived, she was beyond hope of recovFrank E. Blaisdell returned last week ery, and paased away at 10 o’clock the
From a business trip to Philadelphia, New same evening. Mrs. Sterne was a moat
estimable woman, whom to know waa to
York and Boston.
Christian character
Mrs. A. P. Havey and Infant daughter love, and her true
shone forth in constant deeds of kindness
Bnd Mrs. Bell Googins, of West Sullivan,
which she was ever ready to perform,
were in town Tuesday.
never considering herself when her aid
from
are
received
Encouraging reports
Since the death of her only
was needed.
Lawrence, Maas., cencerning Burleigh sister a little less than a year ago, she had
of
Ewan, who is ill
diphtheria.
remained in the family and endeavored to
At the quarterly conference, Monday fill her
plaoe as housekeeper, and the will
evening, District Superintendent H. B. be sadly missed, as by her death tb* father
Haskell baptized one candidate. Three ; and son are left alone. She waa a faithful
member of
Lamoine
grange,
having
were received into the church.
attended its last meeting on Tuesday evenMiss Nettie M. Pollard, en route from ing in her usual health. Funeral services
Cherryfield, where she has been teaching, will be held Monday afternoon at the Baptist church. The body will be placed in
was the guest of Mrs. Carroll Dunn, Mon- !
the receiving tomb, end later transferred
Fay night, leaving Tuesday for her home j to the family lot in Surry. Mrs. Sterne is
survived by two brothers who live in
M Richmond.
EAST FKANKUN.
Mrs. E. K. Donnell is spending s few
toys with her daughter, Mrs. G. H.Welch.

George Wentworth ia in failing health.
frienda hope for an improvement soon.
David Wilbur, of Eutbrook, is visiting
his oncle and aunt, Nason Springer and
W«

Wife.
Miss Vivian Scammon haa returned to
N. H., to teach the spring term
of school.

Gorham,
The

friends of

many

^Kinsman

were

glad

to

aee

Mrs.

Freeman

driving

her out

a
1

a

recent

recorda.
back to

Mrs. Knowtton sad Mrs. Jones came
home Thursday from Providence sod Boston, where they spent the winter.

are

Lewis

successfully

(tott

s

a part of Will
Washington Norwood la to

Gott hss moved to

house.

Wentworth homestead at the creek.

ha*
K?n**l Hpurltny
pat tb*
en«ia* In hi* bnat, tb* Loalw A.
Mim Lrab Baayer and Mia. Bmtrte*
Pierr*, of Mt Ilrwrt, el.ited in tow* la-

Ihpt

would

tently.
Miaa Father
on I ter
Min Ktbel
Stanley are rialting relative# aad Irteada
(

and

H. Odiorne.

j

Mrs. Sadie Lacount has gone to Manaet
to lire with her aunt, Mrs. Elias King,
who is in poor health.

to

Miss Evelyn Lunt, who has been at
Mrs. Otis Ingalls the past Are
weeks, came home this week.

Miss Flossie Lowe and Mias Lelia Cole
in Cnionville visiting Miss Lowe's

Mrs. W. E. Dow and son Charlie are
visiting at Southwreat Harbor and Seal
Harbor, where Mr. Dow haa work.

parents.
Mrs. Henry Hamilton has been spending the past week in Winter Harbor with
relatives.

Mrs. Sylvia Reed and daughter Hatel
spent the past week at Owl’s Head visiting Mrs. John Clancy and other friends.
Mrs. F. L. Proven and baby Ruth left

work tor

gone

Capt. A1 Welch has gone to Boston to Thursday fora visit to her mother in W in[ bring back the sardine steamer Clarence terport, while her husband attends the
B. Mitchell.

conference.

Mise Genevieve Frances Cole has arrived
from Waterville for the usual spring vacation of two weeks.

Capt. Charles P. Lunt, who has spent
the winter at home with his family, has
gone to Boston to start his schooner, the
J. M. Harlow.

;

Miss Rosie

Over

Waterville, where
weeks

has
she

returned
has spent

from
a

few

with friends.

Mrs Emma Upham, of Winter Harbor,
spent last week with her sister, Mrs. Myra
Higgins, at Dr. Larrabee’s.

j

bate by relative*
News
and friend* of Frank A. Johnson that be
married qaite recently Miaa Beat new Hart,
of Somerville, Maas. Friends bar* eitaad

Y.

guest of

congratulation*
t'apt. Jadsoa

Oaptill aad Maurtce
Pandletoa, of Wiatar Harbor, caam bar#
teat waak and hired William D. Stanley a
yacht. Mermaid, to go Bsbihg from
Winter Harbor.
J. H. Praaaay plana to go ap to Soanaa
aound to-morrow fur Mia. Rati* Mite ball,
wbo baa bad a aavara paralytic aback, aad
it ia deemed bast to more bar barn where
aba will have a borne during tba ramaladar
of bar lit* with Augustus Birium aad wife.
R
March 9.

MT. DESERT.

or

a

the steamer

Miss Brimmer, of Brewer, is visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. C. A. Bennett.

few

Miss Teresa Ward spent the latter part
of last week in Bangor on business.

Bay

State.

Richmond L. March, who has been very
ill of the grip, is gaining slowly.
Mrs. Susannah Alley i§ employed with
Mrs. Alice Dolliver for the summer.

^Tk^T'

Mrs. C. N. Oarland la
stalling her
Mra. J. R. Johnson, at Bunset.

,BM
*om>

Mrs. F. A. Peiroe was Uken
to the
pital at Rockland on Monday.
Eule By I reeter came Irom
Camden Wneaday to attend his lather'* funeral.
Mrs Oeorge Walker died here
March »

Bh. bad been III about two
year,. „ <
tenderly oared for by her three daughter
Her husband accompanied the
"
New York for interment.
March».
OCEAN VILLE.
W. B. Hatch, who baa been
verr ill

rapidly lapmlnu.

u

*

Aik* La Da, who baa been
.pending gracaiion here, returned to Han«.,n

mJT

to-day.
A. M. Haleb and wile
Harrington, and are

her.

are

occnpj.ng

bungalow.
Bwaaay Or.-a, of Naakeeg.

the,
^

ha,

Tbaddeua Oroaa' farm, and ha,
family bar*.
March *7.

movadll
v

HWANH ISLAND.
Mr*. S. J. Miaaon la confined Ui
tw
home with grip.
C. *. Bridge* will more into the
Ban
Ootl bona* thin weak.
Hancock lodga, I. O. O. F.. he,
^
ito waw hall, which ic to be tnu* (*,
three Boon.

on

B. W. Occenlaw ha* broken
up howe

keeping end

pmaa mate

on

ibethj».

mneteil echooner Aania K. Lewie.
March B.

r

Old

People

William Young, who baa baaa ilL t* re-

covering.
Clarence

H. Sparling

waa

at

liar Harbor

Thursday

married Saturday evening,
ley were
March 2D, by ftrv. C. B. Holies They are
now living St the old (Jillev homestead,
and have the beat wishes of their many
friends.
S.
March 9.

Palmer Seavey ia in New York as
Mrs. Henry Milliken and granddaughSOUTH DEER ISLE
The Somesviile sewing circle met with quartermaster on the steamer Dimock.
Springer, will ter Marcia, are visiting Mrs. MiUiken’s
Mrs. A. 0. Fernald Thursday afternoon.
Ella Downs baa sold her shop to Harry
F. L. March’s little son Daniel, who had
return to Otter Creek to teach the spring daughter, Mrs. Rich, of Hancock.
March 29.
Scmac.
The grammar and primary schools re- a severe attack of croup, ia convalescent.
term of school.
Stanley.
opened to-day, after two weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Richard Smith ia with Mrs. Clara
T. M. Blaidell bought a horse of Pearl
Capt. Ralph Leland, on the schooner
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mgs. David Branscomb, of Northeast French, has gone to Rockland with wood. Robinson at Stonmgton.
4>ay, of Ellsworth, on Saturday last. The |
Miss Sadie Martin, of Ashville, is visit- j Harbor, has been viaiting Mrs. M. M.
horse will be used cheifly on his delivery
O. E. Sylvester, who came here a tew
Clifton Dolliver will go to Bar Harbor
ing at C. E. Martin’s.
Branscomb the past week.
team.
this week to make arrangements for build- weeks ago to care for his mother, who waa
R. H. Young and Mrs. Close spent a few
Thomas E. Hooper has sold his cottage
j The entire length of Somes sound is now ing a cottage.
and two acres of land to Seth G. Joy, w ho days at Bangor last week.
open to navigation, the last of the ice havMrs. F. A. Meader returned Thursday
lias been occupying it for the past two
C. L. Smith and son Arthur have re- ing been carried out by the tide last week. from West
Ellsworth, where she has been
from
turned
the woods with their teams
years.
Two of Somesville’s young men, James visiting relatives.
Mrs. Lula Campbell and Mrs. Nellie
Leonard Wooster lodge, I. O. Q. T., cele- Allen and A. J. Somes, who are attending
Capt. F. L. March haa taken his vessel
Gray, who have been in Livermore Falls, brated its ninth anniversary last Tues- Bowdoin, are home for the Easter from winter quarters, and will load with
have returned to their old home with day evening.
vacation.
sand for Northeast Harbor.
George Wentworth, who is in poor health.
Emma M., youngest daughter of Loren
Hiram Merchant and w ife have returned
Miss Dorothy Grindle, who has been at
Mrs. Bartlett Stover, Mrs. J. H. Patten from Augusta, and have gone to Ellsworth Richardson and wife, was married on home on a
vacation, returned to Bar Harand other friends of Mrs. Sara Hooper, who for a few weeks.
Wednesday evening, March *J4, to Alton C. bor Sunday to attend school.
ia in Sullivan with her daughter, Mrs,
of
this place. The ceremony,
John Stinson and G. W. Colwell, who Brown,
Edgar Gordon, who has been employed
Willie Havey, got up a dinner and in- have been here
shipping lobsters, have which took place at the home of the with a lumber tirm up the State, is visitvited the men and boys to gather at her returned to
bride’s parents, was performed by Rev. E.
Prospect Harbor.
ing his cousin, Mrs. Josie Sargent.
home after cutting and hauling her year's
A. Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs. Brown left the
March 22.
W.
March 29.
Plutarch.
next morning for a wedding trip to BosNORTH HANCOCK.
ton and vicinity.
Their many frieuds
SEAL
HARBOR.
JRrStcai.
Mrs. Dora Way, of Dan forth, is visiting wish them much happiness in their new
W. H. Whitmore is
ill of

Eva, daughter of

be was

ia poor health.
but *
Ihomibt that the end «>. *>
laarseanaged mother, two too, ,„d
daaghtere. His age was forty-eight J!*

ISLES FORD

Kodenc K. Stanley leaves Monday tor
Benjamin Qott, who has been attending Naples, where he will teach thia apring.
Shaw’s business college in Bangor the
Miea Fannie Jarvis returned to bar work
past three months, is at home. He will at Bar Harbor Wednesday, after a two
work for F. W. Lunt in place of A. A. weeks' vacation
Lopaus.
Mrs. W. W. Crowell returned to her
Ashbury Lopans and wife, who have home at Joneeport Thursday, having spent
been taking care of F. W. Lnnt's business, the winter here.
will return to their home this week. Mr.
William Mayo left last sreek for Port
Lunt and wife have spent the past week
Clyde, where he will be engaged in the
in Bangor and Ellsworth.
herring business.

man ou

Mrs. Sherman McFar- !

Ill, died Tuesday, Much 33. It
that

baa been received

Capt. Ashton E. Lunt left (or Boston today to take command of hia schooner, K.

are

Mamie McOuftee, of New York,
days last week with her parents, S. C. Thorsen and wife.

apent

who

year

she

Master Harvard Colwell haa
Bois bu bert to visit relatives.

Mrs.

has been working away from
■Mire, ia home.

that

Lnrtf O. HUnlejf b** • new motor boat,
built by Arthur Bparlina, ot latantord.

or more

Miss

PROSPECT HARBOR.

land.

last week.

Marta, daughter of J. C. Springer,

learn

Adelaide Rice is expected
teach the school here the coming term.
She is so excellent teacher.

forty

Mrs. Daniel G. Libby entertained a few
I young ladies on Saturday for her niece.
| Miss Genevieve
Cole, which was followed
WEST HANCOCK.
by a party in the evening. Cirds was enj
! Irving McFarland is in Holden on busi- joyed and refreshments served during the
March 29.
THELMA.
ness.
evening.
Capt. taring Rice, of the schooner Hat1
A. E. Tracy attended the express sale
Moses Stanley's residence was the scene
tie taring, made bis Bret trip for the
OAK POINT.
in Bangor Saturday.
of a happy gathering last Tuesday. The
spring from Portland this areek.
Charles Sargent haa employment
in
I Miss Myra Springer is spending a few Stanleys had invited a few friends to din- j
Patrolman Pettigrew, of the life-saving
New
Hampshire.
ner in honor of Mr. Stanley’s birthday, !
days with W. K. Springer and wife.
station, will leave for his home at Bark's
but the party which followed in the even- I Capt. Albion Norwood has taken' charge Harbor this week. He has been serving
Horace Smith, who has been employed
of the schooner Scud.
ing was a complete surprise.
as the extra winter man at the station.
at Eastbrook this winter, is at home.
March ».
C.
James Seavey haa employment as fireArtbar E. Hem and Mias Agnes M. Oilbeen i
Mrs. Way, of Danforth,
has
Massachusetts.
March 29.

B.

to

evening, March 24, the town voted to construct the much-needed sewer from R. M.
Torrey's store to the outlet near the boathouse. It was also voted to purchase a lot
of M. B. Jordan and erect a school building thereon, at a cost not to exceed |6,0U0.
March 29.
E.

She had

Mrs. C. E. Dwelley, Mr*. Geneva Sprague
Mid Curtis Springer were in Ellsworth

many friends of Mrs. E. W. Smith

iRAHBKRRY KILRB
Mr*. K.U* Oiltay » »> •» 4b* bom* ol
Mr*. Ran* Hanker.

has a

underwent an operation at the East Maine
occupy tbe bouae which he baa vacated.
general hospital Friday.
I'apt. Buck, of schtxtncr Bobs, which b* at Hakar'a island.
Charles
H.
Davis
takes
the
steamer
Capt.
has been repiiring for the last month st
from
arrtead
haa
Klrhard
to
New
York
next
exStanley
week
to
Ladoga
McMuIlin's wharf, left Saturday for New
Fnendablp in bia new yacht, AUr* Marina.
change her for a larger yacht recently pur- Brunswick.
Tba boat i* pronounced a beauty
chased by J. 8. Kennedy, of New York.
Mrs. George Torrey and
Mrs. Cora
Lewi* Q. Stanley i* on Hear talaad atH W. Duff, a cottage owner and one of
Bragg went to Rockland Monday for a
the most respected of our summer colony,
tending to the lighthouse duties, while
short stay. Phebe Gott is keeping bouse
died at 8avannah, Ga., March 22.
The
Qept. Sawyer la nailing bi* son at Kgg
for Mrs. Torrey during her absence.
Rock.
funeral
took
place Thursday at bis
March 29.
P. M.
home in New York.
Arthur A. Joy baa moved bia family
from t be Kina* of Mr*. John R. Hanker
The village schools will open Monday,
WEST TREMONT.
to a part of the house of Mra. Loctnda U.
April 5, with the following teachers:
The last dance (or the winter at the n«*
Stanley.
Primary, Miss Evelyn C. Hall, of Bucks- hall on March 24 w as a success.
port; intermediate, Miss Emma Damon, of
The ladies' aid soriaty baa furnished rwEdwin Lopaus has moved to the Capt.
Deer Isle; grammar. Miss Lucy P. Lesch,
frrehmenls for two parti** tbi* month la
Albion Murphy house on the hill.
of Belfast.
their new building, the ‘‘Ladeande". the
L. W. Rumill has bought the Alonio
net proceeds amounting to|M.
At a special town meeting Wednesday

The sudden death of Mrs. Jennie LSterne Friday evening, of pneumonia,

Saturday for Topeham,

March 20.

The

pleased

COUNTY NEWS.

gfaphophone

with

Sunday.

home.

o'clock?

FRANKLIN.

Florence Stanley

town

in

Melvin Willey and family, who have
spent the winter in Philadelphia, ar?

The dwelling-house here owned by John
Keif, of Ellsworth, was destroyed by tire
Friday night. The Are started in the shed
The house was not
about 10
occupied at the time, and the origin of the
Are is unknown. Insured.
Roy E., youngest son of E. E. and Adelaide McFarland, died at his home at Partridge Cove Friday morning, March *26,
after a lingering illness of consumption,
during w hich he was a constant sufferer.
He was a worthy, studious young man, and
his great ambition was to get an education
until failing health
prevented further
study. He bore his sufferings with patient
Christian resignation, ever hopeful of regaining his health. He was a member of
the grange and always a regular attendant
when it w as possible. He leaves six sisters and one brother besides the parents
to mourn his loss. Funeral services were
held at the Baptist church Sunday afternoon, Rev. Q. F. Jenkins officiating.

Mr*. Fred Donnell left for Stonington

scalloping.
Mrs. Inn Holmes left for Portland Monday on business.

HARBOJt.
was

from Rockland, where ne hna been

came

o4ker pmgt

H. E. Frazier and wife left Saturday for
East Boston for an indefinite stay.

R-

March 29.

OUNTY NEWS.

i

over

an

Mayo, of Ellsworth,

Alvah

Mancoek county, and hue newer claimed to
The entertainment at (he Free Baptist
be, i»I ii it the only paper (hot eon prop- church Friday evening was an enjoyable
erty, be called o Cor NTT paper; all the affair. A good sum was taken for church
Tht circula- expenses.
yeti are merely local paport
The American, barring the Bar
lie
Marbor Record'! rummer I ill, it larger
than that 0 oil I** other paport printed
In Hancock county.
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Qco. A. Psrcbcr, Druggist

_ELLSWORTH._J
MERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN.
If

Nasan

For

itnofthm

Vlnol ton** up tho diitatir* ornoi
*ldo aaalmtlation, oorlcbn the bUa<
tod relu rent too inn organ in tho
body. In thlo natural manner Vlad
re placet woaknooo with otrengtb.
Wo an paalllao h will bradi mn
old pooooa who will give it a lihl

poi btff

pftlM ta

the

bock

I'nary,

Bladder or Kidaef troohie. sol •ut*r«lata p.eaaaat barb relief from * ..bku • it*
trr Mother Gray's *‘Al«TltALl %> l.ur,
It ta a safe, reliable re*alat-‘r end re.terraali
Female Weahaeaaea. Iaciadip« 1n!l» naaiiaa
and ulcerations
MotbocGray* tanfiiaaLamf ta aotd by I>re||tat or lent -• anile
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Sprains

EverfYeaf!

Worse
Plenty

EU.«wortli

of

W.

Readers

Don’t neglect
It will get

an

worse

aching back.

cure

the back you must

cure

the

neys.
II you

don't, other kidney ills follow—

Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright’s

FRANKLIN ROAD.

disA. E.

ease.

says:

"About five years ago my back

became lame, and
trouble grew
bad that I

as

worse.

was

time

went

Finally

1

laid off from work and

laid up for several days.

Mrs. Stella Shaw has been the guest of
her nephew, Howard Tracy, and wife, in
Bar Harbor several days.
March 27.
G.

so

was

In 1906 I learned

to the

heavy

were

rain

Sunday, church

The

!

directly to the seat of my trouble, and two
boxes made a complete cure. At that
time I gave a statement for publication in
which 1 told ol my opinion or this remedy. I can now confirm that endorsement
in view of the fact that I have been perfectly tree from any symptom of kidney
trouble since.’’
For utla by all dealers. Pries BOoents.
Foster-Mil burn Oo., Buffalo, Haw York,
sole agents for the United Status.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no

other.

I
I

j

Stafford's livery stable on Cottage street
was burned at midnight
last Wednesday.
The stable was used tor storage. It is
estimated that buck boards, cutunders,carriages and other vehicles valued at $5,000
were lost, as well as a
large amount of
harnesses and furnishings and a quantity
of hay and grain, the property of George
J. Stafford, except a few of the carriages.
Mr. Stafford’s loss will probably be JlllOOO,
and the loss on the building, owned by
New York parties, is estimated at $15,000.
The loss is partially covered by insurance.

Mrs.
Etta
Cummings was called
home last week by her father’s illness at
Mt. Desert Ferry.

high spring tide did condamage to boat wharves snd
craft
along the shores Friday
usual

Mrs. Bella Havey and daughter Vivian,
Sound, who have been visiting relatives
here, have returned home.

of

John McKay, who has been ill s year or
I more, seems to be much better, and will
this week remove with his family to Otter
1
Creek.
They have many warm friends
nere who will regret their departure.
Aaron Robertson and wife have gone
to Hurricane island, where they intend
to live this season. Mrs. Alice Qilley,
whose house they occupied through the
winter, will be at her home soon for the

Mrs. John Gatcomb haa returned home
from Mt. Desert Ferry, where she has
been taking care of her
father, who has
been ill of grip.
March 29.
Melvina.

>

March 29.

SAUSBUR\ COVE.
Mrs. R. H. Libby, of Newport, baa been
a recent guest of Mrs. Frank A.
Wood.
Clarence Tate and family have moved to
Hull's Cove, where he has
employment as

;

!

es aa.

Douglas Richardson and Charles Holmes
home Saturday from U. of M. and
Hebron, respectively.
Perry Robbias

came

■

■■■■■

■'

...

— ■

-i

you bailees your season? When two
| ofCan
them, taste sad smell, having been im1

gardener

:

Mias Mildred Wilson returned Saturday from Penobscot, where she has been
spending her vacation.
Leon L. Smith, of Portland, has
purthe grocery business of T. 8. Liecomb, and will arrive here the first of
April. The continued ill health of Mr.
Liacomb is the cause of his retiring from
business. Mr. Smith is weU known
here,
having married Miss FoasUl Young here
chased

paired, it not utterly destroyed, by Nasal
! Catarrh, are fully restored by Ely's Cream
j Balm, can yon donbt that this remedy defriends-;are
,**°- them
Tbeiras
! serves all that has been said of It by the 1 glad to welcome
permanent realwho have used it?

Foley1 ■ Honey aad Tar cures ooaghsuulckly.

strengthens the loans an exdpels colas. Get
the genuine la a yellow package. O. A. Pan-

Spray.
M'KINLEY.

j

Mt. Desert

George Eddy.

night.

BAR HARBOR.

at

while.

summer.

at Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a
box at Moore’s drug store. They went

up

over

David Marshall and wife have moved to
the home of
Mrs. Marshall’s father,

siderable
small

was

Sunday.
Mell Jordan injured his hand badly on
sawing machine, and is laid up for

a

omitted.

Mrs. Jacob Mayo, jr., has been ill the
greater part of the winter, but is slowly
gaining in health.

Bangor on business.
West is working for Miss

by the grip.

became

John Gatcomb

Ferry

Hosea Hodgdon has been seriously ill
several weeks, but is now improving.

is in

Lee Joy, of Hancock, is spending a week
with his grandparents,G. L. Joy and wife.
Miss Alice Marshall has been helping
Mrs. Annie Graves, who has been ill of

is easy.

A. M. Franks, 27 High St., Ellsworth,

Me.,

Tracy

Miss Stella
Delia Clark, who is in poor health.

An Ellsworth citizen tells you how—the
cere

Owing

services here

Misses Vernie and Hazel
Tracy, of
Franklin, were week-end guests of their
sister, Mrs. Josie Googins.
March 29.
Anon.

kid-

School commenced Monday, after two
weeks’ vacation.

Walter Fuller, of Bowdoin, is at home
for the spring recess.

Miss Winnie Googins,
of Ellsworth,
spent Sunday in town with her brother,
Charles Googins.

every year.

pneu-

monia.

Red Wing.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

wife.

Backache is really kidney ache.
To

March 29.

Miss Myra Springer is at West Hancock
visiting her uncle, W. K. Springer and

Hare the Same Experience.

very

life.

H. Grass.

Effie Kingman, of East brook, is employed at Mrs. Ona Ford’s.

|

thousands
It Is applied
directly to the effected air passages, and begins its healing workVt once. Why not get
it to-day? All druggists, or mailed by Bly
Bros., M Warren Street, New York, oa receipt
of 00 cents.

mqU.

March 27.

g

Dr. Daniels’ Horse~£enovator
for
your horse —Makes Blood—gives vim,
and
health.
strength
—

Sloan’s Liniment is the best
and bruises.
It quiets the

remedy

for

sprains

pain at once, and can be applied to the
tenderest part without hurting because it doesn't need
to be rubbed
all you have to do is to lay it on
It
is
a
lightly.
powerful preparation and penetrates
instantly relieves any inflammation and congestion,
and reduces the
swelling.
—

—

|

Sloan’s
Liniment

is an excellent antiseptic and gcr™
killer—-heals cuts, bums, wounds and
contusions, and will draw the poison
from

sting of poisonous insects.
Prlea, Me* 80e*

$t-M>

Dr.EaiiS.Sbu.Bote.MMa.Ui^

\

,

at 30 cent*

cheap, only 1#

a

canta

pound.
a

But eggs aft

doaen.

Oapt. brad Foaa baa taken the schooner
Gold Hunter, and la loading at Harrington, when the vessel was hauled up for
the winter.
mm amSkelton to at too**
reeeee.
Eeeter
tbe
lot
Joanns Dnrgain baa arrived
with a general cargo.
come : and tbe wild
robins bare
eastward
been scudding to tbe

fbr AMIMmiI

Couutp Ifm.

little better.

Chpt. McKay

has gone to New London,
Conn., where he bas bought a vessel to
carry his wood, of which he has about
1,000 cords, which he hss bought the past
winter.
March 20.
8.

week.
left here last week
Maaa., where be will
N,w Bedford,
Bazter.
,]* steamer
baa disposed ol hie
.rton woodward
rent of the Harlock given up the
and left this morning
farm,
Wescotl
Princeton, Malt.
bis borne in
who was so ternser George Arey,
on board tbe steamer Delta
\v. Steven*

Me

wife, Pearl Banker and
in Bangor Saturday.

was

in

•
_

March 29.

-ommM 1b BUbarot Iki •*-

L.

IUmHIi
NORTH BLUEHILL.

In Rockland last

has

E. M. Steven*

ware

Mker y >se

BROOK UN.
John F. Staples
weak on business.

F. W. Townsend, who has been ill
Mrs. A. H. Sherman
nearly all winter with a throat trouble, is
still confined to the house, although he is ily to the Enterprise.
a

and

COUNTY NEWS.

moved her fam-

R. W. Smith and W. P. McFarland
Ellsworth last week.

E. B. Kane and wife and E.
have gone to Sooth Bluebill.

W.

Nathaniel Bowden and wife visited in
Brooksville last week.

are

Quite a large number of new books have
been added to the grange library.
employed as teacher.
Work will begin next week on the new
J. J. Bridges and Miss Etta returned
Capt. Emery E. Dodge is visiting relahardwood floor in the grange hall.
from
Arlington, Mass., Thursday.
tives in Rhode Island.
John
Littlefield, of Eagle island,
Mrs. Eva Chaples, of Hudson, is keepMr. Osier, of Keene, N. H., is visiting
recently spent a few days with his sister,
bouse
for
E.
J.
ing
Capt.
Holden
Freethey.
and
wife.
George
Mrs. H. L. Dunbar.
biirned
Will Herrick is at home from MassachuMiss Gertrude Cole, of BeaviUe, is visitbaa Improved
The many friends of Lionel Howard
October, at Bangor,
setts
state
farm, where he has been em- and wife sympathize with them in the
and is feel- ing her brother, Arthur Cole.
in tbe past few weeka,
ployed.
loss on Friday of their baby boy.
1* >n charge of a marine
taroy Flye made a business trip to Ran-'
tbst be will
Mr. Thompson has gone to Machiss to
March 29.
D.
midsummer.
gor and Bucksport last week.
ne before
TomoN.
join the schooner Abbie S. Walker as
Grover Morse bas been
h a.
stricken with
serious eye trouble, and is confined to
darkened room.

_

Margaret Blodgett la to have

rs.

a

tele-

iD her home.

a

a

James Gibbons is recovering from

_

Bocksport.

pier, and

Thorn, who baa been operated

Bangor,

at

boapilal

lit the

The Bartlett brothers lost their
the Ices |in the aggregate must

boats.

Mr*, laaiab Conary.

vitb

Mr* WHI

the Aurora this season, will take
the yacht to Gamden this week where a
new thirteen-horse-power
engine will be
installed.

have been

improv-

ia

(1,200.

March 29.

Ivory Anderaon recently viaisted
ir parent*, t apt. and Mra. George Gray,
Weat Surry.

8ARGENTVILLE.

gra

Collin* ha*

Ralph

upied by

ehoun

Mary K
11.

arvh

widow of
the

at

age

family

hi*

Mr*. Collin*’

Miss Carrie Jordan is employed at West
Brook lin.

in

Mrs. John F. Gray is home from Roxbury, Mass.

lather,

Calvin Billings and Henry Grindell have
gone to Boston to work.

Gliia Young, died
of eighty-one year*,

Sbe

month*.

rven

moved

leave*

one

James Bayard has been visiting his sister at Arlington, Mass.

eon—

ipt. Harry Young.

Mrs. Lydia Qowen jis spending a few
with friends in Melrose, Mass.

iVarl (• nary, nf Seal Harbor, recently
ml tan weeks with bia mother. l)urhi* nay

I

he

cut

and hauled

a

Xenophon.

weeks

Miss Vera

year'*

pplv of Wood, and later hi* eon Harry
me and prepared it for tbe etove.
Joaiah Coulter, died of
eomnnia March 10, at her home in Weat
try She had been in poor health for
me time,
lieaide* her buabaud, abe
aw* line *i»ler-Mra. Deborah Gilbert,
I EU**orih. a brother, Joaepb Maunder*,
I Waltham. Mass.; four sons —John, of
w>o>rd. N. II t harlea, of Surry, Arthur,
I Baverly. Maaa., Henry, of Bangor, and
a daughter
Mra. Helen Coulter, of
otktoii. Maaa. Her huaband, who ha*
tn very ill. i*
gaining alowiy and ha*
eiymiwthy of hi* many friend*.
March JR,
SPEC.
Ann. wile of

fall

Jessie Htevens, of 8teuben, has
her parents, Samuel Leland
and wife.

visiting

John Abram and wife, who have been
spending the past week in Ellsworth,
Brewer and Hampden, are home.
Mias Luella Brown, of Rockland, recently spent a few days w ith her sister,
Mrs. John Abram.

SURRY.

tapi. Fred Phillip* and Owen Flye, of
booklm. were at J. F. Staples'last Sun-

Misa Villa C. Boo be r returned Saturday,
after having spent her vacation of two
weeks with friends in Old Town.

Mra. Mci,raw,
wit* of Rev. J. D.
I«,nw win, her daughter Flo**ie, i* viaUaf her *on, S. A. McGraw.
and

butter

are

very

scarce

154

in health.
iu its worst form has many victims
Mrs. Emily Warren, whose con-

PM

developing into

Portland.

were

called to

few

aunt. Mrs.

Professor l nna, of Hamburg, Germany,
br. St^.uraud, of Paris,
Prance, share
* honor «.f
having discovered the hair

of his fingers
injured quite badly last week in a sawing
machine.
Hagaduce lodge, F. and A. M., met in
Charles

•*1

tocrot*.

it not caused through a few
rk of these hair microbes, but is
result 'f conditions
brought about bv

***»

Vrar"
« et

•J

sfu

Baldness may not
ttie microbes began
come sooner or

occur

p

*i

Eben Salisbury.

Nathan
Salisbury’s
family mare
“Bess” is dead. They have owned her
for many years. She was a valuable roadster, formerly owned by Dr. Lewis HodgMr. Salisbury has
kins, of Ellsworth.
faithfully kept his promise to the doctor
should receive humane treatthat she
ment after she was past service.

V*

the

<

is

one

dt»‘royers;

^tokridai

and

of

the most

j

nut «

|

ggjjiied

Hooper, of East Sullivan,who
has been employed by Henry Ash, has returned borne.

w

employment.
Bucksport, is
parents, A. W. Eaton and

here he has

Mrs.

W. C. Conary, of
her

to try Kexall ‘1*3” Hair I
contains all these ingredinoes not
grow hair ou your ;
IgA,1
*‘°P your hair from tailing out,
tin

4 fib

T'b«hoc« 221 5
BRANCH AT ROCKLAND. MAINE

8 25

m

A

M

(Trustees.

M

A

To all persons interested in tne estate hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifteenth
day of March, a. d. 1909. being an adjourned
session of tbe March a. d. 1909 term of said
court.

following
sented for
action
THE
after
it is

40^.

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
cStops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
Genera] office, Portland. Me.

Eastern Steamslip Company
Mount

cause.

Banking.

6%

is what your money will
invented in shares of the

is

now

wife.

Nathan

Pauline

are

Kingsley
spending a

and
few

March a.

at

8

a

ni,

Rockland, connecting with steamer for Bos-

ton.

RETURNING

_

which

Bluehlll

daughter, Moudavs ar.d Thursdays lor South Bluehlll,
♦Vest Treroont Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer isle,
days with Sargentvillo, South
Brooksvllle. Dark Harbor

Steamer leaves Boston at
and Fridays for Rockland.

if

>TOTICE

RENT

when you can borrow on your
snares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
payments > nu interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

YOUR OWN HOME.

5 pm,

Tuesdays

particulars inquire of
<>. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. King. President.
I

insurance Statements.
EASTEhN

HUE

INSURANCE CO.,

CITY, N. J.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1908.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loaus,
Stocns and borufs.
Cash in office ami bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
ATLANTIC

Barbara Bunker, late of Sorrento, in said
A certain instrument purcounty deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate thereof, presented by Charles H. Preble,
tbe executor therein named.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
INSOLVENCY NOTICE.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of Insolvency.
is hereby given that the following
I matter has been presented to the court
of insolvency for the county of Hancock, at a
term of said court held at Ellsworth, within
and for said county, on the second day of
March, a. d. 1909. lor the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated; and that it is ordered
by said court that notice ihereof be published
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellswort h, in said county of Hancock. once a week for three successive weeks,
that any person interested in said matter may
appear at a court of insolvt ncy to be iield at
the probate court room, in said Ellsworth, on
the sixth day of April next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and be heard tberecn, and object if they see cause.
A. H. Buzzell and Son, of Amherst, insolvent debtors.
Account filed by Arthur W.
Silsby, assignee.
AttestT. F. Mahoney. Regist r
of said court for said county of Hnncot k.

For

Steamer Catherine leave# Bar Harbor at
8 a m, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonirlgton North Haven And Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

and

earn

SEW SERIES
Shares, SI each monthly pay-

open.

WHY PAY

OWN

Steamer Juliette leaves

:

ments, SI per share,

CLASS FARE

#3.00.

1

Sllxwonb Loan and Baildine Ass’d.

Desert suit liluehill Division

FIRST

Miss Rena

Mrs.

matter having been prene
thereupon hereinindicated,
hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that tney may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on the sixth day of
April, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon it they see

1

A

was cause
|
South Brooks- relatives in Bar Harbor.
curatives, properly mixed with ] Miss Julia Cousins, of
* stimulant,
Ira Tracy, wife and sons, who have been
perfect a remedy j ville, who has been spending some time
for curing scalp and hair w
j ith her sister, Mrs. B. E. Sylvester, jr., visiting Mrs. Tracy’s parents,W.W.Young
and wife, have returned to Steuben.
home.
ev*ry°*»* who has any a alp 1 has returned
0.
L.
March 22.

**ii!*nt
WJr ‘rouble
^

returned to Bucks-

antiseptic; Pilocarpin, ; visiting

restores natural color to j
PJffarJfl*n ha»sdye,
of color
by dis-

It

Miss Mary Low, who has been caring for
Mrs. Nathan Young, has returned to
Gouldsboro.

port,

effective

Beta Naptbol is both

vf

a

WEST GOULDSBORO.

Work has begun in the
factory.
Fred Sylvester is visiting in Etna and
Carmel.

Horace Candage

\s

a

12**0
5 301

H

Between Bar Harbor and Boston
clam

has

5 40.
06

Repairs

j

..

Alton, young son of John and Mabel
Watts, died Tuesday morning, March 23,
of spinal meningitis, after an illness of
only two days. Mr. Watts and wife have
the sincere.sympatby of a large circle of
friends in their almost double bereavement, having lost their other little boy,
Pearl, only a few’ months ago. The funeral was held at the home Thursday afternoon.
Interment'at the Frazier plot, in
district No. 1.
Davis.
March 29.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

consumed, the food supply of the
and it sUrves.

*noiun

C.

PM

51

Supplies

and

>

months at the home of his

later.

fatty matter about the
hsir, through which the blood j
Finally the fatty matter is
ou

one

degree was worked.
March 22.

work,

•Probes cut off the blood supply.

J lew!
^ the

*®

r

rtain to

Grindle had

regular session Saturday evening, with
visiting members from Hancock, Rising
The third
Star ami Ira Berry lodges.

s<

Presence.

J®11

Goodell and G. A. Pierce have gone
for a week or two.

A. A.

Freezers,
Stationary
Engines,

Boston.: 10 00.! 8 00
9 00
1
I m
'am:
Portland.
1 20i. 11 0C 12 40
'am'am
pm
pm
BANGOR.
c
DO, 10 30 3 ft! 5 00
Brewer June.
6 07, 10 37, 3 41! 5 «6
Holden.| J6 29 10 59 J4 00; J5 26
Phillips Lake.1 J6 36 JU 07. U 06 j 32
Green Lake.
4 13 ;5 40
6 44
11 15:
Nicolin. J6 63j It 26 J4 21 :5 49
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06, II 40f
4 31
6 02
ELLSWORTH.
7 131 11 47; 4 39 6 08
7 25! 11 .‘71 4 45 J6 14
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road. J7 33) 12 06
6 22
Hancock. J7 41S 12 15.
6 30
7 44: 12 18
6 33
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 50 12 25!.
6 40
8 20
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
8 45
1 C5.
BAR HARBOR
8 40
1
7 25

Philip Koulliard, youngest son of Mrs.
Milli? Koulliard, of Boston, is here to
a

rumps,
Ice Cream

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Edward S. Lally
Saturday by the serious illness of their daughter, Mrs. Everett Higgins, who has pneumoaia.

spend

4

Boston.I 7 561 9

is H. P.

PRICE RIGHT

A H | A H
PH
PH
BAR HARBOR. 10 30 3 30
Horrento.
4 20
Hullivan.1.
4 50
Mt DesertFerry.I 11 30 6 20 10 05
WaukaagB F'y. 11 37 5 27 10 12
Hancock. ;n 46 5 30 10 15
Franklin Rood.,;il 48 *5 39 10 25
Wash’gt’n June. 11 00 11*57 15 47 10 45
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 05; 5 55 10 52
Ellxwefth Falla. 11 12 12*101 6 02 CIO 57
Nicolln. Ill 211 12*28; :« 15 ell 10
Green Lake. 11 36, 12*31
6 24 ell 19
Phillips Lake. Ill 42 12*3« 76 81.
lloliltn.
11 56 12*46.
6 19 ell 34
Brewer June.
12 09
1 05
6 59 11 '3
BANGOR, M C. 12 15
1 101 7 05111 59

W.

to

Oct. 5, 1808.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

1CB0M5 IH THE SCALP

to Vermont

sai<|

..

and wife

fanning

THE OLD RELIABLE

Master Carroll Jordan, of Bay side, has
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Howard Kincaid, for a few weeks.

became* serious,
bronchitis, is very ill.

"“

M1ANUS MARINE ENGINES

Une Femme.

dition

WHEREAS

fiatlraaoa ant Suam&oai

OTIS.

proved
Grip

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Burton Brown, of Deer Ialeu
county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated thi
eleventh day of August, s. d. IMS, and recorded in the registry of deeds of Hsnoook
county, book 456. page 477, conve>ed to the undersigned Francis Cobb & C ompany, a copartnership compos* d of William T. Cobb, M.
F. Cobb, Mary A. O- Norton. Jennie C. Butler.
F. C. Norton and William T. and N. F. Cobh,
trustees, all of Rockland, county of Kuos,
and Stale of Maine, and C. W. 8. Cobb, of St.
Louis, in the state of Missouri, a certain parcel of real estate situate in said Deer Isle, and
bounded and dt scribed as follows, to wit:
A certain lot or paicel of land, with ths
buildings thereon, situate in said Deer isle,
and bounded and oe-cribed as follows: Beon the westerly si< e of the town road
e <ding from Sunset to Dunham's Point and
! at tbe nortneasterly corner of land of Coutrney Eaton; thence westerly on line of said
Eaton's land to the shore; tnenoe by
shore southerly by Ibnd of H. W. Knowlton;
theme easterly by land of slid Knowlton to
tbe said town road; thence by said road to the
place of b« ginning, containing six acres, more
;! <>r less, and being tbe same property devised
to this grantor by Eben J. Brown, late of said
Deer Isle, deceased, by his will dated May 7,
». d.
190c. said will oeing approved and allowed by O. P. Cunningham, judge of probate
for the county of Hancock, at a term of the
probate coart held at Ellsworth, Maine, on
I the seventh day of July, a. d. 1903.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reasou of tbe breach of the condition thereof, we
cl»im a foreclosure o: said mortgage.
1
Rockland, Maine, February 15,1909.
Francis Cobb & Co.
By E. B. Macallister, their attorney.
specially authorised.
William T. Cobb.
By E. B. Macallister, his attorney.
specially authorized.
N. F. Cobb.
By E. B. Macallister, his attorney,
special!* authorized.
Mary A. C. Nomtok.
By E. B Macallister, her attorney,
specially authorized.
Jennie C. Buti.br.
By|E. B. Macallister. her attorney,
specially authorized.
F. C Norton.
By E. B. Macallister, his attorney,
specially authorized.
William T. Cobb,
N. F. Cobb,
By E. B. Macallister, their attorney,
specially authorized.
C. W. S. Cobb.
By E. B. Macallister, bis attorney,
specially authorized.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. He- fif AW rrtlPQ
stores the Senses of VlTt ■
■ UVbll
Taate and Smell. Full siz« 50 eta., at Druggists or by mail. In hqui 1 form, 75 cents
Ely Brothers, >u Warren Street, New York.

E. P., Rufus and David Bridges came
Friday from Sargentville, where
they have been workiDg for the Mountain
Ioe t o.
Roland Carter, wife and daughter Marguerite came home from Sargentville SetThey have been employed at
urday.
Minnewaukon inn.
March 29.
B.

and

crotocs Clue Bildaeu.

is
absorbsJ.
Gives Relief at Once.

horns

Frank E. Higgins, wife and little son
“The pine tree,” a landmark for sixty
Erroond, of Bar.Harbor, recently spent a
few days with George L. Richards and years that has notably marked the Robigh hen just now. Hay ia aelling for |15
erts place, has been cut down for timber.
wife.
M flfl» ton, when
you can find any, and
It is like losing an old friend from the
H.
March 29.
place, as it stood by the main roadside,
\munnnits.
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
sturdy and tall, growing younger in
Mrs. Hollie Lymburner’s friends are appearance and strength as the years
passed by. Those who loved'the tree for
glad to see her home again.
school
days’ association regret the
Mrs. Nellie Pierce is in Belfast, visiting
slaughter.
TW UtcM
her daughter, Ethel Collins.
EiplautiM b That Mi-

Hay

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

llonlton Cooper, who has been visiting
friends in tow n, has returned to iiis work
on steamer Pemaqnid.

Lamoine lust

Mrs.

CATARRH

Joe Grindle, who bee been visiting relative* here, has returned home.

Commencing,

March 29.

in town.

been

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

WEST BROOKUN.

family.

H. W. fiabrenburg, of Hoboken, N. J.,
president of the Mountain Ice Co., was in
town last week.
March 22.
Sim.
INDIAN POINT.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

Herbert White and wife are receiving
on a baby girl who came
to them last week—Mada Caroline. Mrs.
Robshaw, of Long Pond, is with Mrs.
White.
March 29.
B.

a father, a brother and
deepest sympathy of the
community is extended to tbe

W. Tibbetts, who has been stopping
with his daughter, Mrs. W. D. Moore, of
Brewer, a few weeks, is home, much im-

has

For Sale at Yoar Grocfr1!

The

returned to
Pittsfield, where she attends the M. C. I.
Misses
Helen Higgins and
Myrtle
Nevells are at home.lfrom Charleston for
their vacation.

Harding

AK5TED * BUU COMPART.
VM*U.OUe

heavily upon

entire

faulty

money.

the

congratulations

and

two sisters.

guaranteed.

If you can find a single
with it after a fair trial,;
dealer wilt refund your

Mrs. Mabel Hamilton has returned
from Bucksport, where she has been
nursing fortbe past few weeks.

Brooklin grange; in the latter
he had held the office of gate-keeper for a
number of years.
He will be greatly
missed in these societies, as be was always
ready with a helping hand to render what
service he could. Especially does this loss

society

form quaKty is

Congratulations are extended Mr. and
Mrs. William Billings on the birth of a
eon, March 25.
Mrs. Hattie Saunders, of Bucksport,
visited her parents, James Gibbons and
wife, last week.

neighbors.
an eztended viait
rv White, after
Mrs. Mary Grindle bas returned from
The funeral of George A. Stewart, who
relatives in Bangor and vicinity,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Nellie Grindle, of died Thursday, March 26, of pneumonia,
} borne Wednesday.
Weet Sedgwick
was held at his home Sunday
Belfast
afternoon,
Tapley, wbo has
There was an ice-cream social in the ball and was largely attended by relatives,
ring Capt. Arey'a steamboat, tbe
as
friends
and
a
members
of
benefit
for
Mrs.
the
grange. Floral
Bell, spent Sunday with bia family, Friday evening.lgiven
Elisa Baker, who has been ill all winter.
tributes were many, the grange sending
oois in town will commence April 19,
The storm here and|the high tide Thurs- a beautiful wreath. The services were
tbe following teachers: No. 1, priconducted by Rev. A. B. Carter, of West
E.Gertrude Bell; No. 1, grammar, day night proved the most disastrous for
Brooklin. Interment was in the Brooklin
Gertrucr McFarland; No. 2, Agnes many years. The ^steamboat wharf was
cemetery beside his mother, who died only
and
the
Bernice
No.
damaged
considerably,
freightNo.
Perkins;
9,
;
214,
a month ago.
Mr. Stewart united with
Tapley; No. 4, Grace Gray; No. 6, house upon it, containing 176 barrels of the
Baptist church at this place nearly
clam
bait
Fred
was
A
dole
A.
belonging
No.
Cole,
(to
Bates;
vC. Tapley;
7,
swept away. Mr. Cole was the heaviest seventeen years ago. Throughout all these
S, Ada n Mills.
loser, about (700. The North Brooklin years of service bis life was one of doH.
lirbW
Wharf Co.'s loss wss (200.
Lawrence ing deeds of kindness for everyone. His
SOUTH SURRY.
Sherman, BaUey Fogg, Hawley Dow, place in church or chapel was never found
John Bexton^snd W. A. Hale all lost small empty only through illness or absence
Mm Hattie l>«vi* ia spending tbe winfrom town. He was a member of the C. E.
r

mills, its uni

Mrs. Bernice Ridley is working for Mrs.
Jessie Billings.

will sail

A surprise party was tendered Fred Hall
and wife Baturday evening by friends and

Tested every half
hour at the

grip.

_

Lucy Jonee returned home Monafter a two weeks' viait with relatives

of tbe executors therein named.
Abby W. Hill, late of Gouidsboro, in aaid
couuty, deceased, a ceitiin instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition forEgobate thereof, presented by Lfcxte Gugtill GBrlisa, the executrix therein named.
Llzxte J Carr, late of Bucksport, in said
A certain Instrument parcounty, deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Oscar F. Fellows,
the executor thereto named.
George W. Wescott. late of Gouidsboro, in
said connty. deceased. First account of Jameo
W. Wescott and charlotte A. Wescott, executors, filed for settlement.
Helen F. Maoomber, minor, rf Franklin, in
said connty.
Second account of Henry H.
Higgins, guardian, filed for settlement.
Willard S. Doe, a person of unsound mind*
of Surry, in said county.
First account of
Isaac W. Dew, guardian, filed for settlement.
Lincoln C. Wright, lnte of Eden, in said
Petition filed by Joseph
county, deceased.
E. Tripp, administrator, for license to self
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition
Dyer P. Jordan, late of Ellsworth, in said
couuty, deceased. Petition filed by Cbarlafl
P. Dorr, administrator de bonis non. that an
order be issued to distribute among tbe beiro
of said deceased, the amount remaining in
the bands of Slid administrator de bonis now.
upon the settlement of his firstaccount.
Juliet M. Livingston, late of Eden, in said
Petition filed by Philip
county, deceased.
Livingston, executor of tbe last will and testament of aaid deceased, that the amount of
collateral inheiitance lax upon said eatate bo
determined by the Judge of probate.
EDWARD E. CHA8E, Judge of aaid Court.
A true copy of tbe original order.
Attest:—?. F. Mamojvby, Register.
one

NORTH ORLAND.

Miss Laura Stewart came from Providence, R. I., Friday, called here by the
death of her brother George.

installed
Bidney, Fred and Harry Hamilton, were
Kriiab Jonee, who bae spent tbe
called to Ellsworth by the death of their
to at home.
Mass.,
UTBrockton,
George W. Harden, of Rockland, who
brother, James Hamilton, last week.
E. Smith baa gone to Upton, Maaa.,
has been in town several days to instruct
Mrs.
John
Baxton
a shaking up
buslgot
in
tbe
quite
baking
„ be i» engaged
the Odd Fellows and Rebeksb lodges, reSunday, when a horse, driven by Edward turned home
Thursday. |
became
and
Outer,
the
frightened
shied,
U Tapley and Charles Babbidge
Yacht Aurora, owned by Mr. Thompthill striking tMrs. Baxon and knocking
mtiug op a large amount of wood with her down.
son, of Washington, D. C., came into the
sawing machine.
harbor Friday. Granville Phillips, who
March 22.
Xenophon.
it,

Sargent, late of Caatlne, in said
county, deoeaaed. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
mid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Wm. Geo, Sargent,

O. L. Flye has returned to Bar Harbor,

steward.

“o5a

AprllT

where be is

NORTH BROOKUN.

““

k*Tin» b*BB m-

thereof be given to ell perooaa later ■Hi,
by Moiltf » ©opy of this order M bo Mb
lUhed three weeks successively to the Blh>
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, In sold oonnty, that they amy appear at a probate court to he held at Blloworth, in said eouaty, on the eisth oaf
a. d.
of
tm, at too of the clooft
in th. forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

I

The academy students sre enjoying their
vacation at their homes here.

Wells

foliowlBB

lice

Qray’s.
Earl Brown, of Eagle island, is viviting
Mira Lydia Grindle.

were

Julian Moore and wife, of Deer file,
visiting at J. B. Babson’s.

mil

L. C. Webber ie quite ill.
C. Oarroll Dunbar is employed at Bewail

»tBUawortk,laBri

nm.*°K "
aaan

rilHE subscribers thereby give notice that
X they have been duly appointed administrators of the estate of
STEPHEN SMALLIDGK, late of MT.
DESERT.
iu the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
haviug demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make paymeut immediately.
Augusta A. Smith.
Fred A. Foster.
February 10, 1909.

None
$207,550*00
10.500 00
183,479 50
30,235 60
60,567 53
None
f PT1HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
8,000 69
he has been duly appointed adminisX
536 25 trator of the estate of
$500,869 57 CHARLES F. M’CARTNEY, late of ELLS1,955 69
WORTH,

Miss Abbie Bragdon, of East Sullivan,
Leave Rockland at *.80 a m. or on arrival ot
BUCKSPORT.
Gross assets.steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Abbie Taft.
Deduct items not admitted.
was badly wrecked
Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and Intermediate
for
Verona
lo
make
The
hair
bridge
dandruff,
your
11**2?.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Wood
has
returned
Bar
Miss
Frances
to
landings.
Admitted assets,
'luxuriant; if it does not give in the storm Thursday night. Xu some
$498,913 88 given bonds as the law directs.
jo*
All perin every particuW*satisfaction
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
remains. Harbor to resume her studies after a
K. S. J. Morbk. Agent, Bar Harbor.
sons having
demands against the estate
the
but
spiling
nothing
■toll t?,rn lh* emPty bottle to us, and we places Danforth’s Hsh-houte and sheds on week’s vacation.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 54,638 61 of said deceased are desired to present
Hiram
Unearned premiums,
l*iWits,;U.r“ every penny you paid us for
216,241 30 the same for settlement, and all indebted
Mrs. Jerome B. Clark, who has been
All other liabilities,
the pier near the draw were badly dam9,854 58 thereto are requested to make payment Im'Sbbtrtiannmta.
Winfibld 8. McCartney.
Cash capital,
yon understand that w hen we
the winter with her husband in
200,000 00 mediately.
spending
Waterville, Me., March 12, 1909.
over all liabilities,
‘W
39
Surplus
Hair
18,179
Tonic
will
aged.___
C: ?*f5»l
grow
is home.
Isle,
Presque
heads, we do not refer to
da*
Notice.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$496,913 88
8IMI-LK KKMBUV roll LA OKIl'PK.
*** DweUTJM11* ***** dm entirely dead.
Epps Sargent and wife, Lewis Bunker
freJAMBS K. MOHTELL, Agent,
contracted with the City of Ella•i[L» 2.°* tb* »ealp cloaed, and the head 1_» grippe coughs are dangerous ns they
worth to support and care for those who
HAVING
holey»
_

°f

appearance of a
111<£:*$?**lb‘8*
there is
ether

no

billiard ball,

hope. In

all

btldM" Kexall ‘1*3” Hair
WXT*
the n*.*1* Positively grow hair,
cost
Two sizes, 60c. and
ll £ fn,olb|ng.
cor.
Moore,
or

u*

opp. postoffice.

4

quently develop Into pneumoniu.
hut
Roney and T»r uot only stops the cough no
heal* and strengthen* the lungs so that
feared. The genuine
M riuuN result* need be
harmful
Holer's Honev and Tar contains no
Refuse
drugs and i» in a yellow package.
substitutes. O. A. PamcuBit.

|

Paaper

Foley’s Kidney Remedy will core any case ! may need assistance during the next five
kidney or bladder trouble that is not be- years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
yond the reach of medicine. Cures backache forbid all persons trusting them on my acand irregularity that if neglected might re- count, as there is plenty of room and accomsult in Bright's disease or diabetes. G. A. modations to care for them at the City Farm

BLUE HILL, MB.

AMERICAN ADS

of

Pabchbb.

house.

M. J. Dkummiy.

Subscribe for The American

PAY BEST

*

of students an coming, and the White
FROM WASHINGTON.
Potatoes after digging*
one foot high.
House ia bestsged with requests. Mr.
should be keep in a dark, cool cellar, never
T»ft is glad to grant them, and to receive
Maine Congressmen Will Fight Re* the
young people whenever he cun posallowing sun to shine on them longer than
ducllon in Tariff on Cumber.
sibly spars tbe time. An hoar or two a
ELLSWORTH TAUGHT HOW TO absolutely necessary.
la
March
27
day would be required to shake hands
Washington,
(special)—It
If the above instructions are carefully
with all the pupils who want to see him
GROW POTATOES.
the GOO Congressmen
followed and soil is not heavy clay, the a long lime since
Just now. That is a lot of time for a very
around the capitol saw Senator Hale, ol
busy President to spars, when Congressfarmer will be sure of a fair, compensation
BY OOM’R
INSTRUCTIVE ADDRESSES
Maine, out la the open, warrior-clad. He men and many others are pressing for a
\
Jor his labor.
few moments’ conversation with him.
B
W.
Frehas fought many a legislative battle.
GILMAN, O. B. dRIFFrN,
From start to finish the speaker was inhe has been in Senate clashes.
quently
m’kekn, k. b. pbilbbook,
He
questions,
interesting.
tensely
invited
Now that the troubles of the House rehis methods are quiet, leaning
H. F. MADDOCK9.
and many were asked, nearly.'all of them But usually
publicans in getting organised ha .e been
to adjustments in the conference room settled satisfactorily, Representative Burthat
otherwise
out
might
points
bringing
rounds of tbe deOne of the most enjoyable and profitable not have been made. At the close he re- where differences are put to the teat with- leigh is resuming his
h
Now the senior partments on tbe errands of his constitu•vents of the kind ever h*.’ld in Ellswort
round after round of well-deserved out particular display.
ents. He fooled it down to the poetofllce
ceived
Maire senator is right out in tbe middle
was
the “farmer*' school'’ at Hancock applause.
department tbe other day and persuaded
and ready to the authorities to put Mountainville, on
hall last Thursday afternoon and evening.
Before introducing the next speaker Mr. of the way, inviting combat,
So Deer Isle, back in the list of postoflices.
About 350 people, men and women, mostly .Maddocks presented some useful data re- put spear on tbe shield of all coiners.
The department abolished the office some
farmers, and from almost every section lating to fertilisers. All who eared to do all the capitol is interested to note the time ago, but tbe people there think they
are as much entitled to postal facilities as
©f Hancock county, were present at the so were invited to write down the various outcome.
As all Maine knows by this time, the ever, and in short order they will have
afternoon session, ahd about 150 at the formulae, note books and pencils being
them again.
welfare of tbe pulp and paper industry of
evening session.
provided.
is haxarded by the
Fine
state
Tree
the
Several third district travelers, who
exThe threatening weather of the forenoon
was
Mr.
McKeen,
The next speaker
have been sunning themselves in the land
prevented many from coming, and the secretary of the agricultural department. provisions of the Payne tariff revision bill,
of
Dixie, have drooped in at RepresentaStorm which
began about dark drove After his address it would have been hard and Mr. Hale has announced that he will tive Burleigh's offices tbe last few days.
home many from out of town who had to find a man in the audience not a farmer accept tbe challen« e and try to put those O. E. Frost, of Belfast, who was out on the
duties back. This promises to be a very stump in the last campaign, was in Washintend to attend the evening session.
w ho didn't w ish he was one.
because most of tbe ington last week, and waa looking well.
The meeting was the result of an effort
After Mr. McKeen came Maj. Philbrook, difficult undertaking,
waa
Msjor John W. Fogler, of
Ellsworth board of who in a brief but dear and convincing states, w here there are no pulp and paper also here and welcomed Skowhegan,
©n the part of the
by the third-disof trict
think
that
the
in
this
mills
lowering
city
nt
at
to
stimulate
industry
natnralty
the
trade
routing*
capilol.
manner set forth the seriousness of the
and paper duties is a good thing.
Representative Burleigh is heavinga sigh
and vicinity. At the annual meeting of menace of
the brown-tail and
gypsy pulp
of relief because that troublesome census
conof
claim
or
The
the
in
many
them,
board
languishing
newspapers,
the
January
j moths; the importance of using the utbill is off his hands. Daring the last six
dition of affairs was regretfully referred j most vigilance in preventing their spread- that it will make print paper cheaper. mouths be has devoted much time to its
for
a
(or
called
have
were
waged
long
being
campaign
provisions, while they were under conto, and suggestions
ing, and the disastrous results of their They
If the Senate
lower duties, and a special committee of sideration in committee.
aa to how the situation could be relieved. , ravages.
does not pass the bill, as the House passed
Among the suggestions made was that
Commissioner Gilman at t^is session Congress investigated the matter and it, however, there will be a conference
©f H. Fremont Maddocks, who expressed j made a few terse remarks, promising to made recommendations that were sub- committee, of which Gov. Burleigh will
be one of the House members, and be sill
the opinion that potato-raising might t>e speak more
at length at the evening stantially embodied in the Payne tariff
have to s«t at tbe council table, face to face
bill.
developed into a paying industry in this meeting.
with Senator “Fighting Bob” LaFollette,
Whether the lower duties would lower of Wisconsin. The Utter has recently been
vicinity; that it bad made Aroostook
SUPPER SERVED FREE.
the price ol paper or not many question put at tbe head of the census committee of
county famous and wealthy, and that in
of
the
session
the
the
close
chairman
At
whether it would—the new schedules, if the Senate.
his judgment the same industry, handled
announced that a supper would be served
Gov. Burleigh was one of the first to
enacted into law, promise to depreciate recommend that President Roosevelt’s
in similar fashion, might produce similar
at
6
o'clock free to all
at Gdd Fellows hall
in recommendations that census
results hereabouts.
from out of town, and to all in town who the value of nearly every woodlot
appointees,
The suggestion struck the board favor- found it inconvenient logo home to supper. Maine, as well as in several other states named to help take the new census in tbe
of
1910
be
selected
the civil
to
thid
spring
100
invitation.
through
of
About
responded
which produce pulp wood. Senators lisle
ably, a special committee, consisting
service
commission.
That
The supper was prepared by Caterer J. H.
provision,
Mayor Simonton, Judge Peters and F. W. Leland, about a dozen members of the and Frye are well aware of that, as well as which was the bone of contention and led
of tbe tendency tbe proposed law would to the veto of the first census bill by
Rollins, was appointed, and instructed to board of trade serving as waiters.
All the speakers of the day attended the have toward lowering wages of Maine President Roosevelt, has now been incorcommunicate with Commissioner-of-Agriand
were
porated in the bill.
moment
kept
busy
every
culture Oilman with a view of holding supper,
workmen, and of giving Canada the addiscussing some phase of the subject of
aome time in March a sort of farmers’ invantage in the great paper and pulp inthe day.
THE EVENING SESSION.
stitute at which the topic of potato-rais- j
dustries.
The storm in the evening materially
A good number of senators and repreing should be discussed.
fW additionml County Now, too other pagoo
The commmissioner very promptly as- lessened the attendance at the evening sentatives from other states are gathering
about 150 were presnevertheless
session;
Senator Hale’s leadership. He alsured the committee of his hearty co-operaunder
PENOBSCOT.
ent, and were well repaid.
tion, and promised to come and bring
Major Phil brook w as the first speaker rtadyhasa formidable following. There
B. H. Leach was in Bangor Saturday on
with him an Aroostook man who knew at this session. His story of how the is small hope of accomplishing much in
business.
/
the business from start to finish. And ne gypsy moth got to this country, its devel- the Houae, where the bill will probably
opment and the enormous expense it bas
Roy Leach has purchased a fine oolt of
kept his promise more than kept it, for entailed was most interesting, and be cer- pass about as it was drswn, hut the shock Charles
Ginn, of Orlsnd.
he not only came himself with his Aroos- tainly impressed his hearers with the im- of battle is to be had in the Senate, where
Miss Mildred Wilson has returned to
took farmer, but ne also brought along the portance of using every means possible to there is more latitude lor hot fighting.
her achool in Salisbury Cove.
exterminate it.
Hon. B. Walker McKeen, a practical
Senator Frye yesterday said that the
Mrs. Ida Ward well has gone to Cast ine
The brown-tail, however, is the greater
farmer and polished speaker, and also menace to this section of the State, and removal of tbe duty from wood pulp would to care for Mrs. John Dority, who is ill.
John Littlefield, of Eagle Island, is visIfaj. E. E. Philbrook, of Portland, who is demands the more serious attention. Re- transfer that industry to Canada, and
his parents, Joseph Littlefield and
in charge of the crusade in Maine agaiost ference was made to the State laws which stated that the 10,000 men now employed iting
w*fe.
now require c-ertaiu things to be done
by in the wood
the gypsy and brown-tail moths.
and
bnsiness
in
pulp
paper
th citizens themselves, and if not done
Copt. David Dawes and son have rewill be done by the State or municipal Maine would be placed in forced idleness. turned from
THE FIRST SESSION.
Portland, after an extended
authorities, for which property-owners These industries, he said, represented stay there.
The afternoon meeting was called to or- must pay.
Miss
Nina
Yarn
urn is very ill of erysipein
capital.
der about 2.30 by Joha O. Whitney, presi- i Mr. Griffin, the principal speaker at the 970,000,000
las in the face. Her many friends hope
dent of the board of trade, who made a afternoon session, again addressed the
for s speedy recovery.
These are big Washington days for
meeting. His remarks were lai&ely the
brief address of welcome in behalf of the I
The play which the ladies’ aid was to
story of his personal experiences, and were the high school
students of Maine.
have given last week, has been indefinitely
board, and then announced H. Fremont ! intensely interesting.
invading the federal capi- postponed on account of so much illness.
The principal address of this session They are
Mad dock s as the presiding officer.
tal in force,
was by Commissioner Gilman, himself a
seeing the sights and
Mark 8mith and Howard Leach, stuMr. Maddoc^s outlined briefly the ob- i
successful farmer and potato grower. He, forming opinions of their own as to how dents at Bucksport seminary, returned to
and
introduced
then
of
the
meeting,
Jed
too, related his personal experiences, and
school this morning, after ten days’ vacais
under
the
getting along
Mr. O. B. Griffin, of Caribou, as an expert they proved not only highly entertaining Washington
tion at home.
new Taft administration.
They are viewMr. Griffin but also very instructive.
an the art of raising potatoes.
Mrs. Otis Leach left to-day for Lynn,
As in the afternoou, many
in
extra session, climbing
ing Congress
questions
him.
In
said
of
ail
had
been
that
Masa., called there by tbe serious illness
justified
were asked from the audience, and clearly
the Washington monument,
troitopittg of her mother, Mrs. Lacy Patten, who is
A quiet, conversational way for more thai
answered by the speakers.
the winter with relatives.
The closing address was by Mr. Mc- the corridors of the departments, and *io there spending
An hour he held the closest attention of j
M
A meeting of Penobscot
whose remarks also contained some on to the end of a long chapter.
chapter O. E. 8.
the audience with a graphic description I Keen,
will be held at Masonic hall Saturday
personal experiences, but for the most
High school classes from Gardiner, Wisthe
Of how to raise potatoes.
3.
After
regular busipart were general, all tending, however, to casaet and Kennebunk were here last week evening, April
ness, there will be a mil-call. Each memBeginning with the preparation of the emphasize the dignity and importance of
and to point out the rich re- and went the rounds, having a gay old ber will respond with some current event.
toil, in proper sequence he told of how to agriculture,
wards of intelligent work put upon the time indeed.
Those visiting studertts A large attendance is earnestly requested.
dress it, how to prepare the seert, how to soil.
News was received here last week of the
were agreed that they had learned more
to
to
to
to
cultivate,
fertilize,
spray,
plant,
sadden death of Calvin Davis, at AlhamThroughout the addresses of all the about their country in a few hours than bra, Mont., where Mr. and Mrs. Davis
cultivate some more, to spray some more,
speakers emphasis was laid on the import- they could acquire from a few months’ went about a year ago. Mr. Davis bad
to dig, to house, to market, stopping only ance of
applying to the grow mg of pota- perusal of books. Right on the heels of been ill but a few days with congestion of
when he had at last placed the proceeds of toes or to tarra work
the lungs and pleurisy. Mrs. Davis has
generally the same
business
in
hands
of
the
best
of
cash
the
one
principles which are essential to those yoong excursionists came the high the sincere sympathy of her many friends
crops
of Belfast and Isles boro, here.
success in any other line of business.
school
students
One
of the grower.
can no more expect to be a farmer without
March 29.
Woodlocke.
The limitations of a country newspaper first learning the business than one can under the management of Orrin J. Dickey,
an old-time newspaper writer.
Also there
in
full, but the expect to be a machinist without learning came high school students from Augusta,
prevent giving this address
WEST SULLIVAN.
machinist's trade.
who were by no means in tne **also” class.
speaker's description of how to plant is of the
The use of ihacbinery iu modern farming
These many visitors have kept
Mrs. E. B. Hysom was in Bar Harbor
such value that it is given substantially as was
Repretouched
and
its
constantly
sentative Burleigh snd other Maine Conupon,
Saturday on business.
he gave it, as follows:
necessity emphasized. And most of all, gressmen stepping high. Of course all of
Miss Gertrude Goodwin, of Portland, is
perhaps, the necessity of education was them wanted to see their Congressmen,
HOW TO l'LANT.
visiting her parents, W. P. Goodwin and
shown, a scientific knowledge of the soil, and took pains to look the statesmen
at wife.
up
Plow the ground soon after haying to a of its needs and how to treat it that it the capitoi. All the courtesies
possible
Harold Cook is spending his Easter reyield the maximum of resulta with a were extended to them in learning about
depth of six or seven inches, removing the may
cess with his parents, K. F. Gerrish and
minimum expenditure of money and labor. the capitoi and other
of
on
moment
places
stones in the spring; give it a thorough
wife.
BOARD OF TRADE WILL HELP.
the
map of the District of Colombia.
harrowing and remove all loose atones;
Mrs. Bradbury Smith and Miss Vera
It has been suggested that the board of Some of them got to shake the hand of
this leaves the field in a smooth condition. trade
President
Taft, but that is a special privi- spent the week-end at Steuben with relaor
secure
some
one
to
act,
act, as a
tives.
these
Cut seed into cube-shaped pieces as they sort of headquarters for supplies for far- lege
days, depending upon whether
the President is in town at the right time,
Mrs. Archie B. Havey is at home, after
work much better in the planter. If seed mers who intend to go into potato-raiding
and also upon the pressure of public busithis
Several
wholesalers
in
spending the winter at Caribou, where
year.
is to stand several days before planting,
spray- ness.
Mr. Havey is employed.
ing ingredients have agreed, through Mr.
sprinkle with air-slacked lime or rock Maddocks, to furnish these
Representative Burleigh asked that the
The chorus of the “Concert of
supplies at President
give a reception to the Belfast which will be given at K. of P. Nations",
plaster. Cover seed from three to four practicalLy wholesale prices. Mr. Mad- and
hall the
Islesboro students. This was acaiao slated that he
would furnish
first week in May, under the auspices of
inches, having rows two foot, ten inches docks
and
Congressman Burleigh es- the Golden Rule
fertilizer to bona fide planters, and charge corded,
is
society,
meeting with
corted the party to the east room at the
Apart, and drop seed fourteen inches apart nothing for his services.
success at rehearsals.
Mr. Littlein row.
The executive committee of the board of White House and presented them to Presield
speaks very highly of tbe voices he
After seed has been planted ten or trade, at a meeting held last week, after dent Taft.
has found bere in what he calls his
As this is the vacation period, thousands
“stars.’’ Miss Hawkins acts as pianist.
twelve days, cultivate between the rows. discussing the matter, adopted the following resolution:
The Puritan Dramatic Co. will present
When stalks first show above ground use
The Ellsworth board of trade assnres the
atmmiAtnuMt
“Rio Grande” at K. of P. hall to-night—
horse hoe and cover to a depth of two
that it will use its influence in assistpublic
March 3.. Specialties will be introduced
all who intend to go into the bus.ness of
ing
inches; then cultivate between the rows potato-raising on a 'arge scale iu
by Miss Hysom and others. An orchestra
obtaining The Cause of
and cover again when stalk appears above supplies—seed, fertilizer,
of four pieces will furnish music for a
ingredients for j
dance
after the play.
The cast of charmachinery, etc.—at lowest obtain- ;
Sudden Deaths. acters will
ground, not putting more than two inches spraying,
able
be taken by James B. Havey,
prices. It has no desire or intention of
of earth over
potato. This can lie interfering with established business in this
Florence Hysom, Arthur L. Bunker, Mrs.
There
a disease
is
in
this
prevailing
section,
but
it
does
to give assurance
Maria B. Havey, L. H. Hooper, Ed. L.
arranged by attaching chain to wings of that it will, so far as desire
it is able, assist in every country most dangerous because so decepJames B. Havey, jr., Harry Merhoe.
legitimate way in securing fair prices for
uve.
sudden | Webb, M.
Many
O. Bunker atid Mrs. Edith Abel.
chant,
Next cultivate between the rows, allow- 1 supplies.
deaths are caused
j March 29.
Spec.
by it—heart dis- !
ing the potatoes to break ground and atNORTH PENOBSCOT.
ease, pneumonia, |
tain a height of four to six inches. Then
Rev. Mr. Grenon has been ill several
BROOKS
V1LLE.
heart failure or
mak- application of lime and vitriol mixdays.
Stillman Kench, who is ill, remains
apoplexy are often about
ture, five pounds of each to fifty gallons of
Urban Leach has gone to Belfast to
the same.
the result of kid'water which is considered enough for one i work.
Miss Emma Gray and Dorothv Fowler
If !
ney disease.
application to an acre.
Otis Leach has been confined to the
have
bronchitis.
kidney trouble is j
This mixture iB prepared by taking a house with a bad cold.
Mrs. Edith Young and Mrs. Sarah Sanallowed to advance 1
Mrs. Dosia Gray is visiting her brother, !
coarse sack and putting the vitriol into
the kidney-poison- born, who have been ill, are out.
in
Leon
Belfast.
Leach,
sack and suspending it in a tub of water,
Work is done at the Mouutain Ice Co.’s
ed blood will at- j
Owing to the bad travelling, only a few tack the vital organs, cansing catarrh of plant, closing Friday after a successful
not allowing the sack to touch the sides or
attended the ice-cream sociable Saturday the
winter’s
work.
bladder, brick-dust or sediment in j
bottom. A small pickle barrel is very conevening.
L. H. Billings, wife and niece, Prudence
the urine, head ache, back ache, lame !
venient. Never put vitriol into a tin or
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs. : back,
leave to-day for Marlboro, N. U.,
dizziness, sleeplessness, nervous- Saunders,
where
have employment for the sumgalvanized iron pail, as it will eat the Ida Lowell Wednesday, March 24, with a ; ness, or the
kidneys themselves break mer. they
metal and leak. Slack the lime slowly; do large attendance.
down and waste away cell by cell.
The sad intelligence has reached here of
Grace B., infant daughter of James L.
not allow it to burn or drown.
This
Bladder troubles almost always result
the death of Calvin Da. is, formerly one of
Saunders, died Sunday,
three
aged
should be done several days before sprayj Penobscot’s most respected and long-time from a derangement of the kidneys and months and three days, at the
home of
ing.
residents, who less than two years ago better health in that organ is obtained Harold Pert, where she bad been living
Fill the sprayer two-thirds full of water went West to live with his daughter, quickest by a proper treatment of the kid- Tbe funeral] will be held Tuesday at the
of neys. Swamp-Hoot corrects inability to borne of her grandparents, J. H. Billings
free from dirt, give the lime a thorough I Mrs. Irving Marks. The sympathy
friends and relatives
many
goes out hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, and wife.
stirring in about ten gallons of water and to the widow.
and overcomes that unpleasant necessity
March 29.
put into the sprayer, straining through | March 2ft.
H.
of being compelled to go often through
two thicknesses of coarse bagging; then
the day, and to get up many times during
WEST STON1NGTON.
add the vitriol and fill barrel with water,
the night. The mild and immediate effect
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. J. A. Hamblen is at Sunset tor a
several
rods
team
to
travel
of
the
allowing your
Swamp-Root,
Mrs. Brackett, of Yarmouth, is visiting
great kidney remedy lew days.
is soon realized. It stands the highest beto thoroughly stir mixture before com- at Mrs. Hawkes’.
Pearlie Austin lett Monday for
Strong,
cause of its remarkable health
to
B.
R.
Stinson
restoring where he will be employed this summer.
was in
mencing
apply.
Friendship last
properties. A trial will convince anyone.
J. I. Stinson and wife spent Sunday
If bugs appear, add to the above one week on business.
B. R. Stinson was drawn to serve on the
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and is with his parents, J. W. Stinson and wife.
pound of paris green, thoroughly mixed,
sold by all druggists in fifty-cent and
in Ellsworth in April.
Mies Gladys Bweetser went to Bluehill
and allowed to stand several days before jury
Mrs. Wilbert Stanley gave an ice-cream one-dollar size bottles. Yon may have a Sunday to spend a few days with her sisusing to get the full strength. The spray- sociable at her house
for the benefit of the sample bottle and a book that tells all ter, Mrs. Bert Hendrickson.
ing should be repeated three to five times, Methodist church Friday evening. About abont it, both sent free by mail. Address,
Floyd Colby, Malcolm Williams, James
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. Stinson and Ernest Perry returned from a
using paris green only when neseesary for f8 was received.
When
successful
mention
this
Ed.
schooner
writing
fishing trip Friday.
Capt.
reading
Smith,
genHockamock,
bugs.
came home
after having been erous offer in this paper.
Don’t make
An entertainment and basket-supper
Cultivating and hoeing should be con- fishing out Saturday,
of Boston for the past two any mistake, but remember the name,
was held at schoolhonse No.
4, for the
tinued until the tops are too large to work months.
Capt. Smith will soon fit out to Swamp-Root, and don’t-let a dealer sell benefit of the church. About 110 was
taken.
among. The last hoeing should leave the go south netting mackerel.
in
of
something
place
Swamp-Root—
yon
March 29.
hill about eighteen inches wide at bottom
Spec.
March 2».
if you do yon will be disappointed.
Men.

FARMERS’ SCHOOL.

for additional County
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Mr.

Mias Fay Devereux returned Sunday to
work in Bucksport.

Mias Ellen Brophy, who has spent the
past winter in Fairfield, is home.
F. W. Vogell, of Bangor, is spending a
few days with J. M. Vogell and wife.
who
Charles Mcduskey,
spending the past week in

has

Hurd,

of Chica

Mr Frl.nd. Tho„ei,i , c„ull|
TMI ttprlnc. I Wrote, Hr.
H.rtm
Told Mr Wbot lnT.ltr.onit

her

l>l.t N'.ould Hr. t Bm
Thook. U. IVruna ood

•'*»

n,

Hartman.

been

Boston,

is

home.

Mrs. W. A. Walker returned Saturday
Augusta, where she has been for the
past two weeks.
The drama, “Bar Haven,” was given in
from

Bucksport Friday evening to a good bouse. !
Proceeds |32.
Harry Parker left Monday morning for !
New York, where he will start on his
summer’s work.
James Norton returned home

on

day from the ice work*, where be
employed the past few week*.
Mira Mary Perkins, of Bangor,
been

turned to her work

j

Satur-

ha* been

who ha*

for two weeks’ vacation,

home

re-

Monday.
A reception was given the entering class !
of the normal school at its hall Friday |
MR. V. K. Hl'RD.
evening. Ice-cream and cake were served.!
••For twelve weeks /could
Harry Parker and Miss Myrtie Thorahs
Bleep, and niv ..Is ...
were married
Thursday eveiling at the i not live till spring.
on

<

of Mr. and Mrs John Thomba.
Rev. R. C. Douthitt officiated.

not calm
[

home

•‘I wrote to Dr.

The union lenten service was held Sunday evening at the Congregational church.
The sermon was delivered by Ke\. Mr.
Douthitt. Music was furnished by the ;
orchestra and the school children.

j

The minstrels given at the town hall
Tuesday evening by the Kebekahs was a
great success. The house was well filled,,
and all seemed to enjoy the songs and
dancing by the colored ladies. After the:
minstrel* there was a dance.
Ice-cream
and candy were sold. The proceed* were j
about 900March 29.
G.
—

ATLANTIC.

|

Miss Goldie Staple* ia at home for her
vacation.

symptoms.

my

Ilarimaii, dvsrrthm

sn-vn-J

Ho kindly

my letter mnil told me the i
5T>
temie catarrh, and advised n
|„
1’cruna. He also gave me
dietary ^
Tice.

[y

"I commenced to take Permit ut
Manalin. When 1 commenced t.> taka
the remedies 1 weighed
j, ■.n 1-,and
could scarcely eat anything. I no*
weigh 18* pounds, can cat three
heartf
*neaJa a day. and am ahle to w ork.
“That la what Pernna
hasdonofurra^
and I can cheerfully recommend it a
anyone afflicted with catarrh r rh«n>
at ism. I shall always keep INfura n
the house.”—Mr. U, E. Hurd, HI* Wat
67th 8t., Chicago, III.
■

It la such cases as the shove that
No amount of
make Pernna pay.
advertising would bo successful, vs
It not that there are thotisati Is f !„>ma
w here l’eruna Is constantly kept ml
occasionally Used. Hur.h people p.^
their friends almut Pernna. And it a
from these fsouroes, more than from sdti rtisinc, that Pernna Is known id
! believed In the world over.

Mist Gertrude French haa gone to Belgrade to teach in the high school.
Ross Joyce, who had pleurisy and grip,
out, though still quite weak.
Mrs. Mina Staples has been confined to
the house three weeks with cold and grip.
is

Mrs. L. J. Staples went to Deer Isle last
stay a while with Mrs. H. W.
Small.
week to

two sons- Timothy R. Lunt, of this place,
A. C. Smith, who has been confined to j
and Joseph M., of Sooth Portland; and
the house with heart trouble and grip, is
two
daughters-Mrs. Johnson, of tins
improved.
place, slid Mrs. Joseph .iwarey, of Seat
The fishermen are preparing for their; Cove. The
sympathy of the cnmmomtjB
spring work, and the wharves present a extended to the tiercaved family.
scene.
busy
March 29.
0.
No services were held in the Baptist and
HALL QUARRY
Methodist churches Sunday, as the pastor, (
Rev. Mr. Purrington, was away on busiMrs. Arthur Oilley viBited friend. is
ness.

town

butterfly was observed at the postoffice on Saturday, March 27, merrily enjoying the bright spring morning. All
signs point to an early spring.

Miss Bernice Maeomher left
Bridgewater, Mass.

A

March 29.

last week.

Thomas
McCormick
Rockland Saturday.

b.

Joseph Stanley
here

EAST ORLAND.

;■

-day for

returned

has moved

his

froa

family

from Beech dill.

Miss Helen Seavey is spending a seek
Norman Hopkins is ill of measles.
with her sunt at Southwest Harbor.
James Pickering is ill.
Enoch llarri- !
John Dunlin and w ife, of Trenton, »er»
man is driving the stage for him.
of Mrs. (ieorgeSlurk Saturday.
The infant son of Wesley Herrick and guests
Westerly Davis, who is employed it
wife is ill, threatened with pneumonia.
i
St. Helena, spent Sunday with his family
J. B. lirainerd and wife, of Portland, j
here.
were
W.
at F.
Wentworth’s several j
Conn.,
Charlie Urindle will leave to-dsy hr

days

last week.

Horace Roberlaon is at home from
Greenville, where he has been cooking
during the winter.

j

Hurricane Island, where he

employ-

has

ment.

>

Richard Pike, who has spent the sinter
in town, will leave in a short time far
Dan forth.

E. L. Pickering arrived home Friday
Onawa, where be has been employed
io a mill for several months.
from

Miss Caro Fernald has returned to Bar
after spending a week with tar

Harbor,

Mrs. Mary Gray and Miss Winifred
Gray returned Saturday from a visit of
several days with relatives in Penobscot.

aunt, Mrs. F'red Somes.
March 29.

F. P. Mason has finished the manufacJ
of box shooks and removed his raa- ;
chinery from tlie Shaw mill into his

SEAWALL.
Mrs. Lizzie Moore, who ha- been >■
Somerville, Maas., since las’, fall, is h ,'ne-

ture

cooper shop.
March 29.

great

■
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oounty^newsT

Many

Aoumuounwi.
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and
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|

Pebble

John Ward, sr., who went to the hospisome time ago, is al horn- and guits

tal

well.

PRETTY MARSH.

Henry Lurvey

C. W. Moffett is seriously ill of erysipelas. Dr. Neal, of Southwest Harbor, is iu

and wife

are

mother, Mrs. Rose Lurvey,
Harbor.

attendance.

visiting their
at

Northeast

Thelma Dolliver, Lula Newman ^
Hollis Smith is at his home here for ar
John Ward are attending Southwest Harstay while recovering from the

short

effects of the

bor

grip.

to her home in Otter Creek

By the

death of

Wednesday.

Mrs. Rachel Lunt,which

occurred March 16 at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Angie Johnson, at the advanced age of

eighty-three

years.

Pretty

Marsh loses its oldest resident. She leaves

high

school.

Miss Isabell Dolliver retu ned to b<*
school at Buck sport Tuesday, ^be wm
graduate in June.
School began March 22, with the »ame
teacher as last year Miss Beatrice tarrou,
of Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Nancy Saw yer, whs ba*
winter with her daughter, Mr- Koclu.*»

Ida Walls, who has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. Melinda Ober, returned
Mrs.

j at
!

Bar

Harbor,

is home.

LXn.L'i-^

March 29.

'AMMiHflaiiiii

Alcohol to Children
Ask your doctor how often he prescribes an alcoholic
stimulant for children. He will probably say, “Very.ver^
rarely. Children do not need stimulating.” Ask him
how often he prescribes a tonic for them. He will probably answer, “Very, very frequently.” Then ask him
about Ayer’s non-alcoholic Sarsaparilla as a tonic for the
young. Follow his advice. He knows. ] C~Mir
ToT/^-; ^

The first great rule of health—" Daily movement of the bowels.” Ask your
this to not so. Then a«k him about Ayer'a Pills. Sold for nearly sixty

'LIFE'S GREATEST
I

HAPPINESS

Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health. The
“L F.” Atwood’s Bitten have earned a great tepetation through sixty years of cures.

■
K

true

If

old
Your father and grandfather used this trusty
and
g"
remedy and it kept them well. Use it yourself
it to the children. Gives quick relief for

constipating

AH

dealen mII

L F.” 3S

c.t.

fcc»tW. ^

I*

s

